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Well then, gold is man’s best
friend. It is also his worst enemy-so
choose your product wisely.
I’m not interested in your “pretties”, but in-diamond chips, which are
the best you can have around for data storage and memory keeping. The
problem is that Elite cartels own them all, and you are only given what
THEY want you to have. Unfortunately for you-the-people, THEY have
them for use in their mighty mischief machines and you don’t have them
for your best advantage. We won’t linger on that for now-you will be able
to use more simple forms of carbon for our body needs, for the moment, and
for a lot less cost.
AFOOT
Gold, however, is going to prove to be a must if you wish to survive the
CRYSTALLINE viral assaults. In some of the man-altered viruses the
zinc molecule which attaches the cap (head) to the viral body has been
tampered and upgraded to, in some instances, titanium. Why? So the
antibiotics of choic.e can’t knock it out easily. When you remove the
attaching programmed “head” or “cap” of the virus, the entire robot then
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disseminates. If there are “drias” or “drianas” present, the particles will be absorbed as fuel
for the cells and then absorbed or washed away.
So, you have to have something able to carry enough “harmless to the other body cells”
frequency to break or bind with-the attaching molecule. This is all tampering with DNA,
RNA and genetic structures of cells or CRYSTALLINE life forms.
is one of them
and it has been UPGRADED with a new “neck”.
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I want to present a short excerpt from that book
from page 2 18-2 19. I want you to keep in mind that
there is actually NO DIFFERENCE IN the Soviet Union
Bolsheviks and that which RUNS THE U.S.A. I also
wish you to realize that this book was presented over a
decade ago-so guess how far the bastards have moved
since then-and,
it was bad enough THEN.
[QUOTING:]

One reason the “silver” colloid has been allowed to
continue oh the market is because the enemy knows he
has some attackers on which silver won’t be quite so
effective. The immune system using silver backup will
defend the body pretty well, but with a massive assault
by the virus, it can’t handle the load because of the
rapidity of reproduction built into the programming of
some of these viruses. By the way, the one now upon
you is MAN-MADE and was INCUBATED IN “GREEN
MONKEYS”. SO DON’T THINK YOU ARE DEALING WITH GREEN MONKEYS SIMPLY HANGING
AROUND THE JUNGLE-EXCEPT
OF COURSE, FOR
THE INFECTED ONES INTENTIONALLY INTRODUCED INTO THE DESIRED OUTBREAK AREAS,
SO YOU CAN BE TOLD IT’S IN THE MONKEY
GENES. You will then go forth and kill offyour animal
friends in addition to killing off great masses of people.
THE

MAN-MADE

DEADLIES

These diseases such as Lassa Fever and Ebola, and
Marburg Fever, were created to assure winning in
WAR. You have been told over and over again to expect
biological warfare and, by the way, Russia STILL has
the highest and most effective weapons of same.

primitive modes of living in those African communities
where disease’is going to run rampant. THERE ALWAYS HAS TO BE A “TEST” GROUND AND A
“COUNTER-CONTROL”
GROUP. AIDS WAS INTRODUCED INTO AFRICA UNDER THE GUISE OF
SMALLPOX IMMUNIZATIONS and there you have it:
Africa, for introduction, is the place of Choice. It is
also being introduced at the SAME time as the Russian/
USA summit meeting-TO
MAKE A POINT!
THE
POINT HAS BEEN RECEIVED AND THE U.S.A.
EFFECTIVELY NEUTRALIZED!
I will speak of “protection” or countering possibilities in a minute but now I am going to scare the pants
off you and I hope you listen up. I, further, ask you,
whether you believe me or not-to go forth and get A
or get the journal which
coveti the subject of biological warfare.

As the deadline for the destruction of biological
weapons approached, attention turned to the Soviet
Union. Would a similar display take place
The
Russians merely issued a statement announcing that
the Soviet Union “does not possess” any bacteriological
weapons. Ignoring the question of whether they had
ever developed any biological device in the thirty years
before the treaty was signed in April 1972 did not help
to build confidence between the Superpowers.
In addition, the agreement to ban biological weapons contained one serious flaw. There was no provision
for one side to inspect the other’s facilities to determine
whether or not the treaty was being adhered to. The
growing distrust led to a campaign in the Western press
the likes of which had not been seen since the scare
stories of Russian “disease factories” in the early fifties. Within months of the Biological Weapons Convention coming into effect, suggestions were appearing
that the Russians were already breaking its terms.

Robert Harris and Jeremy Paxman,
1982. Hill and Wang, New York [A division of Farrar,
Straus and Giroux]).

a

”

WHY
THE ATTENTION-GETTER
MOVIES
AND NEWS
REPORTS?
REMOVAL
OF YOUR

To PROTECT you-the-public, not just from terrorists with bombs but especially terrorists with disease
organisms-the
Government
NOW HAS ALL IT
NEEDS to have a REAL INTRA-National Emergency
on a domestic basis. You must understand that during
INTERNATIONAL
EMERGENCY
OR WAR the
WHOLE of your
is not automatically “set
aside” -the
is supposed to continue to
cover you as citizens. BUT, in a Domestic National
Emergency of such widespread potential as disease,
terrorist activities, or other widespread problemsEVERYTHING STOPS! The
is suspended for the duration of the “National Emergency”.
I can tell you NOW that the disease in Zaire is
intentional because the testing needed to be done with
a somewhat less virulent strain of virus to see what
would happen to the immune-system-compromised
populations.
That basically includes everyone on the
globe because of such atrocious nutrition deprivations;
however, the intended show-and-tell will be decided
among the HIV carriers. This is a method of finally
wiping out great numbers of people.
Why Africa?
Because that is the place where the most of the population are less worldly, less modern. You have tribal or
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ons.” Three months later came another claim, this time
from the syndicated columnist Jack
son told his readers that the chief Soviet medical
attach4 in Washington had been caught trying to “weasel suspicious information” from American scientists
over dinner at a genetic engineering conference in
California. “His efforts to elicit information that could
help the Soviets advance their germ warfare research
were obvious,” said Anderson.
The claims continued. In January 1978, a correspondent withReuters news agency reported from NATO
headquarters that “scientific experts” had informed
him that the
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“There is evidence,” said an article in a Boston
newspaper, “that within recent months the Soviet Union
has been constructing or expanding facilities which
appear to be biological arms-production plants, having
very high incinerator stacks and large cold storage
bunkers that could be used for stockpiling the weap-

100,

Not surprisingly, the effect of these allegations was
to throw serious doubt on the value of attempting to
negotiate a second treaty with the Soviet Union to ban
gas warfare. Indeed, in the summer of 1978 a story
appeared suggesting that Nixon’s original decision to
stop developing new chemical and biological weapons
bad been the result of work by Soviet spies. “According
to US intelligence officials,” said the New York
“the Soviet Union attempted to influence then-President Richard Nixon in 1969 to halt chemical and
biological weapons development by transmitting information through double agents working for the Federal
Bureau of Investigation.”
The paper maintained that
the director of the FBI, J. Edgar Hoover, had conveyed
the information to Nixon personally. While none of
Nixon’s White House staff was able to recall having
been given any information about chemical or biological weapons by FBI agents, the
report
was sufficient nonetheless to add to the growing disquiet over what the Russians might be up to.. . .
[END OF QUOTING]
I’m not going to offer the repeat of the information-how much is run in the paper is up to the staff of
the paper. I am, further, not going to put my people
through
assaults and complaints which continue to
beat them down every day. We have to work with about
three people to do the damnable work of twenty and
THEY mostly volunteer their time and efforts just to
keep pushing information and products to you. If the
paper is a day late in arriving-it
is light-up-the-phone
time
We have
some checks for the paper running around or stopped
since April
from reaching us-which means there
isn’t funding for the next (THIS) edition of
Don’t ask me, dear ones, what “I” am going to do. I ask
you: WHAT ARE You GOING TO DO ABOUT IT?
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When there is no more
funding-it
dies. There are a mere handful of people
who have kept it in press. What WILL YB DO when
it is no more?
could be made aware of possible HELP for your plightbeyond that we have no further responsibility! If Ronn
Jackson be honest and forthright, we will get help. If
not, so be it.
You say, WE OWE YOU...? What exactly DOES
GOD OWE YOU? You denounce and deny and badger
and discount
not only
does NOT “owe” you-we don’t even want our enemies
aboard! Our mission was
is to present truth to you
and hopefully WAKE YOU UP. It is n9.t to drag you
kicking and screaming from your caves into GLORY.
a
MAKE GLORY FIRST and then we shall consider
the next step. For you who denounce our paper: why are
you reading it? Our paper and
are meant for those
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with your cages.
Somebody just yesterday accused us AGAIN of
being “anti-Semitic”
and couldn’t we stop causing
dissension? What are you talking about? The party in
point IS NOT A READER, OBVIOUSLY. We cause no
dissension and are NOT anti-Semitic (we m“Semitic”).
You have mis-, dis-information until it oozes out of the
cells which are called “brain”. You have AUTHORITIES who will denounce us to get your money into their
pockets. So be it. All we can do is “offer”. If you don’t
like our information-don’t
read it! We have no
“group”, no membership, no school, no NOTHIN’!
For you who denounced us in favor of a “Rapture”-get
ready-because
you are going to get something which I doubt could be called rapture. For you
who think we are here for your snatching up regardless
of what you do-sorry.
We are not the “pick-up”
battalion-WE
ARE GOD’S HOSTS come to claim HIS
PROPERTY and since He needs no “things”-GUESS
WHAT?!?
I remember back some six years to an
interview 1 bad with a very insipid radio talk host in
Florida. After his insults and ridicule we got off in a
nice manner but his public complained. We agreed to
a second go at it-and
it was worse: in addition to
promising to be serious, be was now WORSE. Fine, for
one of the things he said was, “If you present me with
something that cures cancer right now, or zap me so I
have evidence, I ‘may’ believe you...” Believe me?
Him?? Who cares? I do have a cure for cancer-but
interestingly enough, I doubt be would use it; so go the
way of all know-it-alls, good sir. As a matter of fact,
you bad better hurry to bring Jim Guy Tucker to JUSTICE-because
be also declined an offer of good health.
Ah, Snell laughs now and be who has the last laugh has
usually won the round.
Clinton thinks be got rid of Snell? PERISH THE
THOUGHT! Mr. Snell is where be can really do in the
nit-wits and is diligently doing so.
You don’t have to accept me or mine. But you
WILL accept in a physical manner that which is coming
upon you from God’s enemy. There are no atheists in
a “foxhole”, friends, but if you don’t know what GOD
IS, bow can you expect to find HIM?? Much the less,
bow do you expect US to find YOU? If the last we have
beard from you is a bashing and denouncement-YOU
ARE IN TROUBLE-and
I don’t care what AGE you
are. We deal in SOULS, and if that happens to be
attached to a physical body--fine, we’ll take that too.
Do “I” deal in FEAR? Funny thing about that-1
DON’T “DEAL” AT ALL! Nasty old space cadet? You
name it-you got it! I am a GOOD PROFESSOR and I
offer truth and knowledge; it is up to YOU to pass the
course or flunk it. Boy, there sure are a lot of flunkers
on your place. They flunk everything they touch-and
that is simply THE WAY IT IS. You people allow every
GOOD thing you have to be stolen from you, from your
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freedom to your very lives and souls. GOD ONLY
GIVES LIFE-YOU
ARE THE CHOOSERS OF
DEATH.
You have been warned through every “seer” and
“psychic” who has any value at all-that
THIS IS
PROBABLY THE YEAR OF GREAT CATACLYSMS
AS THE NEW WORLD ORDER OF SATAN TAKES
OVER. Why do you think I would come to sweep that
aside IN SPITE OF YOU SO YOU COULD GO RIGHT
ON THINKING YOU CAN DO ANYTHING AND
THERE WILLONLY BE GOODLY CONSEQUENCES?
You have danced to the piper’s mesmerizing tune until
you have no sense of reality. You danced to the new
tones of programmers and forgot the drum-beat of God
and the Ancients WHO ALWAYS KNEW! Now the
new piper is collecting his fees-foreclosing
on his
investments and evicting his tenants who have “taken”
instead of “giving”. Ah indeed, be will take the good
and the bad, the just and the unjust for his is to reward
the unjust-but
not if there is a higher servant to take
a job-for
there is no loyalty, no promises kept-only
deceit and disappointment.
Do we have disappointments7 Ah yes, as one after
another makes promises and then runs away and bashes
us further while taking our support and love and smashing it in lies and public ridicule. What is a disappointment? What is damaged by the lies? THE ONE
DISAPPOINTING THROUGH LIES-THAT’S
WHO!
You can well have doubts about me but you bad best
have no doubts about the truth I bring and your relationship to GOD-BOTH stand on THEIR own and you
don’t have to concern about me. Make “me” your focus
and you have missed the entire point, readers. Ponder
upon Dharma, and you whistle in the WIND. She types.
GOD PROMISED YOU TRUTH BEFORE THE GREAT
CYCLE WOULD END. IF YOU DON’T KNOW
ABOUT “BIG CYCLES” YOU HAD BEST GET DOWN
TO LITTLE CROW’S GATHERING. IT IS A GOOD
IDEA TO DO SO ANYWAY.
In fact, E. J., make sure Little Crow will be there at
his next gathering. We shall take the mountainto Little
Crow if be cannot break away to come to the mountain.
Then make your own gathering THERE. You need no
recognition-just
let him know be will need some extra
room around his medicine bundle. And, since they do
things differently than we-TAKE SOMETHING FOR
LUNCH-TO
SHARE! For you who would go, bring
something to the table and learn respect-allow
the
elders first and appreciate the children.
Honor the
tradition NOT AS A REDMAN BUT AS A HUMAN
BEING. That is all that is asked-respect
and honor.
Bow your head to the flute and smoke and the intent of
these genuine PEOPLE. Do not smugly think you are
ANYTHING for you are but some of the bothersome
“relations”. Why don’t you TRY GETTING HUMBLE7

Then be prepared to GIVE enough in appreciation to
help pay the damned insurance demanded for a meeting
place. WE ARE TIRED OF BEGGING FOR GOD!
Moreover, don’t expect a pious Indian to shower pious
messages upon your all expecting beads-be
will tell
you bow it IS and he may very well OFFEND you, so be
sure you know what to expect before you bumble into
HIS COUNCIL PLACE. I honor this man above almost
all men-and he need not “put up” with us who would
come expecting some “ancient magic”. There is not
any magic! THERE IS TRUTH and THERE IS LIE.
Confuse the two and you confuse your entire journey.
Please may your “calling circles” be informed. I
expect total respect and reverence-and
a focus as if
you visitors would not even be there. You’re welcome,
Dharma. Dharma needs to TOUCH her brother for
great and horrendous things are coming down quickly
now- and the soul weeps, for the being cries out that “I
have not done enough.” No, what IS-IS.
What will
be, will be-no more, no less.
The soul cries out that “I could not make them see!”
Right! So be it.
1 would like to close this now-it has not been so
pleasant a writing, I suppose, but I don’t know bow else
to offer such information.
We will continue to make
product as quickly as we can-but we act only within
the regulations and that is simply all that we can dosave shut down entirely.
You will have the strength you need AND WE
WILL CONFRONT THE NECESSITIES AS THEY
ARRIVE.
Let us close this so that we can begin to organize,
in our own minds, our steps.
Thank you.
We will continue this subject when next we can.
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1feel I need to keep you a bit updated on some of the
subjects we drop like a bomb on your minds. I rarely
intend to frighten you but sometimes your health and
your circumstances are severely jeopardized and when
I see it coming, readers, I AM GOING TO INFORM
YOU and, further, I will tell it as seriously as I can and
worthy of the attention.
THE

SOVIETS

“They” can change the name of Communism to
distract you-but there is NO CHANGE IN THE SOVIETS. There is NO COLLAPSE of the Soviet SYSTEM.
And, THEY have the U.S. boxed into the CORNER
with nowhere to run and nowhere to hide.
‘NUCLEAR
When asked to back off sending nuclear material
and equipment to Iran it was said by Mr. Yeltsin to Mr.
Clinton at the phony summit: “Don’t push us, Mr.
Clinton, we have other spheres of influence.”
(That
was ON YOUR NON-NEWS!) Yes they do-and they
showed it-at Zaire with something that, given the
“enhanced” and molecularly changed virus, THERE IS
NO TREATMENT.
They, further, have control and
that New World Order you somehow think YOU WILL
RUN-is NOT going to be run by the United States,
good friends-it
is going to be run by the highest Elite
thugs on your planet.
BUGS
You are surrounded by Cholera, Bubonic and Pneumanic Plague, parasites introduced into water systems
which CARRY HIV and Trichinosises and even spirilium and
famiiy of spirochaetes (syphiliscausing organisms). In the testing of water supplies,
readers, some of these things are never even tested.
Parasites are rarely isolated in the testing procedures
and, until there is a breakout of illness they are not
particularly noted. Why? Because the plan is to “luck
out”. The ordinary treatment methods do not kill off
the most serious of these organisms which CARRY
other disease causers.
What is being intentionally loosed on you, however, has NO TREATMENT and will run rampant, like
smallpox did through the Native American population
in early America. These are diseases brought forth by
the Anti-Christ-STOP
BLAMING GOD! GOD gives
you ways to deal with it IF you want to deal with it. But
we certainly are NOT going far out of our way to
become the brunt of your hate-mail as is now happening. You go right along thinking and spouting that we
are quacks and cultists and thus and so-and go right
down the tubes. But please stop annoying us. It is
YOU, who spout the negatives, who will be HELD
RESPONSIBLE AS THINGS FALL APART AND THE
MASSES RISE UP AGAINST “YOU” FOR YOUR
STUPIDITY AND BIG MOUTH. IT IS HAPPENING
NOW-AS WE SPEAK. AS PANIC RUNS THROUGH
THE POPULATION, TERROR IS BORN AND THE
ONES WHO ALLOWED AND LAID THE FOUNDATION OF THIS INSIPID DOWNFALL AND INFECTING OF HUMANITY-WILL
RECEIVE THE BRUNT,
EVENTUALLY, OF THE MASSES. THERE WILL BE
NO GOD THERE TO HELP YOU THEN!
WE CAN
ONLY
OFFER
HEALTH
INFORMATION
I would like to offer as we can, more health information and I ask, especially, AS LONG AS WE CAN
HAVE A PAPER, that there never be an edition without
a HEALTH section. You MUST know about the products available and you must know about the reasons for
the choosing of the products available through New

Gaia. In EVERY instance, if produced by anyone
working with us-they are going to be LIVING, as in
enhanced DRIAS, the LIVING CELL OF LIFE. The
spelta here, is soaked in Gaiandriana before planting so
that the seed is planted with the Drias present to
become one with the kernels. Even the colloids are held
in a Gaiandriana suspension to HOLD the frequency
which is THE property which allows the destruction of
viruses and bacteria species with low frequency structure. Actually, the frequency in DRIAS can EXCEED
anything structured to any frequency. You cannot get
“higher” than that offered by the invisible solar frequencies which totally mutate cells of human structure.
So, we keep the frequency to the level of non-negative
effect on anything save the organism in target. The
Dria carriers are limited by DNA to accept damaging
frequency for human use. Almost all living “animals”
can use and tolerate much higher and lower “frequenties” than can humans:
You cannot “overdose” on these Gaia productsBUT you sure can destroy your necessary organisms
that must be present in your digestive tract [by
&
So, if you feel a need to overdo-then
replace the organisms with supplements. My advice is
to use your brains.
If you are sick and you have
symptoms of any disease “prevailing in your community” (because if you have been using our productsyou won’t get sick FIRST), then act accordingly. For
instance, if there are 32 or 150 or 10 or 2 people who
have been diagnosed with Pneumonic or Bubonic Plague
and YOU HAVE THE IDENTICAL
SYMPTOM
STARTING-GET
WITH A HEAVY HIT OF COLLOIDS. DON’T BE FOOLISH-GET
WITH A HEAVY
INTAKE IMMEDIATELY. THE WORST THAT WILL
HAPPEN AFTER A FULL SERIES OF INTAKE IS A
NEED TO RESTORE THE ACIDOPHILUS AND
LACTOBACILUS.
Would it be better when invaded by these “mystery”
and deadly organisms to get the “stuff’ by IV or IM?
Yes, but that is against the LAW for us to suggest, so we
won’t suggest it. It would be PERFECTLY SAFE in a11
ways to use it that way and, in a Gaiandriana solution,
used such as Saline solution for shock, would be so
enhancing and quick-acting as to shock the world. You
see, the cells (Driana and Drios) CARRY OXYGEN
JUST AS DO BLOOD CELLS-they
are perfect little
critters who TAKE ON INDIVIDUAL DNA-RNA TO
SUIT THE HOST. One drop of your blood into a bottle
of Gaiandriana solution-will
produce a DNA reading,
as transformation takes place, of YOUR DNA. This is
why you can’t begin to actually claim O.J. Simpson
even had to have blood at the site of his so-called
Blood is so easily CLONED, in several
“murders”.
ways, as to be silly and totally grotesque to be argued
over in the manner presented in the courts. However,
in that case, it isn’t even that complicated-he
simply
didn’t do it and this is a set-up to continue to pull you
into chaos. Read Gary Wean’s presentations on this
subject [see the 3128195
of CONTACT]. IT IS
ACCURATE and now it is KNOWN who did the “ritual”
murders. It is YOU-THE-PUBLIC who are deceived.
The rest of the world KNOWS. thev iust are nast the
time of being able to do anything about it-JUST AS,
SOON YOU SHALL BE.
Yes, you can “treat” yourselves but you will notice
that most of those “treatment” modalities are called
“quackery”
and are shut
down from your access. Ozone in PROPER use will kill
the little suckers and Hydrogen Peroxide will take them
out. The reason for the “carriers” is that chlorination,
as THE only system of protection, will only weaken the
parasite, which then allows for the growing of the
borne-organisms to become ever more strong and resistant to antibiotics. Then, when out of the reach of the
chlorine, they can break loose and flourish.
A healthy body and immune system is, of course,
the best defender of your turf, but immune systems are
so badly assaulted by demineralization of food supplies

that you hardly ever find a really healthy immune
system any longer. Junk food junkies pay the price now
because that which is in, say, wheat products, corn
products, etc., is stripped of nutritious value. That’s
not the half of it, though, because so is your flour, bread
and thus and so. Your milk products are tilled with
everything done to the cow in order to keep her alive
long enough to give milk. I prefer, actually, artificial
milk-but that is not available in too many places any
longer. Next best is acidophilus-added
milk. The
acidophilus (which you have to have in the intestinal
tract) is killed through pasteurization. Medicine [conventional] to “save you from yourself” is KILLING
YOU.
That is your business and certainly it doesn’t require a massive program of do or die replacement with
whole grains such as spelta, and then you can eat the
garbage and it won’t particularly hurt you-except
of
course for FAT build-up. Fat, in itself, is a good storage
for energy, and the anorexic who is skin and bones to be
fashionable-will
not make it through disease or hard
times. This is for two reasons: a reasonable fat cover is
excellent for bogging down deleterious, purposely broadcast frequency waves and pulses, protects from the
higher invisible sun rays and gives a reserve for energy
storage. Too much, of course, is debilitating. Therefore as the Master Teacher said: All things in moderation! But, readers, as far as I am concerned-any
way
you wish to commit suicide is up to you-keeping
you
from doing so is NOT MY BUSINESS. What I object
to is your lack of ability or allowance to REALLY
choose up your own weapons for a duel with the Grim
Reaper.
I DON’T

LIKE

PRETENDERS

I object to people using people, emotionally,
]+
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one circumstance, but one who WILL NOT help self is
a burden and must be caused to accept responsibility for
self. This old “I need-YOU supply” is a Communist
mind-control program and IT IS NOT VALID. What
ends up happening is that the deficient one will shrewdly
undo the sufficient one. It happens all the time-but
only in WELFARE states. The Orientals who take care
of family and KNOW values, attend children and parents BECAUSE IT IS ACCEPTED. AND BECAUSE
BECOME LEECHES
I have IT IS ACCEPTED-NEITHER
NO oatience with it. Everv ONE of YOUwill know of AND MISERABLE ATTENTION-GETTERS-THEY
VALUE TO HOUSEHOLDS AND FAMoutstanding examples of tks behavior and if you have EACH
elderly, frightened of isolation, parents-you
KNOW ILY. If a person is going to act like a miserable blobEXACTLY WHAT I MEAN for the behavior is that put them into BLOB facilities where they can vegetate
which is helpless and calls for immediate and ongoing with other BLOBS. As far as I am concerned-ANYATTENTION-DOES
NOT
ATTENTION.
If anyone reaches this point they be- ONE WHO
come dangerous
to
themselves and care
facilities are about the
only method of “treatment” for this DELIBERATE naughtiness. The other option, and often the
case is lack of ability
to pay for such care,
is to CAUSE THE
PARTY TO ASSUME
RESPONSIBILITY!-PERIOD!
MAN,
CAN
BE
PRODUCTIVE
TO
WHATEVER
AGE
HE
LIVES
TO
REACH. AND, IF HE
CAN BE PRODUCTIVE
ONE
MINUTE-THERE
IS
CANNOT BB PRODUCTIVE
THE
NEXT. IT IS LAZIFEAR,
NESS,
WHATEVER-IT
IS
NOT INABILITY.
YOU MUST COME
TO
THE
DIFFERENCE.
If
EXERCISE is’the answer and the party
refuses to participate
in his own state of
well-being,
so-be-it
for nobody can do that
for him-but
don’t
give ATTENTION to the circumstance. Don’t let them DESERVE IT. Why? Because if they are as retarded
get away, either, with blaming Alzheimer’s. That is a and ineffective as they act-they
don’t care what they
disease of using “poisons*’ and if you clean up the have or where they are and you may as well get on with
defective status OR there is misdiagnosis in the first your life-so someone can afford to pay for their retireplace-DO
NOT LET THAT PERSON, HIDING AND ment program. As my people will tell you-WE GET
WANTING ATTENTION, WALLOW IN THAT MIS- BETTER AND BRIGHTER-WE
DIAGNOSIS.
(We don’t even take a weekly day off! We work even
If all the “infirm” does is sit on the fanny in a soft more diligently on the Sabbath.)
chair and watch the boob-tube-you
will have nothing
resulting but a BOOB. If that person wants only to eat
MARINE
PARASITE
and vegetate-then
he might as well do it in a care
facility wherein he can be cared for without interrupto offer, now, an alert
tion to others who are DOING THEIR JOBS. Do NOT sent about from the Oregon State University on
confuse charity with WELFARE! Or, love and serviIt is a serious enough subject to
tude with enslavement.
If you are a care-taker on a merit the time and
Don’t
take the
professional level-get
paid for the service or the other precautions necessary-and
don’t forget that in cleanwill misinterpret the meaning of your help. And, who ing ANY meat or vegetable, an appropriate HzO, (Food
of you wouldn’t like constant “strokes” and attention7 Grade) solution to “soak” for a bit or even to
Especially if it has been lacking? But do you help or wash with, is sufficient to take out all of the little
hinder progression?
You look at the circumstance in suckers and kill the critters. Add some colloidal silver
wisdom, do that which you can, and release it as you with gold trace in Gaiandriana, or even
the
study directions taken
that other. Just because a silver colloid, then rinse and use-and the
will
“IS” does NOT mean he/she DESERVES be clean. It won’t hurt anything,-after
all, readers,
somehow. If a nerson literallv cannot heln self. that is fish
live in water.

than other subtle forms of attack.
Let us realize that if you are dealing with a child or
an elderly person, IF they can function in semblance of
normalcy at one moment and then act the helpless or
stupid infant the next-THEY
ARE PLAYING A
GAME. IF THEY CAN FUNCTION AND RESPOND
RATIONALLY IN A HYPNOTIC TRANCE-THEY
FUNCTION OTHERWISE-BUT
ARE

.

.

,

I especially recommend this for chicken and turkeys because. you already KNOW the advertisement
cautions about cleaning your poultry. There will be NO
FLAVORING added-so if your product tastes “funny”
it is not the wash-it is the product. Yes, the drias will
be killed in cooking-but
so what, they will have served
their purpose and it takes a pretty high degree of heat
directly to them to damage them and the colloidal
elements are GOOD FOR YOU. Half of your basic
problem is that both silver and gold elements (minerals) have been removed from your food supply and the
body HAS TO HAVE IT TO STAY WELL.
[QUOTING:]
IN

MARINE

FISHES

This fact sheet has been prepared in response to many questions from seafood retailers
about parasites in fish products.
Customers who find parasites
in fish they purchase need to
have good answers for some
obvious questions.
Your customers need to
understand
two key points:
First, parasites are a natural
occurrence.
Second, although
certain roundworms
(nematodes) and tapeworms found in
fish can infect people, thorough
cooking of fish renders these
parasites totally harmless.
Public health problems only
arise when people eat raw or
lightly preserved fish, such as
sashimi or ceviche. When fish
is to be prepared according to
these recipes, it should first be
completely frozen for a least 24
hours to kill any parasites that
may be present. [H:

Here are some of the most commonly asked questions about parasites.
1.
fish catch
purchase?
Fish, like all living organisms, can be infected with
various parasites. Modern technology has allowed us
to drastically reduce-but not eliminate-the
parasites
that occur in domesticated food animals and in people.
Fish, of course, are wild animals, and people have
little or no control over their environment. This makes
it difficult to avoid an occasional encounter with a
naturally occurring parasitic worm.
The most commonly observed parasites in marine
food fishes are roundworms called
Certain
nematodes are common parasites of animals; others
attack plants. Even more common are the microscopic,
free-living nematodes that occur in soil everywhere.
The nematodes seen most commonly in fish are
often called herring worms or cod worms. Actually, a
number of different species are involved, and it
difficult to distinguish between them. All are in the
family_ .
and are properly referred to as
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Other fish, especially freshwater and anadromous
may carry larvae of the tapeworm
These small, whitish, and somewhat flabby
worms are especially common in salmon from Alaska.
2.
Fish
In the case of both anisakid nematodes and
tapeworms, fish become infected
when they
small crustaceans that have themselves
previously eaten parasite eggs or parasite larvae.
In the fish, the worms may locate in the muscle or
internal organs, where they develop into the stage that
can infect people.
3.
Because nematodes are relatively uncommon in
fish fillets and are easily destroyed by normal processing and cooking procedures, they rarely cause health
problems. However, under some circumstances, swallowing a live nematode larva can cause-and
has
caused-severe
gastric upset called
These nematodes do not find people suitable hosts
and do not live long in human digestive tracts. Nevertheless,
infections have been reported to cause mere abdominal pain
and intestinal upset for as long as 10 days.
Tapeworms that occur in fish can infect people and
other fish-eating mammals if they swallow living larvae. The tapeworms may live in the intestinal tract for
several years, and eggs and tapeworm sections can be
found in human feces.
The infection is not fatal. Symptoms in infected
individuals may vary from none to abdominal pain,
weakness, loss of weight, and anemia.
4.
fish,

According to most authorities, cooking fish to an
temperature of 140” F (60” C) will kill all
nematodes and fish tapeworms. This temperature is
reached during normal cooking procedures.
5.
Hot-smoked fish should be brought to at least 180”
F (82” C) to prevent outgrowth of food-poisoning bacteria. If this is done, parasites should be no problem.
The 140” F (60” C) temperature necessary to kill parasites would likely be achieved in any hot-smoking
process.
Hard-salting (curing) fish before pickling (as described in PNW 183,
is
reported to kill any nematode or tapeworm present.
However, pickling without salt curing
may not
destroy some nematodes.
One researcher found 4% acetic acid and 6% brines
kill anisakid after 26 days in a herring brine
solution with equal volumes of brine and fish. It’s
reasonable to expect that pickled herring will be eaten
as soon as 2 weeks after preparation.
79
1985

OREGON STATE
SERVICE
(END OF QUOTING]
I suggest you consider that the
above is
offered to help the fish industry so please use these
guidelines but increase your concern and attention for
you are being offered “minimal” possibilities. Just use
your heads, please, and attend your own parasite cleansing program regularly. The side-effects of the cleansing program are only enhanced well-being, so don’t be
foolish-USE
THE TOOLS.
The next is important only in that some “products”
and plants are so helpful to good health that they should
be regularly brought to your attention. The succulent
plants of the desert, and most specifically Aloe Vera, is
one of those varieties which offer widespread goodness.
It is worthy of attention to report that we feed our
starting Drias with a bit of Aloe Vera because of the
values carried in the plant.
From:
April 24, 1995.
[QUOTING:]
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HEALING
PROPERTIES
ATTRIBUTED
TO PLANT
KNOWN
TO ANCIENTS
by John Tiffny

The processed juice, a flavorless product unless
flavoring is added, tends to be rather expensive, especially as those who use it tend to drink up to eight
ounces a day. The gel tends to be a good buy, on the
other hand, especially since in most cases “a little
dab’11 do yuh.”

Native to the deserts and arid regions of South
Africa are some 200 species of prickly-leafed succulent
members of the lily family that range in size from small
plants to trees, making up the genus
There are also several closely related genera such
as
and
The word “aloe” comes
from the Greek, which comes in turn from the Sanskrit,
and originally, in all probability, from one of the
Dravidian languages, some of which are still spoken in
southern India and Sri Lanka.
Aloe is frequently mentioned in the
Its
Although little is known about the medicinal properties of most
species, several are ‘used as cures:
leaf pulp is used to treat sores, while
theleafpulpandtheyellowsapareusedincasesofringworm.
Native to the island of Socotra, it is
used in much the same manner as the Barbados aloe
(see below), although considered less powerful.

a

a
the

sprayed

a
available.

a

the
a
Natives of South Africa use a decoction of the roots to cure tapeworm.
has
a
One of the non-arborescent species,
the
Barbados aloe, which bears a superficial resemblance
to the American century plant, or
(although
somewhat smaller), has become famous for its manifold
have
health-giving properties.
have
Throughout the rest of this article, the word “aloe”
will mean the Barbados aloe (also known as the Curacao
and also make
aloe, although it is native to southern and eastern Africa).
Although you will find it everywhere you go as a
cultivated plant, it now grows wild in the Caribbean
of
islands and reportedly in the Zapata area of Texas.
When
magazine surveyed 5,000 readers
The leaves are one to two feet long, and whitish
green on both sides, bearing spiny teeth along the on their favorite natural home remedies, more than
4,000 said they had used Aloe for soothing and healing
margins, and are filled with a mucilaginous, jelly-like
minor burns. Of those who tried it, 87 percent reported
tissue (parenchyma).
This is the part usually used.
good results, the best rating of any herbal remedy in the
The fresh leaves can be split open and the paren- survey, while another 11 percent reported fair results.
Says Hale (speaking of properly processed pure
chyma may then be rubbed onto the skin for sunburn
and other minor burns, insect bites, scratches, and aloe): “You can’t drink too much aloe. Studies show
minor cuts and abrasions. It is even said to be good theonlywayyoucankillaratwithaloeistodrown~
Bill McAnalley of Carrington Laboratories in Irvagainst wrinkles.
Says John Lust in
the fresh juice is ing, Texas says Aloe has anti-viral and anti-tumor
also said to help heal wounds by preventing or drawing properties and stimulates the immune system.
Apparently the plant also has antibacterial and
out infection.
The dried juice is called “aloes”. Although aloes anti-fungal properties.
Researchers have identified 140 active substances
has a nauseating taste, a tea made from it makes a good
in Aloe, including one that causes cells to divide and
wash for wounds and for the eyes, according to Lust.
But you don’t have to rely on old-fashioned aloes. multiply, stimulating the growth of white cells. AddiToday aloe juices and aloe gels are available in a tional factors stop infection and inflammation.
Says Dr. Wendell Winters, associate professor of
of forms, including many that you
can drink right out of the bottle with no harsh or microbiology at the University of Texas Health Science
nauseating flavor. While aloes tend to cause constipa- Center in San Antonio, who has been studying the
tion, the processed form of aloe juice has an anti- desert succulent for 15 years: “We think really of Aloe
as a pharmacy in a plant.”
constipative effect.
Beware, however, of cosmetics, etc., touting them, [END OF QUOTING]
selves as aloe products
as
as 0.5
Gene
We can leave this now, Dharma; it is a high priorHale, executive coordinator of the Akte Science Council.
An injectable form of aloe is used to treat cancer in cats ity, however, that we keep our readers informed about
the things THEY CAN DO to help themselves, for long
Quite possibly it will be found equally effective ago you were denied the things which you need for your
own protection and care. I do, however, remind everyagainst human cancer and even AIDS.
The slippery gel softens the skin, moisturizes and one that we VERY CAREFULLY CONSIDER EVERYprotects dry, scaly skin and controls dandruff. It eases THING, EVERY LAW, EVERY LAST REGULATION
pain, seems to be good for your hair (rubbing it in and FOR ANYTHING WE HANDLE. You must learn,
allowing it to dry), and appears to have many other readers, that just because you don’t like a “law” doesn’t
benefits that producers are not allowed by Big Brother mean you can discard it. You can work within the
to claim, supposedly because the evidence is largely anecdotal. regulations and then carefully go about changing the
It is also unpatentable, so that there are only reasonable laws which are too restrictive. To go fight the elephant
profits available to producers which maybe another reason the when you be a gnat is indeed most foolish. Salu.
pg. 35
medicratsandthepharmaceuticalmonopolyareunenthusiastic about this marvelous gift of Nature.
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It appears that everything around you is moving
rapidly into chaos-but only if you choose to perceive
it in such manner. Satan’s workbook calls for total
chaos. However, please understand something: if your
Journal
Journal
MIND is perceiving cltarly-it
will bring order to
chaos. You can only handle your own perceptions and,
to
CONTACT
hopefully, help bring insight and order to another’s.
Journal
GOD is “order*‘, Lucifer/Satan is “chaos”. You don’t
“have to” do anything.
You can come to KNOW
#l
TRUTH, prepare for eventualities and conduct your life
and expression within freedom-no
matter how thick
might be the bars around your “cage”.
FOREW0R.R
You may well be overwhelmed at the magnitude of
things which come into your attention and MUST come
BODY.
MIND
AND
SOUI,
into your attention. How interesting that God provides
The “body” houses the brain computer which cat- that which allows knowledge, action and solutions.
egorizes the mind while the soul houses the mind which
Most misperceive “freedom” as being something
is, at best, invisible. A surgeon can see and probe the solely of the body. NO-IT IS SOMETHING ONLY OF
brain, he cannot see the mind. And yet, ALL is mind. THE MIND! Further, you can live through “bad times”
We can realize when a mind is “sick” but all the drugs if you look upon them as more of your journey and not
and medicines cannot “cure” it. It can be shocked, your bindings.
There will be as many perceptions
warped and “blown” -but only self (FROM SOUL) can regarding any given incident as there are persons to
heal a sick mind.
perceive it. This is from bombings in any place, World,
The mind, however, can do its work,when proper to the virus which may invade your person.
health is present-to
heal the body, gather energy and/
FEDERAL
GOVERNMENT
or put the body to rest. The mind never rests. Not even
in sleep or death does the MIND rest.
In these volumes of words forming expressions of
If you look closely you can see what is happening in
thought, we are able, at best, to walk together within a “government” circles as the would-be New Worlders
single thoughtform and gather bits of knowledge and GATHER up lands, property, persons and armies. They
share information, express together an idea and even are setting up their fortresses for war- but what would
some ideals. Things come and go, life changes a bit happen if no one came to their war?
from yesterday and expectation of changes for tomorYou must look at the over all to see the picture-but
row often floods the mind as fear of the
whirls do you LIVE in the “over all”? Actually?? I mean,
around you. Some thrive on sensationalism while “How much land do you use? Do you already pay taxes?
others cower in terror or hide from truth in order to hide Is today in your life ongoing REALLY different from
from the lies a bit longer.
yesterday? The answer of course, is yes, if you just had
Precious friends, it is fine-any
or all is won- a tornado rip through your dwelling but, otherwise, I
drously
It is YOUR experience, YOUR dream, would suggest it is pretty much the same. Bondage,
YOUR expression!
well planned, is a gradual creeping disease which
a good

0

The cost for printing the PHOENIX JOURNALS in sufficient quantities to
offer them at rock bottom prices is always a serious challenge to our fmancial
resources. At this time we need financial assistance to help cover the printing
costs of the JOURNALS. Ifyou are in a position to assist, please call PHOENIX
SOURCE DISTRIBUTORS, INC. at (800)800-5565 and ask for Brent.
We would like to extend our thanks once again to those of you who have
helped us so greatly in the past. Without your assistance we would not have
come this far.

becomes chronic at best and kills at worst.
There are solutions (both literally and figuratively)
which can kill disease organisms and for the ones who
choose life there are always alternatives.
Going to
WAR only intensifies your inability to have that which
you need. If you have sunshine today but expect the
storm tomorrow-would
you not go gather a bit of food
and shelter for the storm?
You must see and experience the movements perceived in the world; you must know truth to make
passage in “knowing”. But why make war while you
make passage? Does it REALLY matter whether you
purchase a “thing” with a worthless piece of paper or a
plastic card? Think about this seriously, readers: is not
the plastic card ACTUALLY easier and better for attending your needs? You CAN shelter your assets and,
BECAUSE YOU CAN LIVE WITHIN ALL LAWS,
what do we ponder here’? I simply want you to ponder
life and soul. You DO NOT HAVE TO JOIN IN WITH
EVIL-to see evil. You do not have to commit crimes
to witness crime. You do not have to go to battle to
LIVE your goodly intent. The more you try to force
others into your goodly intent-the
more they resist.
Why? Because they don’t understand and if you are
forcing your wishes off onto another-you
are not
righteous, you are simply trying to make “your way”
“THE WAY” and for that other, it may well not be THE
WAY.
The horse is out of the barn! Can’t you see, readers,
that the horse is out of the barn? Now, after the horse
is gone you are going to shore up the barn doors and
take up arms against the foe. Why? Why do you not get
back your horse, put him in this or another barn, fix the
door and attend the
Is this truly so much more
difficult than going to war? YOUR ENEMY EXPECTS
YOU TO COME TO HIS WAR THAT HE IS NOW
FOMENTING!
Some of you struggle to get, say, wilderness areas
designated.
That is fine except for those who USE
those areas for their livelihood and home. It is fine to
have Spotted Owls in your trees unless those trees are
your very existence. But you can consider alternatives:
the Spotted Owl can’t do much about his territory for he
is
for ONLY certain living possibilities. You are
fitted with a MIND which allows for ALL alternatives.
One day you may all rejoice to go forth and be able to
exist in one of those nearby wildernesses. Christ did so
why not you?
EVERY
HAPPENING
IS AN
ALTERNATIVE
GIFT
OF
POSSIBILITIES.
I cannot stop that which is flowing against you,
around you or within you-1 can only offer mental
expression. You can actually thrive in better condition
than in what you call, but is not, freedom. Your society
HAS HAD THE FREEDOM to become that which it is
today-SICK.
Will government CONTROL make it
better7 No, but the actual CONTROL of everything you
have and are-allows
you to seek and use alternatives-which
will actually OFFER YOU BETTER
HEALTH AND A BARRIER TO BODILY ATTACKS
BY INVADERS.
Do you REALLY fear the government, OR is it the
products of governmental insanity that terrorize you?
Is it the ability of pure Evil tocome,upon your spaceor a bunch of idiots in a given city? Do you want police
to help protect you or are,you willing to give them ALL
up to make a point?
What I witness is the irrational actions of “government” and the equally irrational actions of citizens who
call themselves “patriots”. What actually is happening?
Exactly what the One World Order has structured:
rebellion and revolution, chaos and FEAR.
There IS an old saying which is worthy of some
thought in this day of confusion and taking up arms.
What are you protecting?
What property can you
possibly HAVE and HOLD that you must, at all costs,
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What do you have that needs search and
protect7
Speaking against evil is fine-BUT
THE
seizure?
MERE EXAMPLE OF LIVING WITHOUT EVIL INTENT IS THE WORTHY GOAL OF EXPRESSION.
WHEN YOU DRAW A VISIBLE LINE IN THE DIRT
AND FORBID THE CROSSING OF ANOTHER BEYOND THAT LINE-YOU HAVE DECLARED WAR.
BUT WHAT IF NO ONE CAME TO YOUR WAR?
WHAT IF NO ONE KNEW THERE WAS SUCH A
LINE? IF EACH WAS
FOR SELF
WITHIN THE LAWS-THERE
WOULD NEED BE
NO LINES IN THE DIRT DRAWN BY ONE MAN
AGAINST ANOTHER.
What has “another” actually DONE TO YOU?
What is it that you REALLY want? DO YOU EVEN
KNOW ENOUGH ABOUT THE CONSTITUTIONYOU
USE AS A BANNER TO RECITE IT TO ME? You
claim “unconstitutional”
when actually, readers, the
Federal Government IS ACTING WITHIN THE CONSTITUTION-FOR,
WHILE YOU WEREN’T LOOKING, “THEY” DECLARED A STATE OF EMERGENCY, PUT YOU UNDER ENFORCED REGULATIONS AND YOU DIDN’T NOTICE THAT THE VERY
YOU CLAIM-ALLOWS
FOR ITS
SETTING ASIDE IN SUCH TIMES. IT IS SIMPLY
SET ASIDE FOR THE DURATION OF THE “EMERGENCY” AND, WHILE IT IS SO, YOU HAVE MARTIAL LAW! (Since 19331)
If you want your
in force-you have to
go all the way back to step one-and
BUILD. More
destruction will NOT solve the problem. FREEDOM
GAINED THROUGH A GUN IS NOT FREEDOM AND
YOUR ENEMY WILL AGAIN COME AGAINST YOU
THE MOMENT THE BULLETS ARE GONE!

seem to now wear the DISEASE as some sort of rightful
banner. NO, it is a disease of carnal infection and can
be as easily healed as a bad cold. But, these victims
(patients) are considered ones unworthy of life, groups
who will be allowed to exterminate themselves. The
Elite also have intentions of ways to allow the welfare
state to ftild and, in so doing, take out the majority of
blacks and emigrants, for the diseases and deteriorated
state of health in such circumstances will DO THE
JOB-eventually-it
always does. What if you had a
welfare counter and nobody came? What if you had a
drug counter all nice and legal-and nobody came? Do
you see that you as citizens ENABLE the evil to flourish
and conquer7
What of Social “programs”?
What about them?
You can see the handwriting on your wall. The social
programs of pensions and retirement funds are probably going to cease. Are you prepared? I am in favor
‘of you receiving that which is contracted so I am in
favor of using all that is legally yours to receive and
then, you have to attend self. Can you’? If not, we need
to consider some BETTER way, had we not? When all
else fails perhaps you will be fortunate enough to know
someone near a wilderness area where you can set forth
a tent and lay down a blanket. People, do you see that
you expect GOD to make it right for you? No, HE WILL
NOT! YOU will make it right or it will remain WRONG!
GOD WILL PROVIDE “THE WAY” OF SOUL AND
MIND-YOU
MUST SEIZE THE MOMENT AND
ACT.
I am amused at the great numbers of people who
read, say, about our journals and/or products and claim
we are somehow evil for not giving them away so that
ALL can have same. Our people have nothing with
which to produce these things and in all instances the
lowest cost of anywhere is yours for the using. How
much, friends, does it cost to have AIDS? The “average” death cost is over $100,000. Ah, but who pays?
YOU-not the dying patient. So, in either instance, is
not an insurance plan of product CHEAPER than any
medical
yers? How many of you have spent hundreds of thousands of dollars on lawyers? How
of you have had
to simply “lose” because of no ability to fight in court?
Then WHY would
go
out there and “in
the name of Constitutional rights” put yourself in jail

AS YOUcome to the ending portions of THIS journal
YOUare going to find the terrible truth of diseases which
are KILLING. What is wondrous is that there are ways
to handle same! The LIES are there for your viewing.
That means that the solution to the problem birthed of
the lie-is
also present. Protection is there for the
accepting.
that
nothiagsavethings
which
to continue to do this over and over and over againWHEN YOU MUST HAVE LEARNED By NOW THAT
For goodness sakes, IT DOESN’T WORK?
if your immune system is bad-build it up and fortify it
Live a goodly and clean expression in physical
make
or be prepared to accept the disease, legal or illegal. circumstance, take
Disease always seems to be quite legal. AIDS carriers protective tools for use and

You cannot CHANGE the evil intent of the world
into perfection-but
it will pass away as choices are
You CAN pretty much watch from the
expressed.
sidelines as the evil cartels do themselves in. Yes
indeed, they will take out a lot of entities-but
only
through the CHOICE of the target.
homosexual does
not HAVE TO HAVE SODOMY EXPRESSION! HE
CHOOSES IT! HE WANTS
TO ACT IN
THAT CHOICE. SO BE IT, WHAT ELSE IS THERE
TO SAY? You don’t have to shoot the person for the
choice he makes and YOU DON’T HAVE TO JOIN
HIM IN THE ACTIVITIES. HE WHO IS WITHOUT
SIN, CAST THAT FIRST STONE!
You just wait-THE
PEN
MIGHTIER THAN
THE SWORD and the changes wrought in goodness
upon mankind will NEVER BE THE RESULT OF
WAR.
There are, right now, plans for placing immunizatiohs into your food! There are, right now, people with
brain chips growing inside their brains and brain cells
growing on computer chips. Do you REALLY think
and believe that a pop gun is going to protect you? You
may well, for a minute or two, protect your driveway
with your rifle-but who is going to shield you from the
gun in the sky? If you WANT to find your way-it is
available without forming groups, fighting, killing or
IS
ill intent. In that knowing and action-POWER
OFFERED AND PRESENT.
This is power beyond
which no Evil can rise.
So be it, precious friends. I don’t need to make my
enemies mad at me-for they will devour themselves.
All I have to do is stand aside within the laws THEY
make and within the protection of the laws of God and
Creation-and
watch. May you come to realize as
much.
Thank you and in God’s love and brotherhood, I
AM,
Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn
I walk with God; would you journey with me?
May 8, 1995. (In the time of the Lord: Day 265,

Journal label:
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for they lay before you.
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“A MONITOR
OF THE
RIGHT
WING’S
RAVINGS
IS HOLDING
DOWN
THE
FORT
IN COSTA
RICA”

The NEWS DESK is back after a one-week hiatus
for moving purposes! Not “moving” as in “emotionally
John McPhaul writes this one on his own, in the
transfiguring”, but as in “the relocation ofbejillions of
boxes and STUFF from point A to point B”. Fortu- same issue of the
[quoting:]
SAN JOSE, Costa Rica-For a year, James Latham
nately, you readers have NOT let up in your sending of
has been monitoring shortwave programming that
news items. THANK YOU!
broadcasts
MEDIA
ONSLAUGHT
CONTINUES
AGAINST
DEFENDERS
OF OUR
He manages
Radio for Peace
By far the largest stack of clippings on this week’s
NEWS DESK are spin-offs from the Oklahoma City
International
(RFPI), a
shortwave station based in Costa Rica.
bombing. The media has been relentless in its castigaHe reports on and responds to the
through
tion of any opposition to “the government”.
KNOW
which he says he
THY ENEMY: note how they program the masses his program
simply by pairing highly charged trigger words (such started because of the spread of extremist programas “hate”, “lunatic fringe”, “extremist”, etc.) with the ming. “The program serves as to counterbalance the far
subject under current vilification (any person or orga- right on the airwaves,” he says. Significant differences
nization who opposes their Elite, One World puppet separate hosts such as Mark Koernke of the Michigan
masters). Observe how they twist information to suit Militia, neo-Nazi Kurt Saxon and
their “patriot-put-down”
agenda. Headlines are espefundamentalist preacher “Pastor” Pete Peters,
‘“HOMEGROWN
TERROR:
cially
designed
for
major
impact,
jam-packed
with
says
Latham.
_. _
FRINGE
SUBCULTURE
FOCUSES
ON
solid propaganda-to
insure you get a hefty dose,
APOCALYPTIC
VISION”
But Latham says
whether or not you read the article.
promote a conspiracy-laden world view describing a
Larry Witham has visor-penned
this article for
“New World Order” in which a capitulating U.S. gov“RAGE
RADIO
Shortwave is long on
viewsernment has been taken over by the United Nations, the May l-7 issue of the
[quoting:]
which in turn is allegedly preparing a military takeover
and the
is being
all
The terrorists who killed and maimed in Oklahoma
around the world.”
of local communities.
City may be lone extremists
This humdinger is from the May 3 issue of the
“1 [End of
It was written by Fred Tasker, quoting.]
go,
assisted by Sara Rimer of the
and
but
Special Correspondent John McPhaul and is
they have forced national attention on an American
apparently designed to reduce the image of the patriotic
subculture that mixes survivalism, militias, conspiracy
American to that of an angry, hate-filled, paranoid,
the Bible’s apocalyptic vision. Amid the rush by
out-of-control juvenile given to temper tantrums-at
law enforcers, congress and national opinion
least that is certain1
to do something about
the NewsSpeak i
the problem
scholars
a huge, simplistic, ca
[Quoting:]
As the glare of publicity from the Oklahoma City
bombing illuminates the
groups selling
and
around the country
the public has become vaguely aware that one
method such groups use to
is shortwave
radio.
Fewer are aware that the
blankets the nation.
World Wide Christian Radio out of Nashville attracts “Bob from Miami”,
about how lawyers
have
taken
over
of
all
three
branches
government...“Randy
from St. Louis”
that “the
government pushes a gay lifestyle on US.” “Eric from,
Cincinnati”
is still
with Franklin Delan
Roosevelt for “declaring war on the Am
by taking the United States off the gold s
1930s.
a
a serges

“.

a
who watch this
subculture are counseling a calm sorting out of persons
from groups, and one group from another.
Nearly all the survivalist and militia groups, and
the more extreme white-supremacists
churches, hold
some biblically derived vision of an end time of final
social upheaval. Mr. James Tabor
said the irony of
America’s religious culture is that while a warped
apocalyptic view may
have driven the
bomber, the nation’s leading apocalyptic evangelist led
the national mourning at an Oklahoma City worship
service with President Clinton. =Silly Graham, the
center of the culture, is an a~al~tici~~
Mr. Tabor
said. “He writes books on it and preaches it at every
crusade. But nobody thinks he’s going to bomb a
is a very radical document, [You
building. The
2
Funk and
Wagnalls Standard College Dictionary
as
“,

and we’ve got to face the fact that it’s a big
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poison-gas attack, or the more targeted violence against
ships carrying plutonium, is not an instance of isolated
violence, and certainly not a sociological phenomenon.
[Wow!] said the groups are not difficult to Rather, it is irregular warfare being waged against the
affiliate with, and people come in and out of them. The nation-state.
Japan, along with China and other nations, is being
Christian Identity movement, which is tinted withAryan
is pegged at 20,000 to 30,000 adherents in targeted for fear that it will line up in the American
camp, at a time when the international financial system
“several dozen” subgroups, he said. A less ideological
part of the subculture has been called the militia move- is disintegrating and decisions must- be made about a
ment. “The militia literature I’ve seen suggests that new world financial system. The real target of the
there is always some kind of religious belief, even in the oligarchs who are running this war is civilization
ones that are secular,” Mr. Barkun said. In groups with itself. They hope that by orchestrating a chaotic envithe strongest anti-government
beliefs, religious ele- ronment in which “random”, unprovoked violence bements define the apocalyptic era and make God and the comes the norm, they can impose their will and replace
sources of authority now that state authority is the republican nation-state.
viewed as illegitimate.
SARIN
ATTACK
WAS
a
A TAVISTOCK
RECIPE
“,
“,
This article is from the same publication, April ‘14
issue, [quoting:]
In 1989, the Tavistock Institute of Human RelaSince these articles follow asimilar pattern, here
premier psychological
is a smattering of the latest headlines from across the tions, British Intelligence’s
warfare agency, held a conference in Cleveland, Ohio
country:
to spell out a gameplan for the destruction of the
nation-state system and the forging of a British-domi“FAR-RIGHT
RADIO
SAYS
nated “global civilization.” According to the Tavistock
GOVERNMENT
DID BOMBING”
recipe, this shift requires deep, long-term crises, and
[from the April 29 issue of the
what they label “global events.” The March 20 sarin
gas attack on the Tokyo subway is a perfect example of
just such a Tavistock “global event.”
“TALK
RADIO.
PARAMILITARY
GROUPS
BLASTED
Howard Perlmutter, a professor of Social ArchitecBY NEBRASKA
SENATOR’
ture [! ] at the Wharton School of Economics in Phila[from the April 28 issue of the
delphia, and a protege of former Tavistock chairman
Eric Trist, explained how such a paradigm shift could
be achieved. To move from what he called “the indus“WORLDWIDE
CHRISTIAN
RADIO
trial model” (i.e., international relations based on the
TAKES
KOERNKE
OFF THE
AIR’
nation-state) to the “symbiotic and societal model”
[from the April 29 issue of
(i.e., a British-dominated one-world government), it is
necessary to pass through a transitional “de-industrial
model”, which Perlmutter characterized as a period of
“MILITARY
SOUGHT
TO
chaos.
FIGHT
U.S. TERRORISM”
Perlmutter emphasized the importance of a global
network of action groups to catalyze this chaotic “paraThis
article by Neff Hudson is from digm shift.” These groups-such
as the thousands of
the May 8 issue; it details one feature of Clinton’s non-governmental organizations spawned by the United
packaged response to the “terrorist threat”, [quoting:] Nations, and groups such as the Aum sect-wage war
WASHINGTON-The
Pentagon could be called to against the nation-state.
Another requirement is the
fight domestic terrorism as part of a $1.5 billion pack- staging of “global events”, which Perlmutter compared
age unveiled April 26 by President Clinton. In a major with the initiation rituals of primitive societies, i.e.,
amendment to a 120-year-old act that forbids military terrifying experiences which alter how whole populainvolvement in domestic law enforcement, Clinton said tions think.
the military should be allowed to help investigate crimiTerrifying “global events” that provoke shock in
nal cases involving weapons of mass destruction.
entire societies are made possible by the advent of mass
The White House said the amendment to the Posse communication, according to the Tavistock recipe book.
Comitatus Act of 1878 would be strictly worded to The Tokyo sarin attack was a textbook “global event”.
protect the principle that the military should not police
U.S. citizens.
The posse act bars using
federal troops in domestic law enforcement except “in
HOLOCAUST
“NEWS”
IS
cases andunder circumstancesexpressly
authorized by
DAILY
MEDIA
BARRAGE
the
or act of Congress.” Because of that
exception, presidents have used the military in several
Does a day go by that you can open your local daily
domestic crises, including the school desegregation
“news”paper and NOT find a front page, illustrated
battle in the 1960s and, more recently, in the Los propaganda piece about the “Holocaust”?? A couple of
Angeles riots.
weeks ago it was “Holocaust Remembrance Day” (Surprise! You thought that was EVERY day, judging by
THE
HAND
BEHIND
TERRORISM.
daily media fare!). Last week was “Jewish Heritage
Week, 1995” -no kidding! Here’s the proclamation
This is excerpted from an editorial in the April 2 1 signed by William J. “Bubba” Clinton, as it appeared in
issue of
(April 28 issue), [quoting:]
though it was written in reference to the poison-gas
attack in Japan, and prior to the Oklahoma City bombA PROCLAMATION
ing, it fits right in, [quoting:]
Every time we read of innocent people being masThroughout history and though times of profound
sacred, we must reflect on the deeper issues involved adversity, the Jewish people have builT their lives on
and the true face of evil. We are involved in a life-and- the strength of family and the spirit of community.
death struggle, indeed, a war. The use of the weapon of Millions have made a home in American-a
Nation
seemingly aimless terror, such as that used in the filled with ouoortunitv and blessed with the miracle of
part of our culture.
Mr. Michael Barkun, author of

freedom. And here, with hard work and dedication, the
Jewish-American community has flourished
Jewish citizens have made vital contributions to
every sector of our society. From academia to the arts,
from business to government, for the smallest towns to
the largest cities, Jewish Americans have infused our
Nation with a powerful faith, a commitment to family
and community, and a devotion to scholarship and selfimprovement.
Judaism is a unique gift to this land that people of
myriad faiths and cultures call home, The ancient
commandment of tzedaka-charity-challenges
us to
embrace the duty of service to others. The Talmudic
teachings of mercy and justice, and those who have
sought to uphold these ideals, grace the pages of American history. We can draw strength and inspiration from
the enduring lessons of Judaism, and it is entirely
fitting that we honor the great traditions of its followers.
Now, therefore, I, William J. Clinton, President of
the United States of America, by virtue of the authority
vested in me by the
and laws of the United
States, do hereby proclaim April 30-May 7, 1995, as
“Jewish Heritage Week”. I call upon the people of the
United States to observe this week with appropriate
programs, ceremonies, and activities.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand
this twentieth day of April, 1995, and of the Independence of the United States of America the two hundred
and nineteenth.
/s/ William J. Clinton [End of quoting]
It took a lot of restraint on my part NOT to editorialize throughout this “Proclamation”.
However, I
MUST now suggest you go back and reread it, substituting the word “Christian” for “Jewish” and “Christianity” for “Judaism”. “Christian Heritage Week”, imagine that! The ADL would be up-in-arms! It would be
considered a hate crime, wouldn’t it!
This “Proclamation” is highly reminiscent of Public Law 102-14, which makes the Seven Noahide Laws
the law of the land and politically judaized the United
States of America with a Babylonian Talmudic religion
known as Judaism. Phoenix Journal #98,
has the details.
ANIMATED

VERSION

OF

PREMIERES
AMSTERDAM-An
animated film version of the
Diary of Anne Frank is scheduled to be given its
premiere in Amsterdam in May, a spokeswoman for the
Japanese [?] producer said Tuesday. Anne Frank, a
Jewish schoolgirl, died in the Bergen-Belsen concentration camp
50 years ago. Her diary, a
moving account of life in hiding from the occupying
Nazis, has sold over 20 million copies all over the
world since it was first published in 1947.
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a
a

agood

“66
4.1
CRIMINALS
UNDER
THE
NEW
WORLD
ORDER;
MAN
CHARGED
WITH
“HARASSING
COMMUNICATIONS”
FOR SENDING
FAX!
Prepare to be amazed and disheartened-by
this
article from the May 10th issue of the
[quoting:]
MAYPIELD, KY-A Water Valley man was charged
with harassing communications, a class B misdemeanor,
at 5:30 p.m. Monday at his home after he allegedly sent
four faxes to Hutson Ag Equipment in Mayfield. Robert Pummer, 4 1, was jailed in Graves County on $2000
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cash bond, said Capt. Ronnie Lear of the Maytield
Police Department’s investigations unit.
Lear said police received a report from Hutson on
Saturday that the company had received four faxes from
Pummer over about a three week period. Lear said the
faxes “were talking about the Oklahoma bombing, and
blaming the government for what’s going on.” He said
the faxes were anti-government and talked about terrorism, and that Pummer said he was a member of an
organization of 500 like-minded people. He said that
when city and state police went to arrest Pummer, he
cited his First Amendment rights. “I explained that if
you annoy or harass someone, it’s a criminal offense,”
Lear said.

and talent Thursday during a memorial honoring the
late actor and folk singer. Eddie Albert and Angie
Dickinson were among those who paid tribute to Ives,
a Freemason, in remarks at the Scottish Rite Cathedral.
Ives died April 14 at the age of 85 at his Anacortes,
Wash., home. He suffered from mouth cancer and had
slipped into a coma two days earlier. Ives was a 33rd
degree, the highest level that can be reached in the
fraternal organization,
said Raymond
spokesman for the cathedral.
NUCLEAR
“SURVIVAL”

BOMB
DRUGS

We read this one in the April 27 issue of the
[quoting:]
WASHINGTON-The
Defense Department, in cooperation with NATO allies, is testing two commercially approved drugs it hopes will enable soldiers who
No, it’s not who you think! This article comes from initially survive a nuclear bomb to last long enough to
the April 27 issue of
finish their battlefield mission, the director of the
[quoting:]
Defense Nuclear Agency said Wednesday. The drugs,
MEMPHIS, Term-There’s
still a free lunch for which reduce or eliminate the vomiting that follows
the birds flocking to eat in Mary Lane’s back yard. But exposure to radiation, are being tested “to extend the
it’s been cut in half by a judge’s order. “It’s the case of ability of an individual to perform his mission in a
feeding to excess,” Environmental
radiation environment,” Maj. Gen. Kenneth Hagemann
Judge Larry Potter said Tuesday. Lane has been feed- said.
a
ing birds 10 pounds of seed a day for five years to give
her 88-year-old mother something to watch. But neighFEDS
TO SCOUR
bors complained.
5
MOTOR
VEHICLE
RECORDS
conservative
a
FOR
PHONEY
SS NUMBERS
WOMAN
ACCUSED
OF
OVER-FEEDING
WILD
BIRDS
IN ENVIRONMENTAL
COURT!

AILING
8 l-YEAR-OLD
FOR REFUSING
TO

MAN
SHOVEL

JAILED
SNOW!

This Associated Press article appeared in the April
17 issue of
[quoting:]
WASHINGTON-To
catch illegal aliens, fugitives from
justice and child-support scofflaws, the federal government will soon offer to scour state motor vehicle records
for drivers with phony Social Security numbers. Criminals and others seeking a new identity often use false
social Security numbers to get a drivers license or a
state-issued identification card. The phony documents
can then be used to obtain public benefits as well as
check-cashing and credit cards, Social Security offrcials said. Starting May 8, the Social Security Administration will compare its records to motor vehicle
records from states that request the service, looking for
fake numbers.

Another heinous crime report from
[quoting from the May 4 issue:]
MIDDLESEX BOROUGH, N. J.-A judge jailed an
ailing 81-year-old man after he refused to pay a $42
fine for failing to shovel snow from his sidewalk.
Joseph Verebly, who uses crutches and takes medication for various ailments, was found guilty of disorderly conduct by Municipal Court Judge George Psak
because he did not remove the snow after a storm in
February.
“I would do this all over again because I’m not
nervous about being in jail,” Verebly said Wednesday
from the county jail. “I just can’t shovel myself and I’m
not paying some kid $25 to do it. I pay a lot of taxes to
DROUGHT
DEVASTATING
CHINA
the city; let them shovel the snow.” Verebly was
convicted
under a local ordinance
that requires
Might someones be working to destabilize Asia’?
homeowners to clear snow from their sidewalks within This article is from the April 28 issue of the
10 hours after a storm. He offered to pay the fine at $1
[quoting:]
a week for 42 weeks, but the judge refused and ordered
BEIJING-A
severe drought throughout northern
him to spend two days in jail.
China has left nearly 10 million people and 4 million
“If everybody had his [Verebly’s] attitude, there head of livestock without enough drinking water. Rainwould be no respect for authority,” said prosecutor
fall is 50 percent to 80 percent below normal in the
Glenn Gau. [Wow,
a
affected regions, and strong winds
higher than
usual temperatures have parched the soil, damaging 34
million
the
Thurs33RD-DEGREE
BURL
HONORED
POSTHUMOUSLY
This eye-opener came from a recent issue of
(Southern California), [quoting:]
Celebrities and fans of Burl Ives celebrated his life

ways
of

is from the April 22 issue of
[quoting:]
Yoshiaki Ishida, one of the few Japanese to publicly reveal he had AIDS, died Friday in Kyoto. He
49. Ishida was a hemophiliac who contracted the AIDS
virus from contaminated blood products
In 1989, he and other hemophiliacs
sued the Japanese government and five
companies
they
were
ceedings are

“As the days pass and you get closer to the time of the
operative ‘tiilfillmcnt’ you will witness the frantic efforts to
‘save’ you in the name of this one and that one. The evangelists,
especially those having
recognition through multiple
books, TV, Radio, etc., will be in almost panic expression-to
get you SAVED for your RAPTURE (as now used). This, they
will tell you, is to
all goodly (but you must believe on
Jesus) Christians from going through the TRIBULATION.
“Just yester-eve Hal Lindsey was on TV (Trinity Broadcasting Network) with Paul Crouch discussing this mat&.
There was franticness in Paul te get his TV stations and satellite
arrangements made so he can
of Israel and
Palestine. Hal has written a new book-WHICH
IS, BY THE
WAY, EXCELLENT. It will deal with ‘these times’, etc. The
ONLY THlNG WRONG is that it will ARRANGE FOR YOU
TO HAVE A MASSIVE RAPTURE SO THAT THE PEOPLE
OF JESUS DO NOT HAVE TO EXPERIENCE THE TRU3ULATION. what in the world are they talking about? YOU
HAVE BUILT THIS WORLD INTO WHAT IT IS-DO YOU
ACTUALLY THINK YOU WILL BE WHISKED AWAY IN
PHYSICAL FORM TO SOME CLOUDS SO

Some of the important topics discussed are:
O.J. Simnson murder trial
* Depopulation
* The Zhirinovskv threat
* The Noahide Laws
*
*
The 32nd decree Masons
* World ascension day
More on Russbacher
Moving to Mexico
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S/13/95 #1
FOREWORD
I choose to identify this journal as
because most of this will refer to very dark actions, as
in Zaire, Africa and now, Italy and on around the globe.
Games in the Americas, and soon to be games in
and other parts of Asia.
Most of the volume will be directly utilized fm
manuscript sent to us by a well known author. He
however, send the material without permission
print his name (so far). We can call him Deg
actually it is D.E.G. With no return address, oaly
material, we are handling it as confidential
formed otherwise. We certainly understand the
ment of sharing such historical truth, for
done so up to now has been sorely treated by
clubs as well as individuals who either are serving the
Dark Side or are trying desperately to hide
assaults, of course, are from ones
history to suit themselves and their wishes
beginning of history’s collection. We will get the book
into press for Deg as soon as we have funding
with his full permission. It is sufficient to run
in our daily journal entry and
60
CONTACT
Ours is not to offend ANYONE, even the playen 011
the “Dark Side”, for we enjoy challenge and
game
has been brilliantly played up to now. Too bad, SbeQy
Workers, the game is up and is becoming public knewlo
edge. We know the players and the game,
quite enough.
In this journal you will find some most distresriw
information, especially you ones who THINK yourselves to be from one racial group or another. There is,
however, no specific, no “one” group to which this
information refers. It may at first seem pointed 8nd
somehow warped in perception-focused
on a race era
color. It isn’t for it CAN only be reflective of a“creed”.
It is HISTORY unfolded, uncovered, unshrouded.
I find it difficult to simply offer information wit&
out connecting it for you, to today’s happenings
deadly disease now sweeping Africa, “AIDS” sweeping
the world, Earth changes upon you (hail of 33 pounds
each ball, in China, softball size in Texas)
weather destruction everywhere you look, quakes
are causing the convulsions of our Mother
going right to plans of this Dark Side. Ah, but they
will need a place upon which to walk and live
have gone TOO FAR.
There is hope for the nations, however,
to be taken by the Elite One World Order,
factions are at war amongst themselves.
always allows the “citizens” to mind their

97502.1
I also suggest anyone wanting valid information
regarding EARTH CHANGES, consider Scallion’s
P.O. Box 336, Chesterfield,
NH 03443. l-603-363-4916. I have no real input about
and m
ta wrvive.
hope of the adversary is his newsletter but I do KNOW Gordon-Michael
yourselves Scallion. Does he know me? Well, if he doesn’t, he
it, for certainly knows my compatriots.
But it scares you? Good grief, readers, if you aren’t
there -better
weys to survive
live another
scared then you’re ignoring the FACTS. Nobody likes
W&ever y&u do
of tribulation,
DO
COUNT OUT that
is
Soviet Union to find they have been the FOOL. YOU are no differ8
ent-but that does NOT mean you need to continue to
a
for the be the fool and continue in the foolishness.
is a major factor
-big se&“. Dqopulation
b.
thri~& unfortunataly for our Black
brothers, is tier the tribal members of the African
I am asked in panic, “How are you going to get us
aative who were exploited and actually SOLD into
slavery-only
NNivc long enough to feel the wrath enough colloidal ‘stuff’ to get some to everyone?” Say
what? I’m not. Let the ones do so who promised and
w
are not a
in Zaire-there
are diluted, colored and promised you that “their product”
millions-already
dead. would save everybody while they have not the very
New there 8re c88e8 of&is 88me “dis-ease” moved into elements which CAN. Go to Dr. Koenig who touts us
Italy and
nations. It is all but HUSHED to be evil-and use the colored water and see how many
readers, that the of the mystery bugs it “cures”. Why do you come to us
so large it cannot be contained and have now, after blasting and denouncing us, and ask us to
SERVE you’? We will do what we can with what we
you and have, which is NOTHING, for ones want, want, and
want from us without giving ability to get that which we
eraawat (HER
CLINTON SPECIFICALLY) and need to produce. Nobody has the formula-not
even
That is so
Government Dharma who was given the instructions.
nobody
88 Wrco
8ow
c8ll Government. thues nobody can CLAIM to have the same thing-for
It will not be else CAN have the same thing. This does not mean that
some of the Silver Colloids won’t work and they should
allhad one of the work on both Cholera and Bubonic Plague. I find the
ANYTHING, except the new Pneumonic Plague microbe is “iffy”. You have to
have a higher frequency carrier to break up the “mysis NOT TO tery” viruses BECAUSE THEY ARE MAN-MADE TO
hrve 8 mission, yes, and you can go HAVE NO TREATMENT.
else you find. Ramtha?
The “nice guys”, and I do not jest, are telling you
M8fb? Where 8re THBY, 8nyw8y? Do you ever wonder the only hope is for a sound immune system if you are
who are being truly to survive. Then comes the discourse of, “Well, in
compounds; Africa the immune systems are so bad that there is no
they are working around the clock in the form of a hope at all.” Then comes the WISE answer: “Becruse
Scallion, 8 CONTACTand such. They
8~8 not tripping 8round in Swami costumes being honantibiotics of overusethe
AMERICANS HAVE
or8y OIUPB.
WORSE IMMUNE
Most who DARE to.
It is true.
By the way, right here let me interject something of
MuBin [we p. 181
hundreds of
are all but
for their very lives.
great importance.

When you produce the silver colloid in distilled
water you have a golden yellow color (that is the color
tone of silver), when you colloidalize gold you get
purple (that is the color tone of gold). When you
colloidalize silver in the presence of gold, you will get
a dark color solution-with
purple overtones-add
Gaiandriana and you immediately get a much darker
purple-toned solution which will clarify as the Drias
take up the colioids.
I want you to know this because the bashing has
Barth connection. Touched by
I don’t
it already started about the “color” of colloids. We only
you
truth is being shown and have a trace of gold-it is all that is necessary. We are
are in a “frequency”
has the truth about not in a color competition-we
race for survival. The solution will always take on the
a
E8rth changer.
o8pt that bring8 the over8ll
of manifestation. He color tone designated to THE HIGHEST FREQUENCY
READING which will become higher than the sum of
its component parts.
My suggestion changes as the world turns. I now
I request, please, that the tapes of Art Bell/GordonMieh8e-i scrllio8 be m8de
the readers. Dr.
Yv
has #HI~Cinter&nge
with these two as the
prqraa
was aired and he also taped the program. He
has geaerously shared withthe local people. I am going
to
those tapes available.
you achmlly believe that what I tell you is
terr@iq
and terrible-I
suggest you hear the truth
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suggest that, as you get the solution, start working on
that “extra” immune barrier. I also suggest that you not
wait for a “series” to begin to supplement with “friendly
flora” (Lactobacilus/Acidophilus)
because this new
product under heavy use will wipe what few you have
remaining, out. You don’t have many any longer for
you have managed to wipe them out of your food
supplies. You have paid dearly for pasteurized milk. It
may have been necessary to pasteurize milk and other
products such as cheese, etc., but it kills the necessary
living organisms as well. It is easy to replace as
supplements and your feeling of well-being will increase greatly. This is the only side-effect, of taking
the colloid. It is natural and in living cells (if it’s ours
you have) so it is simply a supplement in itself. If you
have sturdy flora, however, the structures will be at
about the same frequency as your body, having dwelled
and reproduced nicely up to now. You may not have any
problem except with the weaker strains of natural
bacterial flora-but
this is simply a suggestion you can
take or leave. The friendly flora in the intestinal tract
act much like the digesters in compost. They break
down the residue, pull out the nutrients and help move
the waste on through the system. Don’t get a big hangup about it.
SOY

MILK

MILK

About milk: Remember that the cow is a living milk
factory among other things. What goes into the cow
goes into the milk. This is very important today in the
age of pesticides, antibiotics and growth hormones.
Yes, I do wish everyone would drink soy milk but then,
I wish a lot of things. I GREATLY prefer goat’s milk.
The goat has a stomach of iron and a protective system
that detoxifies far better than the unsuspecting cow.
The reason so many of you are “allergic” or uncomfortable with dairy products is the lack of the enzymes and
bacteria in the system that digests same. They are
wiped out in the processing and you have no reserves.
When you are rid of the good bacteria and enzymes you
can’t digest sugar and starches very well either.
BACK

TO

COLLOIDS

What I do recommend is that you not delay too long
in using the OxySol and GaiaCol, for you need to start
making sure your water is debugged and you get some
intake of the minerals in the OxySol and then, of
course, GaiaCol is your life-ring.
No, we can’t supply enough for EVERYBODYbut we will do the best humanly possible, as timely as
possible. Our limitations are the reason why we have to
start and stay, for a while, with the small bottles-to
make it go around to more people because it doesn’t
take much in use. As we come to a balance or higher
production we can offer refills in larger sizes. We need
to, however, move along with a liquid application,
cream application, etc., also. You need it for a protective covering for exposed skin areas-especially
the
hands and face. I suggest you put a little of each into
a small amount of water to rinse your mouth several
times a day as well as rubbing on the lips and coating
the inside of the nasal passages. This new stuff is
carried and passed every way there is known to man.
We’ll get creams and lip balm as soon as we can get to it.
BENEFIT

TO

SUBSCRIBERS

tired of seeing our team turn the other cheek. I know,
“Who would ever have thought it!”
Can you make contributions and, if so, what? Yes,
it takes silver and it takes gold and so far Ekkers have
donated their “gifts” of same, along with Charles.
Hours of time are necessary to attend and formulate, a
generator had to be purchased and already we need
another-into
the thousands of SSS with no way to
break even for a very long time. Yes you CAN help. We
are going to need a place to expand a bit and, if we gear
up-we have to have proper equipment. We are having
to run spectrometer readings at commercial laboratories, etc. NO, we don’t want to increase the price-we
need, in fact, to be able to give away a lot-to the
children especially. This is no time to think greed. If you
will simply support us, that is all that is asked or expected
We also note that time is spent in the “settling”
process while any “clumps” settle out of the colloid.
These sediments can’ be then used in the lotions and
sprays. This means, though, that if we have to move too
rapidly you will get clouded solution. That is not lack
of colloidalization,
it is over saturation. We are not
interested in “beauty”; we are interested in total strength
of FULL SATURATION of the silver and the single cell
coverage by the gold and Drianas.
This is only a
“supplement” of natural minerals. There are several
things we can modify as we move along and get better
looking product, I suppose, but I refuse to be bound by
someone’s coloring book. I note that 90% of the
colloidal silver on the market is artificially colored
(yellow) to fool you. The product may well carry
enough silver to “work” but to me it’s a lie presented to
fool you. I am sick to my own soul of greedy humans.
It is wondrous to do well and even to flourish in the time
of troubles for, after all, it is the wise man who acts and
thinks ahead. It is not alright to foist half-baked goods
off onto unsuspecting customers.
Let me tell you NOW, that the “yellow” referred to
in colloidal silver is very light “golden hue” in color.
When you get a bottle of something that looks like
lemons it is NOT the pure product-it
is color enhanced. That too is fine if it simply marks the solution
for recognition, but should be reflected on the label, in
this instance where color is already an identification
from the processing.
An almost clear solution is preferable, to me, than
an artificially colored solution.
It’s what is in the
solution which “counts”, not the colored water. Because you have “golden hue” from the silver, when you
add gold to the processing you will get purple, which
when mixed with the yellow will appear “muddy with
purple overtones”. When you have this-you have then
to merge this solution into the Gaiandriana which will
make the solution a bit more translucent than transparent for you are now dealing with LIVING CELLS,
However, a full colloidal solution will be transparent or
translucent and will HAVE COLOR from “within”, not
food coloring.
The color will be from the colloid
particulate-reflecting
what is in solution. You will
get the COLOR-TONE of the frequency of the spectrum
reading for the given element colloidalized.
It is a
product of electrolysis or catalytic conversion.
Ours
goes THE FINAL STEP FORWARD: WE MERGE IT
WITH THE LIVING DRIAS WHICH WILL THEN
ADAPT TO ANY INDIVIDUAL DNA FOR IT BEARS
DNA, WHICH IS THE LIFE BLUEPRINT, AND ITS
JOB IS TO ADAPT. WE COULD EVEN PERSONALIZE IT WITH ONE DROP OF AN INDIVIDUAL’S
BLOOD. We have no intention of doing so, but this is
just an indicator of adaptability-it
will happen within
your body. This product is NOT a medicine and it is NOT a
drug so if you speak of it as such-you are incorrect. It cures
NOTHING-it provides a TOOL for your use in attending
SELF to counter unwanted invaders.

I will tell you one thing, SUBSCRIBERS TO CONTACT will be FIRST SERVED IN ALL INSTANCES.
You who support us will have top priority. THAT IS A
PROMISE! So, as you order, please do so under the
subscription name-even
if you are a reader of someone
else’s paper. I am not going to offer the government
(who is our largest reading audience) that which will
INFORMATION
save their necks, before our friends and supporters have
theirs. It will behoove people to subscribe because we
We haven’t time or space to offer all the breaking
aren’t in the bie business business. I oersonallv am news and, more especially, full follow-up as we have to

turn attention to ongoing urgent matters such as the
above. So, I can only suggest that you consider supplementing with other materials if you feel you need more
than we can offer. If I were asked “which” publications, I would be hard-pressed but I think a good source
of “breaking information” of wide diversity is, of course,
You have to read with careful discretion
for they take a lot of advertising in order to keep the
subscription prices down and that in some ways compromises them. They do, however, offer WHAT THEY
GET, as good journals must, realizing that some documents may well not be fully accurate. It is better to have
YOU have qualified information and later corrections,
if in error, than to keep it from you until the barn is
burning and the horse lost. The price for the paper is
quite minimal. The address:
300
Independence Ave., SE, Washington, D.C. 20003. They
can keep the price down by taking the advertising but
it also brings them great headaches as you will note
from the recent harassments by media and government.
We HAVE TO avoid that focus in order to continue to
serve. The “answer” for some is not necessarily the
answer for another.

I would like to share a bit of wisdom with you for
your reminding: Little Crow:
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I salute
Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn, Cmdr.
IGFF-PSC
May 13, 1995
In the day of our Great Cycle, Day 270, Year 8.
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DEDICATION
To Charles Neil, without whom we would NEVER
have made it to here. God bless you, Son, for being the
“rock” upon which the machinery can be placed and our
tasks accomplished. When we have asked to find the
“way”, you have. We are both grateful and indebted.
You have helped accomplish that which others claim to
Frustrations are recognized, noted
be “impossible”.
and realized. Salu.

MAY 16, 1995

MY FELLOW AMERICANS:
S/8/95: The ‘following message was received in
this offtce and has been re-typed for clarity.
It has been confirmed that there are more than 80
F.B.I. agents in Kingman (Arizona). They have taken
over the National Guard Armory, installed 500 phone
lines, computer banks, and the Armory is heavily
guarded at the perimeter. Questioning of individuals
has shifted from the Oklahoma bombing/Tim McVeigh
to those of militia, patriot groups and individuals not
connected to the bombing investigation. Typical questions include what someone has ordered from military
goods catalogs, such as,
They are also
questioning people with subscriptions to
etc..
The F.B.I. has ordered the phone company to install traps (not wiretaps) on phone lines of u the local
gun dealers and there is also a lona list of private
citizens subject to these traps. The point here is, what
is the F.B.I. really trying to find out? Why are they
questioning individuals about facts not relevant to the
bombing? Are the Feds trying to intimidate and coerce
the local citizens here to react, possibly violently, to
this covert operation?
What will happen if the Feds
start a shooting war here in the name of investigating
the Oklahoma bombing? Anti-government,
pro-Consentiment in Kingman is high with approximately 500-1000 ardent patriots (not militia). We will
defend, mattack
to protect the few rights we have left.
PLEASE LET THE NATION KNOW WHAT IS GOING ON HERE IN KINGMANl
ALERT! IT IS RUMORED THAT PRESIDENT
CLINTON IS WRITING EXECUTIVE ORDER 12962,
TO SUSPEND THE
We have confirmed this from one other source. The information we
receive comes in such large quantities and we attempt
to be as accurate as possible. If, in fact, this information is correct (and we believe it to be), I ask you
consider the following points: (1.) The F.B.I. was
created as a result of non-positive law and has limited
jurisdiction within the 50 sovereign states. (2.) A
patriot is defined in
as “Someone
who loves his country”. (3.) If government believes
that they are threatened by patriots, then they are not
observing the law!
S/9/95: Throughout our country there are several
organizations that I refer to as “pseudo-intellectual
think tanks” that grant to certain individuals who they
think share their thoughts and beliefs. These individuals are referred to as “research fellows” and they are
used by many parts of the media as experts on many
topics. One such organization is the Hoover Institute at
Stanford University located in Palo Alto, California.
An article just appeared in the
May 5, 1995, page A-12, by research fellow Joseph D.
McNamara, entitled “Bombs and the
Some of you may recognize Mr. McNamara, as he is the
former police chief of Kansas City, MO and San Jose,
CA In his lengthy article, two phrases that he used
came to my attention. One was “lunatic fringe” and the
other was “delusional paranoids”. My fellow Americans, because I want the
reaffirmed as the
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supreme law of the land, the Justice Department, who
is my employee, brands me a “domestic terrorist” because I have the word “patriot” attached to my name.
And a research fellow, who mooches off one level of
government or another, says I am a minority, expecting
me to mind my own business because I am critical of the
foul and corrupt United States Government. My business is the freedom and liberty of my country and
anyone who concurs with the government being deceitful or lying to its people, is my enemy!
In our recent history, the year 19 13 will go down as
one that government abused with their own self-serving
protocol. 1933 will also be shown as another year that
the people of this country took the short end of it again.
1992 will be shown as the year Hillbilly Socialism came
into vogue. Do not let those years deceive you because
the Democratic Party was in control. Before and after
the Democrats were the Republicans who did not do a
damn thing to change anything that the previous administration had done.
fellow Americans, the
reason nothing was done is the new administration had
too many “checks” to cash and their instructions did
not include any change. You will note I said instructions! Yes, many of you know that the government
makes you think they are in control. When it comes
down to what you want or think needs done, most of you
know, you say what they are doing is for the people, but
what people is only implied as being “we the People” of
this country. It is not! You must educate yourselves.
Please start with the “Khazarians” and “fractional
banking”. The latter is the easiest. Look up the meaning of “ponzi” or “pyramid schemes”. Welcome to the
world of reality!
S/10/95: The New York City District Attorney’s
Office just indicted several traitors involved with “debt”
in the country of Brazil. These currency transactions
involve bonds or securities of that country. While the
bonds or securities are not cashed, transaction fees and
commissions are paid on the deal. My fellow Ameri-

cans, the same thing goes on in this country with your
national debt and hundreds of miilions of dollars are
made off of your misery and obligation that your government has created for you. It is an evil entity who is
serving money interests and unless you start taking an
interest in this country, your government has no choice
but to slaughter many of you! This may seem a very
simplistic statement. However, Oklahoma City is only
a prelude of things to come. No matter what comes
between now and then, the bottom line still comes out:
the death of sovereign state citizens. Are you preparing yourself for this certainty?
Seldom does a day go by when I am not contacted by
a writer, researcher, or sovereign state citizen who has
awakened. My purpose is information and my area of
expertise is the illegalities of the government.
From
the financial end, to the give-away programs, to the
massive push towards the One World Order, to the
wanton and senseless deaths of their constituents, in
order to put into effect, what they believe or say, is that
which you want! Today I received a fax that states the
Hillbilly-Socialist in the White House is putting forth
another one of his unconstitutional Presidential Directives to suspend the
My fellow Americans, we must convene a constitutional tribunal and get
rid of the parasites in Washington, D.C. and everyone
else who has participated in any unconstitutional act.
Yes, you heard me right. There are thousands involved.
Until this date, Max Boot of the
had been a favorite of mine. He served well with the
and was always, I thought,
objective. All good reporting must come to an end. To
survive, one must join the mainstream media point of
view, or head out to the open spaces. Mr. Boot, like his
peers, have already tried “extremists” and/or “patriots”
in the media and have condemned all patriots without
first determining who was actually responsible for that
occurrence on 4/19/95 in Oklahoma City. Mr. Boot has
an education coming, as do most of his corntemporaries.
This country belongs to the people “of this country” and
it will take a very short time for him to be educated, as
it will the federal government. We have no need for his
socialistic point of view, as we have no need for the
United States Government.
The supreme law of the
land is the
and, make no mistake, Mr.
Boot, I am not an anarchist, just a plain, ordinary,
sovereign state citizen who will assist in the enforcement of the law of the land. This is an open invitation
to you, Mr. Boot, and all three branches of the United
States Government. Please form a single file line and
you can all kiss my patriotic ass.
Government says it is working within the system
that they did not create. If any person participates in an
act that is fraudulent, he is as equally guilty as the
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perpetrator of that act. Government will say
their acts are for the people. Bullshit! If you break any
and you are caught, then you are a criminal. The
Sovereign Immunity Doctrine protects government when
they break the law. We must repeal that evil Doctrine
make the repeal retroactive to the ratification of the
Constitution (1789). Then the real work starts. Each
and every member of government must be tried for
treason. Law is law! The truth and the
must be preserved!
S/11/95:
Even some of the media is reporting,
“Due to the end of the cold War, your government is
searching for alternate enemies.” Any conflict is purely
economic and why not the people of this country, as
government has many socialistic programs to put into
place. Most citizens would never believe that their own
government would start a war with its own people.
Now, my fellow Americans, you know the real reason
for government participating in Oklahoma City. You
must be distracted from what they are currently doing
to you, and money and jobs must be created.
Any
sovereign citizen who does not believe this needs to
return to school and learn that 2 plus 2 equals 41
Lawlessness is created by example. The highest
example in the country is supposed to be the federal
government. Soon it will be proven who really breaks
the law in this country. Yes, you guessed it! Our own
United States Government!
Each member of government will say they are unselfishly serving their country.
Yes, and Pope John just joined the B’nai B’rith.
The Republican-controlled
Congress is getting
ready to slash the “earned income tax credit” and once
more the lower-income bracket is taking it on the chin
from government. This action places more of its citizens into the poverty category, making society, in
general, more dependent on government. Can you not
see what your federal government is doing to you?
Must we have several more executions, Oklahoma City
style, before you wake up? If you believe the federal
government is for the people, then you also believe Bill
Clinton didn’t inhale or have extra-marital affairs!
S/11/95: As the media is reporting, due to the trade
imbalance with Japan, a trade war is brewing with this
country and the land of the Rising Sun. The real reason
for this totally unnecessary action that is being created

by the United States Government is Bill Clinton and his will take it. Government also agreed to pay the Central
merry band of Socialist assholes, who want
World Bank with your money, without getting the Fed inTrade Organization hierarchy over trade. My fellow volved in the collection of it.
a
Americans, your government is killing its citizens; it is government says the income tax should be abolished or
lying to you each day; it puts you further into bondage replaced, that person is lying to you. The government
every day and,you sit on your dead asses watching the must maintain control of your money.
MY fellow
O.J. Simpson trial or some dumb soap opera. Doesn’t Americans, “freedom and liberty time” is running out.
How many of you have been asked about a “New
your country mean anything to you?
So much of what we see on the national news is World Government”?
When you hear about this subdistorted. For example, newsmen give you the daily ject, it comes from your current or past federal leaders.
Most It is always in
form of a statement and this is how
close of the Dow Jones industrial averages.
people only know that this figure is
gauge that is government starts with you. Feeding you bits and
used to tell us the status of the stock market and if the pieces and soon they are talking about a subject as
numbers are up, that is good and if the numbers are though you had suggested it. Government thinks they
down, someone, somewhere, lost money. This informa- know the people of this country, and
tion, if used as it is represented, can be informative, and know just how far the people can be pushed. This time
if all is not represented, then, somewhere along the government
overestimated their powers and ability
line, someone is withholding information for a reason. and underestimated the intelligence of the people of
Since we all know our money ‘system is
but this great nation. The Creator knew what he was doing
paper, with no backing and our government is bank- when Bill Clinton was elected to office. This country
rupt, then how can our economy
any value? Noth- needed a buffoon at the helm to show it the errors of its
ing plus nothing equals nothing! My fellow Ameri- ways.
The truth is absolute and cannot be changed or
cans, you are going to have to look closely at what you
are being told by the media. Because the news is denied. 1995 is the year that our nation is returned to
reported by people you think are reputable does not a republic as a direct result of the spirit of freedom and
mean those people are telling the truth1 IN the last 12 the dedicated work of its patriotic citizens. The Conshall prevail for all of history!
hours, 7 members of Congress
attempted to conPlease subscribe to our Newsletter:
tact me. Why me, a person who is incarcerated7 It is
they who are being foolish and making unconstituP.O. Box 4014
tional laws. My fellow Americans, members of governPahrump, Nevada 8904 1
ment are frightened.
Do you know what they are
Phone: (702) 727-0546
frightened off The truth! It will get you every time!
Fax:
(702) 727-7496
Some of the government’s lackeys are also frightened.
Many of the reports that they are now issuing are
The Truth is absolute and cannot be changed or
beginnine to tell the truth. One savs every household
in:his c&n&y is now paying over- $21,700 a year in denied.
In Light and Freedom,
taxes. Tell me, my fellow Americans, how mu&longer
/s/ Ronn Jackson 33866
do you intend to line the money interests and/or
SNCC Box lOO-lB5A
government’s pockets? Can you not see what they in
Jean, NV 89026
government r7re doing to you?
S/12/95: All of our life we have been taught that
the
is the supreme law of the land and is
the foundation of this country. Members of government
have themselves implied that it is and often quote from
it. In reality, the United States Government has practiced another form of government which is known as an
oligarchy. That is a government within a government.
this act and entity in itself is defined as treason to the
The government in its entire history has
said one thing and, in fact, operated in a different
direction. The federal has never been honest with us
and has always had a reason for its actions. This is
defined as a hidden agenda. The reason has been
exposed as being the will and mandates of money
While government may say our world is
interests.
changing and expanding, they are, in fact, doing what
they believe is needed. If you use deceit as your basis,
even though your intentions are believed for the masses,
then your basis is false and is a lie. The government of
the United States is false and fraudulent; it has lied to
you from its inception and no longer represents the
people. To have representation from each of the states
only propagates and misleads the people and expands
and enlarges government’s fraudulent activities. These
unconstitutional acts only further indenture future generations and place your children in a position of servitude. The time for change is now and we must reassert
our country to one of liberty and individual rights.
S/13/95: While it is known that the Federal Reserve is not a part of government, the Federal Reserve
Act of 19 13 passed by our government actually relinquished control of-this country and your freedoms to
certain money interests.
Under that law, those in
control of the Federal Reserve cannot ever refuse to
loan money to the government. In return, government
hypothecated your country to the money interests. What
“hypothecate” means is you can work all of your life
and pay for your property and can
it free and clear
(for shipping
and handling,
and, if government or the Fed wants that property, they
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[QUOTING, PART 7:]

Meanwhile, in
others of their kind
were putting the finishing touches on a convoluted plot
to overthrow the aristocracy of England. As painstakingly outlined in detail by Captain A.H.M. Ramsay in
we learn that these vindictive Jews
selected an ambitious and amoral individual named
Cromwell as their cat’s paw in this great endeavor, and began to provide him with unlimited funding. With sufficient gold in hand, Cromwell then
fomented a protracted bloody and debilitating Civil
War, starting in 1640. This led to the execution of King
Charles I, installed Cromwell as virtual dictator of
England (with numerous Jewish advisors and officials
at his side), and finally resulted in a
of the
Jews in 1664-followed
immediately by another
devasting
caused
by the
that happened to come along with them aboard all their
ships from Amsterdam and elsewhere, as well as the
of London in 1666. This alien Deluge
would eventually bring about the takeover of England,
as long planned, just as had much earlier happened in
Spain.
Operating once again from their old HQ in The
City, from which they commanded thousands of heavilyarmed goons-*Operatives”-whose
sole purpose it
was to terrorize the English populace into abject submission, these venal Sephardic-Ashke~zim Jews would
go on to erect a giant golden statue in its historic Guild
Hall, a pagan
well over nine feet tall. Complete
with quiver, bow and lance, this statue was that of a
fearsome, scowling Mongol or Khazar-type warrior.
Incredibly,
GOG, the despotic
descendant of Japheth, as warned of in
20:8! What’s more, over the next two centuries The
City would come to house not only their main Synagogue (Beth Hattiflah), but the Old Bailey (a former
feudal fort), the British Stock Exchange, the Jewishfinanced and controlled Bank of England, the Inns of
Court, Lloyd’s of London, and various leading newspapers, among other features. Long since controlled by a

small but extremely avaricious group of exceedingly House of Rothschild, as was Lenin, having been grandly
wealthy Jewish banking families, The City of London financed by the Jewish Rothschild paymaster,
has for quite some time now been the actual nerve
to the tune of $20 million in gold in the Spring
much of this fortune to
of
and
of 1917. Trotsky had
recruit and train, and later arm, his slimy dark crew of
These criminal luftmenschen have for many centuries cut-throat Khazar-Ashkenaxim killers on the Lower
been the actual
behind the incessaut East Side of New York City. A frequently quoted
fomenting of wars and revolutions throughout the world, official Government report regarding this stated during
as well as the prime instigators of many major bank this period: “In February 1916, it was learned that a
failures and stock market crashes. They have planned revolution was being fomented in Russia and that the
most of the financial depressions of note that have for following persons and business concerns were engaged
so long plagued the Western world. And their crafty in this
enterprise: 1) Jacob &hi@, 2) Kuhn,
agents have long been the secret controliers of the Loeb 8t Co; 3) Guggenheim; 4) Max Breitung. In April
worid’s illicit
and of white and black 1917, Jacob Schiff publicly declared that it was thaitks
Moreover, it is from
tribes that most of to his financial support that the revolution in Russia
the more dangerous criminal corporate raiders have had succeeded.. .”
descended like vultures on the business world, over the
past half century and more. Clearly, they have also very
smoothly and professionally managed to manipulate
many of the internal affairs of
of the nations on
Earth-via their “terrible power of the purse”. All of
the foregoing, of course, is a matter of documented
record.
a

nationsa
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Just one modern example of their amaxing cohesiveness and power was their planning, financing and
directing of the
that overthrew
the Christian Czarist Government of Russia during the
height of World War I (which these Jewish International Banksters had also fomented for their own flnancial gain, and for other purposes).
E.D. Knuth, Milwaukee, 1944.1 One of their
principal agents, &er
himself (a Khazar
after a son of Togarmah), was
the deceitful and despicable Jewish butcher, Leon
(true name Lev Bronstein), founder of the Red
and author of the instruction book,
He was a longtime, dedicated agent of the
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which was secretly shipped offto thevarious Rothschild
and partner banks in Europe, as per their private agreement. What’s more, all the billions held in trust for
of you
at
Czar Nicholas Romanov II, whose family had been in
power in Russia since 1619 (the dynasty originating in
Germany),wasimmediatelyconfiscatedbyChaseManhattan Bank and
It was literally
go the greatest armed robbery in history.
This brutal
away”.]
Communist
takeover
also allowed the British
As stated in the invaluable 12-volume,
Rothschilds to eventually capture control of the strate(NY & London, 1925), Jacob Schiff had gic and lucrative Baku Oil Fields in the Crimea (where
earlier even financed
in her war against Rus- their ancestors, the Khazars, had once had their powersia, during 1904-5. Furthermore, as we read in the rare base centuries earlier).
volume entitled British
the autobiography of
R.H. Bruce Lockhart (London, 1933, Pg. 229, “In the
Spring of 1917 Kerensky requested the British Government to facilitate Trotsky’s return to Russia.” And they
immediately
so, with considerable aid and stringpulling by the wartime chief of the British Secret
Service in America,
another
Jewish Zionist Rothschild agent. Lockhart,
find,
was not only a great admirer of Comrade Trotsky and a
friend of various top Communist officials, but he was
years later invited to speak before a meeting of the
in New York City-and
a
crook
even wrote an article for them in the July 1946 issue of a
a
their primary publication,
(I have a copy of his book and
this magazine in my files).
Regarding Alexander Kerensky, whose real name
so
he was a fiery Jewish member of the
Russian Socialist Revolutionary Party and head of the
ruling Duma following the capture by the Reds of the
After some seven months of agitation, anarchy and
Czar. But more importantly, Kirbiz-Kerensky was also
a 32
who operated chaos in the major cities of Russia, the actual and final
under the express orders of another more important
took place on the evening of November 7,
member of his conniving
Tribe, one Comrade
1917, in St. Petersburg, when the Lenin-controlled
Second All-Russian Congress of Soviets became the
(Solzhenitsyn
official Red Government of Russia. It was run by the
writes of an Olga Adamova-Sliozberg in his massive 2- Bolshevik (Majority) party. The first President was the
part history,
perhaps his wife). rabid Jew, Kamenev, with Lenin as Premier and Trotsky
And as revealed by the Jewish Masonic writer Heiss as Commissar of Foreign Affairs. During March 1918,
(perhaps in a mood of braggadocio), not only was the soviet Government, now working in quiet liaison
Kerensky a Freemason but so was Lenin, Zinoviev, with the British Government, was moved to Moscow
Trotsky and Tschitscherin. In his book,
and the Russian Social-Democratic Labor party became
League, Lenin made an important revelation that the
while Trotsky became the Comwe today must ponder very, very carefully. He wrote: missar of War, forming the Red Army. For their Red
“As an ultimate objective,
simply means Com- Flag insignia, these motley scum had already chosen
munist world control.”
the golden five-pointed star and the Mithraic hammer
and sickle
At this time, out of an
see
feel.
you
see estimated 7,000,OOO Jews in Russia, there were only
100,000 actual
in the Party, and the majority of these were of the Khazar-Ashkenazim brand.
Western Intelligence reports of this period, as well as
a
such publications as the Nulionaf
and
various Paris newspapers, very clearly revealed the fact
that it was a Jewish-led revolution-and
even gave
In
meantime, in Petrograd and Moscow, while of their names.
Trotsky’s vile henchmen and thousands more like them
from within Russia and from other countries were
flooding the area in preparation for the coming ritual
slaughter of the Goyim, the chief Bolshevik paymaster
It was also at this same period of time that Trotsky,
from England and first sponsor of Lenin,
Lenin, and a small coterie of trusted Communists there
was doling out many more millions in gold in Moscow created something they called “The Trust”,
rubles to the ravening Communist leaders who had an extremely secretive
undergathered there for the kill. Lord Milner, a top Freema- ground operation, which used as its action-assassison who had been created Baron in 1901 and a 1st nation-sabotage arm in Russia a group of carefullyViscount the following year, was the British adminis- trained crypto-Red brigands known as
trator in South Africa and also the head of the secretive Their clever clandestine purpose was to give the
another active arm of
of being counter-revolutionaries
opposed to
British Intelligence (as was Bolshevism). As a direct the Communist Party in power and, by carefully-orchesresult of all this Jewish International Banker financing trated hit-and-run actions against the Red Army, atof the Reds in Russia, which included Lenin’s financ- tract the
anti-Communist underground, and the
ing and material aid from German Intelligence’head
White Army of Generals Wrangel and Deniken, to their
(another key Rothschild agent), these false banners-and
then
Communist Bolshevik revolutionary thugs then went
it?] Unfortunately, this
on to methodically loot and plunder Christian Russia of ploy worked only too well, and it is
operating, but
fully $86 billion in Czarist and privately-held
gold, now in the West, primarily the United States.
silver, gems, artwork and other valuables, the bulk of o-o-o -!]
All of this subterfuge, we find, was actually

secretly
by the British Intelligence Service
which in later years would go on to harbor fully 300+
Soviet Intelligence agents within its dual agencies (as
we will be outlining very shortly).
RED

TERROR

There was also the
which offtcially
began on August 31, 1918, and resulted in the mass
murder and immolation of many millions of innocent
Christian men, women and children throughout that
beleaguered land, starting with all its ruling class and
intelligentsia. During all this terrible slaughter, while
blood flowed freely in the streets of Moscow, Petrograd
and other cities throughout that vast region, the gentlemen in striped pants who sat in the seats of power in
London, Washington and Paris merely yawned with
mild alarm. Finally, in March 1919, Leninand Zinoviev
formed the Third International at Moscow-the
COMINTERN-with
as its
chief. Following all this madness and mayhem, that
same year,
all their main Russian adversaries had
been systematically butchered like so many cattle and
disposed of, the first Soviet Communist
outside
the new Khazar Empire was quietly set up,
In a revealing article written by the Red Jewish
propagandist, M. Cohen, in the April 12, 1919 edition
of
an official Soviet newspaper published at Kharkov, we read that: “The Great Russian
revolution was indeed accomplished by the hands of the
Jews. There are no Jews in the ranks of the Red Army
as far as
are concerned, but in the Committees
[Soviets], and in the Soviet organization as Commissars, the Jews are gallantly leading the masses. The
symbol of Jewry has become the symbol of the Russian
proletariat, which can be seen in the fact of the adoption of the five-pointed star, which in former times was
the symbol of Zionism and Jewry.” This occult
recall, was also known to the practitioners of the
Judaised Kaballah as the Pentagram of Solomon.
At long last, the ill-gotten gains of the RothschildRockefeller Cabal having been sorted out and divided,
then stashed away for future conquests, on May 25,
1919, during the Paris Peace Conference following
World War I (which was fomented by these
rotten
scoundrels exactly
after the death of the
Templar leader Jacques DeMolay in Paris) there was
convened a very important meeting of multi-millionaires. The site of this historic gathering was the
elegant Hotel Majestic, where a very powerful political
group of Marxist conspirators from the British Round
Table Groups of Lord Alfred Milner and
two soon-to-be important
front organizations to substantially carry forth their
international plans for a One World Government. The
first ofthese, tobe headquartered in London, at Chatham
House, was called the
while the second was called the
and subsequently
headquartered inNew York City, at 58 East 68th Street,
in the Rockefeller-owned Harold Pratt House. Some
years later, in 1934, the new Soviet Communist Emwould come to be housed just across the street on
the opposite corner. While physically separated by no
more than perhaps 100 feet, these two centers of infinite power and intrigue have been spiritually (demonitally)
in their criminal purpose ever since; that
a

Just for the Record, while the RIIA was directed by
the Jewish collaborators,
family in London, those around the cradle of the CFR
at its creation were the Jewish conspirators
(financier of Trotsky),
(architect
of the Federal Reserve Act),
(backer of
Soviet art movements in America),
(partner inLehman Bros., NY bankers),
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(General Electric Co. official),
(NY banker
who floated large loans during WW I),
(Secretary to the Reparations Commission at
the Paris Peace Conference, and General Manager of
the Rockefeller Institution),
(head
of Standard Oil Company and the Rockefeller Foundation)-and
the Goyim,
and the

Thus it is that we can
more fully understand
why in AD 116 St. Justin stated: “The Jews were behind
all the persecutions of the Christians. They wandered
through the country [in Rome] everywhere hating and
undermining the Christian faith.” Or why Mohammed
is recorded as having stated in AD 570, “It is incomprehensible to me why one has not long ago expelled these
death-breathing bbasts... are these Jews anything else
but devourers of men?” We also have the following
statements and actual brazen
of many of the
Jewish leaders themselves about their beliefs and purposes, such as the following: “We will openly reveal
our identity with the races of Asia and Africa! 1 can
state with assurance that the last generation of white
children is now being born! Our ‘control-commission’
will, in the interests of peace and wiping out interracial tensions, forbid the whites to mate with whites”
(Rabbi Emanuel
“We Jews, we,
the destroyers, will remain destroyers forever. Nothing
that you will do will meet our demands. We will forever
destroy because we need a world of our own”
You
Harcourt Brace, 1924, Pg. 155);
“Some call it Marxism-l
call it Judaism”
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those specific demented entities who have themselves
opted to play a repugnant role in the on-going World
Revolution, those using the
as
a brutal and bloodthirsting people who themselves, a
very, very long time ago, declared
as well as apparently everyone else in the world who is
not an active part of their decidedly cancerous clique.
It is also of extreme importance to note at this juncture,
that, contrary to common belief, there is no
just a race
nor a specific
a
For there are “Jews” of numerous races, even
among the Blacks of Africa, the Yellow races of Asia,
and the Brown-skinned races of the Middle East and
Latin America. By the Jewish Rabbis’
admissions,
the “Jews” of Palestine were
a White Race of
people, as were the Hebrew-Israelites,
due to their
continued intermarriige with darker skinned peoples
around them. And as since proven by Jewish anthropologists themselves, within a generation or two (as
explained by Arthur Koestler), immigrant Jews from
Eastern Europe who had resettled in Christian-oriented
Western Europe and in America, soon tended, through
better nourishment and
the
height, skin coloration, eye color and other features of
the Gentiles within the host countries, somewhat like
chameleons.
[END QUOTING OF PART 71
This is an excellent place to break this writing.
When we continue we will take up the fact that there are
at
three sides to this World Revolution, thus the
symbol for the overall Conspiracy and the use
of such words as
The “Trilateralists” (organization) just had a meeting between the 22nd and 26th of April. It was to have
been a joint meeting as first agreed with the
Bilderbergers. This did not happen; the Bilderbergers
will, as is usual, have their meeting in June. The free
world is now in the process of being closed-down.
Everywhere you look and all you see is the “Circus
and Clown Show” from a courtroom where a man is on
trial for his life for that which he did not do but is
costing him everything he had or shall have-to the
very Government you support-blowing
up its own
(YOURS) building in Oklahoma City, U.S.A.!
You can watch now as it unfolds and the “patriots”
are nailed to the crosses set up by the very controllers
you thought you could have protect your freedom. Just
remember the conglomerate of evil beings, not the least
are the two who are your Secretary of Treasury and your
national Attorney General, Rubin and Reno. Both are
out of the same cloth, both attached to ISRAEL and are
employees (paid by) the International
of the One World Order.
So be it, for it has all but come to pass in your
generation!
Salu

“The Jew is not satisfied with de-Christianizing,
he
Judasizes, he destroys Catholic and Protestant faith, he
provokes indifference, but he imposes his idea of the
world, of morals and life, upon those whose faith he
ruins; he works at his age-old task, the annihilation of
the religion
of Christ”
Paris, Pg. 350); “We Jews, who have
posed as Saviors of the World, we are today nothing
else but the world’s seducers, its destroyers, its incendiaries, its executioners”
1920); “The
great ideal of Judaism is that the whole world shall be
imbued with Jewish teachings, and that in a Universal
Brotherhood of nations-a greater Judaism in fact-all
the separate races and religions shall disappear” (The
February 9, 1883); “With gold we can
buy the most rebellious consciences, can subsidize all
state loans, and thereafter hold the states [nations] at
our mercy. Already the principal banks, the credits of
all the governments,
are in our hands” (Rabbi
“We, the Jews, are a people-one
people.
When we sink, we become revolutionary proletariat,
the subordinate officers of a revolutionary party; when
we rise, there arises also our terrible power of the
purse”
This is just a quick sampling of the dozens of such
the
By the way, Dr. Herzl was a Hungarian-born, Austrian
Jewish writer and a founder of modern
as the author of
In 1897, he convened
the
Congress at Basel, Switzerland,
things hidden are but mysteries.
When the
out of which sprang the radical and revolutionary
covering is
group,
(The League), which was a principal mystery is SOLVED. So is it with all things uriversal.
firebrand in the fomentation of the Russian Revolution
which is illusion
twenty years later. The full name of Der Bund was the on “faith” which has NO
which to “reason”. GOD
and it was the first Jewish Socialist Party. After all, the
in truth.
Jews have admitted in their own writings that it was
Much of life must be discovered in order to allow
they who
the workings to be completed, e.g., a television set. It
the foregoing
1
has NO picture, no action, no anything-without
power.
tinue
“Khazars” in my upcoming Sometimes it doesn’t “work” with power applied-but
always you begin your non-function checklist
referring to the
of Judaism, not
the
_.
everywhere.

It is the same with all things, readers. There must be
the instrument, the power source, and the result. If God
be all three, the problems dissolve. It is when we allow
interference from all the multitudes of distractions that
we become bogged in confusion and delusion.
In solving riddles and problems it is offered that
there will be some who have solved the riddle, there
will be some further along into the solution of same and
then there are the ones who just don’t give a damn about
either the riddle or its solution. The facts are that you
can discard the latter category of persons right from the
beginning. Then it becomes more and more obvious as
ones “with solutions”, even in part, coming into your
circle of attention, should be given attention if you too
are seeking solutions to a given riddle. 1 use “riddle”
more widely than “problem” for a riddle is not a problem-but a problem is always but a riddle-“riddle”
representing that which is “mystery”.
As we move into this begment of writing it becomes
important that you pay attention, for the author of the
material is starting to separate the various players in
the riddle into categories more easily studied. As with
all things, the solution is simple but the fragments are
that which confuse and confound.
The method of
solution for clarifying the muddy waters is always
based in a geometric design which is then utilized by
the “riddle maker” to be a base clue and from that
foundation you can begin to see the parts which connect
and, eventually, the web of connections which allow
solution.
To solve any problem, riddle or puzzle you must
know the parts and watch the flow and recognize the
portions that NEVER change, even if the labels change.
Then the game becomes a challenge instead of a war.
“Know thine enemy” was probably the wisest statement
EVER made for, in knowing your enemy-you WIN, for
he will show his weakness EVERY TIME if you stay
with the puzzle long enough. Most people will get
themselves kicked out of the game before there is
opportunity to come into the wisdom which would
allow positive movement for the winning. When you
KNOW your enemy-he is no longer your enemy. You
may well be “his” enemy but he is no longer anything
other than an adversarial piece of the puzzleboard.
When you STOP playing according to his recognized
rules-HE DOES NOT KNOW WHAT TO DO WITH
YOU! HE ONLY FUNCTIONS IN OPPOSITES
WHEN YOU DO NOT RESPOND ACCORDING TO
HIS PLANNED EXPECTATION, HE BLOWS HIS
CIRCUITRY. What happens, for instance, when your
enemy shoots you and either his gun doesn’t fire-orhe shoots you and you don’t fall down? Suppose, better
yet, he shoots you, you fall down
GET UP
1
And that which 1 can do-you too can do-even
better! You just have to learn HOW, but until you know
what to do with such a tool-you can’t and won’t have
it. Therefore, 1 suggest we get on with our lessons for
the point is to journey long enough to learn the game
and how to use the tools.
[QUOTING,

PART t?:]

let me just state here, as further and final
these
have been in either their
Orthodox religions,
they
up but
of the total problem we
all face. For as I have been able to determine after many
years of investigation into this problem, there are in
at least
to this
the
the
Conspiracy

the occult writer
nated with the malevolent and paganistic
4000
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the Hammer and
In Masonic chronology, 4000 BC equals Year 0
and 2000 AD equals 6000 A.L. (Anno Lucifer). Modern astronomy has determined by computer that in the
year 4000 BC there was a supernova (as recorded by the
Sumerians) which occurred in the Constellation Vela,
resulting in a now-famous PULSAR. In this year there
was also a massive flood that inundated
all of
Mesopotamia.
The first Ziggurat uncovered in this
area also dates from circa 4000 BC, a massive Masonic
work built as a temple to the gods.
From Aryan Persia, the terrifying Rites of Mithras
found their way to Hamitic Babylon where Nimrod and
his fellow demonists integrated it into their own perverted and debased Cult of Tammuz.
After many
centuries of gestation there in Mesopotamia, Mithraism
ultimately made its way to Palestine with 2-Tribed
Judah and the Sepharvites of the Captivity, and from
there to Imperial Rome in 60 BC. Once firmly ensconced in the Eternal City, Mithraism battled for
supremacy with both Christianity and the Satanic Cult
of Janus, the god with two faces. While Mithraism’s
main theme was (and still is) the ritual worship of the
opposed to Satanism’s and Witchcraft’s ritual
worship of the
its chilling power was based on
a paganistic pantheon of sex-crazed gods and demigods, as in ancient Greece with its Delphic Mysteries,
whose ultimate head-was
LUCIFER. [H:
alor-?
Because Lucifer and

Over the millennia this
glowing, translucent Triangle
has been expanded upward to
form a three-sided Pyramid,
as the accompanying diagram
shows. Thus, the rest of those
involved in this deadly world
upheaval are, and have been,
atheistic and antitheistic Genof various races. This
comprises
several diverse
groupings of obviously psychotic megalomaniacs
who
have absolutely no compunction against
slaughtering
three-fourths of the world’s
population by the year 2000
(as they are actually now
to do). While to the
uninitiated these protagonists
might appear to be deadly
enemies, they are in reality
but arch-rivals for the ultimate subjugation
of the
planet. Many of these cunning and conniving
Antichrists are devoted disciples
of
while the others are
apostles of
(as will
be fully explained later on in
this outline).
The Triangle
you see
nearby was traced directly
from a big 42” X 60” Nystrom
Raised Relief Map of the
World, depicting the
geographical positions
of Jerusalem, Rome and Moscow on that map. I have
interposed London in the exact center of this Masonic
Triangle for obvious reasons, representing the
of the Pyramid.
have

the six letters which
666...”
Since I have not fully covered
Conspiracy thus far, please allow me to do so at this
go
point in my narrative. Rome, of course, was the origin
of Imperial Fascism, whose ancient symbol was a bundle
Starting first at
on the lower right-hand
corner we find the original home base of the Sephardic- of bound sticks in the center of which was a battle axe.
Edomite Jews and later on of Zionism, as well as the In the early Fourth Century AD, the Roman Emperor
Constantinus, who had served
beginning of a problem which will not be resolved until Flavius
its climax at the close of this century, according to under Galerius in the Persian War, later led large
prophecy. Tainted with the known and docu- armies into battle comprised of innumerable worshipThe Rites of Mithras, as earlier
mented Moloch-worshipping, child-sacrificing, pagan pers of Mithras.
alluded to, were exceedingly repugnant for they inbelief systems from Egypt, Babylon and
mentioned, the Jews would carry their habitual conta- cluded fortune telling by animal and human ritual
sacrificeand
the “reading” of their bloody entrails!
gion with them to equally-pagan
According to Hislop, in
“the
CROSSES
original
of Rome was Saturnia, meaning ‘ the
city of Saturn’.”
These
borne
standards emblazoned with “a Mithraic cross of light”,
Thus,
In this language, S was 60, T symbolizing the Persian sun god
Constantine’s supposed “vision of the cross”, which he
was 400, U was 6, and R was 200, a total of [H: You
said he had just before his crucial battle (and subse666. In ancient occultism, Saturn was another
quent victory) at the Milvain Bridge in AD 312 near
namer
SATAN. As we are assured by
Christian, as the
his
“Nero Caesar was one of Rome, was of Mithraic origin,
the greatest persecutors of Christians and emperor of world has been led to believe. It was actually a Persian/
Tau Cross a 9p “, of Luciferian
Rome at the height of its power. His name, when Babylonian/Egyptian
written in Hebrew letters, equals 666. The Gre& letters power, rather than a true Christian Cross signifying
of the word ‘Latinos’ (Latin), the historical language ofRome Christ’s sacrifice, his love, and his Divine forgiveness
in all its oft’lcial acts, amount to 666. In Greek, L is 30, of those who unthinkingly allowed his crucifixion to
happen.
Accepting Christian “conversion” for
political purposes only, the now Emperor
Constantine I went on to not only
as
and many others who had somehow incurred
his royal wrath. In a classic case of the pot
calling the kettle black, three years after his
important victory this despotic pagan Emperor issued the very first Roman edict against
the Jews, whom he described as “that disgraceful sect”, forbidding them“to circumcize
their gentile slaves”, for the Jews had long
considered themselves as
laws of
Rome. Centuries before this, at the time of
Christ, Tacitus, one of the greatest historians
of ancient Rome, said of them: “The customs
of the Jews are base and abominable and owe
their persistence to their depravity.. . As a
race, they are prone to lust; among themselves nothing is unlawful.”
Under Constantine’s
rule, Mithraism
continued as virtually the most worshipped
faith in the Roman Empire, second only to
the Satanic Cult of Janus, until Constantine
called for a special gathering of the Cardinals at the infamous
in
AD 325. It was there that he ordered these
self-important men to carefully study all the
various religious sects and cults in Rome and
to come up with a universal,
religion. Thus offtcially.began what came to
be regarded as the Roman Catholic Church.
It
also at this historic Council that
Constantine ordered his Cardinals to round
up from far and near all the original 153
sacred manuscripts of the
a is 1, t is 300, e is 5, i is 10, n is 50, o is 70, and s is
He then took it upon himself to arbitrarily
200, a total of 666. This was pointed out by Irenaeus as throw out fully E of these inspired works, to then add
early as the Third Century. This same word also means two (2) spurious manuscripts (the earlier-mentioned,
‘Latin man’ and is but the Greek form of the name offensively distasteful, Song of Solomon and the
Romulus, from which the city of Rome is named. This
and finally have the resulting collection
name in Hebrew, Romuth, also totals 666. Unlike the bound into one great book of 66 manuscripts, thorGreeks and Hebrews, the Romans did not use all letters oughly expurgated, of course. (This heinous crime
of their alphabet for numbers. They used only
would be further compounded some 133 5 years later, on
letters: D [500], C [loo], L [50], X [lo],
of
[ 11. (All other numbers were made up of combinations
Mary, Queen of Scats; an
of these.) It is interesting and perhaps
a
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“,

Tarsus.],

as would

For absolute proof of the Occult beginnings oft@&
church in 1830,
D. Michael Quinn, Salt lake City, Signature Books, 1987 (writtenby a Mormon), and,
Arthur Budvarson, Concord, CA, Pacific Publishing Co., 1959. Not only were
Joseph Smith and his brother Hyrum
but
their entire family were steeped in the Occult practices
of spiritualism, astrology, magic parchments and amulets, and the use of magical “peep stones”. Joseph also
had a Jewish
for a mentor, a top Freemason
named Joshua Seixas.
One of the biggest
perpetrated by the successors of Constantine at Rome was that this [Catholic]
church was actually begun by
one of Christ’s twelve Disciples, whom the Roman
Catholic Church has long claimed lived in Rome for 25
years as Bishop and then the very first Pope, until his
martyrdom in AD 67. The surprising truth, however, is
that there is absolutely
that Peter even visited
Rome, let alone died there. The “Peter” referred to by
the Vatican was in actuality the name of a certain title,
not a person, for as any thorough study of Babylonian
history will show-the
As for the
appendage “Simon”, added to the front of the name
Peter by the church, this name actually refers to the
Simon who had practiced
in Samaria (Acfs
who later traveled to
Rome and founded a
Christian religion
there. Much of this can be confirmed by a reading of
not only
but any one of at least
books on this subject.
As far as the famous
of Peter are concerned,
these were lifted wholesale-from not only Mithraism
but the Cult of Janus, the latter being
in the bizarre mythology
of Rome! One is here once again reminded of the
warnings made by John of Patmos in the
regarding this establishment, described as
“BABYLON THE GREAT, THE MOTHER OF HARLOTS AND ABOMINATIONS OF THE EARTH” (17:5,
Lamsa translation from the Aramaic of the
Lest the reader think that I am unfairly picking on
all Catholics everywhere, let it here be recorded that I
am only indicting those Popes, Bishops, Cardinals and
Priests on whom the shoes of iniquity
This is not a
diatribe against all devout Catholics, only those who
have taken part in the World Revolution.
Having
myself spent two harrowing years in a Catholic boarding school as a youth (1949-50), then having had many
Italian Catholic friends in high school and thereafter in
Chicago (a number of whom were the sons and daughters of local MAFIA figures), then spending six years
married to a Catholic and attending Catholic Church
(my four children were
Catholic), I feel I have
had enough experience in this area to speak on it with
some authority. Furthermore, when I visited Rome and
toured the Vatican I couldn’t help but notice the obvious
symbols everywhere incorporated into the key
structure there.
What’s more, I observed that the
architectural floor-plan of St. Peter’s Basilica and its
courtyard (complete with an authentic Egyptian obelisk-both
a Sun and Phallic symbol) were laid out in
the exact shape of an immense
I also visited the
underground stone cell in which it was
that both
Peter and Paul were held before their executions, by the
mad Emperor Nero, who was married to the EdomiteJewess Poppaea Sabina (the
instigator of the
mass slaughter of the Christians in Rome, sort of a
reincarnation of Esther).
[H: Oh dear, here it
are you, then,

?
in
?

and
one YOU

it.]
Continuing on with this brief outline on Rome, in
AD 330 Constantine I moved his capital from Rome to
the ancient city of Byzantium some 975 miles due east,
changed its name to his, and declared himself head of
both Church and State. The Bishop of Rome, Pope
Sylvester I, refused to move with him, however, thus
beginning a schism which would then soon become a
yawning
when the Emperor finally announced
that the Patriarch of Constantinople would be the ruler
of the new Church of the East, giving its name the
Eastern Orthodox Church. [II: Now,
* I

you listen

a

By 337, construction had begun on the
Vatican which was situated on Roman Hill, supposed
burial site of Peter (while the papal residence would not
be built there until circa 500).
In AD 7 11 there was formed in Spain a Catholic
institution known as The Garduna, created to rightly
oppose the Arab General Tarik and his Moorish and
Jewish invaders from North Africa. Unfortunately, by
the Tenth Century this organization would be turned
into an instrument of death and destruction against the
“heretical” Albigenses and Cathari of France, as well
as all
groups opposed to the excesses of the
Church rulers. In 962, Otto I of Germany invaded Italy,
entered Rome, had
crowned Emveror. and then
deposed the vile and perverted Pope john XII-thus
beginning the so-called Holy Roman Empire. This
slightly more benevolent Empire, in 1095, would sponsor the formation of the then altruistic German Catholic
at Jerusalem (which
over two centuries later would go on to conquer the
small Mediterranean Island of Rhodes and change their
name to the
The year 1183 saw the formation of the

in league with the Bishops of Germanic Lombardi, which set the stage for the horrific
France during 1203. By this date, the Roman Catholic
Church was the prime source of power behind
Duke of Baravia, who was succeeded by
Black-founder
of the dark and foreboding
the German Guelphs of Vienna, Flo.rence and Genoa, patrons of the Bank of Venice established in 1171. (Later on, in the Thirteenth Century, the top representative of the Guelphs was one
head of the Neri Faction).
During 1216, Spain was the site of the creation by
the Church of the
known very
shortly to their enemies as the “Ferocious Dominicans”. This was followed nineteen years later by the
bloody
in Italy and Spain, whose main
purpose was the torture and extermination of all dissenters. Then, in 1252, Pope Innocent III issued his
infamous and murderous “Ad extirpanda”, ordering
that all
Christians, Gnostics, and other such antiCatholic “pagan heretics” be rounded up, tortured,
burned alive, and thus “crushed likevenomous snakes”.
The year 1374 saw
of the Inquisition by Pope
Gregory XI, more repressive than ever, forcing true
European Christianity even deeper underground.
Next, during the mid-Fifteenth Century, in Sicily,
there was formed an organization of Catholic men
known as the
whose original purpose (I
was told by an old Mafioso) was to protect Italian
women from the marauding and pesky French who
came across the mountains to kidnap them. Over time, .
it came to be known as the
which is not a word
but an
the initials of which form an Italian
phrase which when translated means: “Death to all
French is Italy’s cry.” Their French enemies were in
turn known as the White Hand, or the CAMORRA.
This funloving band of rogues and scoundrels would, of
course, go on to become a very deadly criminal enterprise, as would the CAMORRA. Some historians believe. however. the MAFIA (which its members refer to
as C&a Nostra--“Our Thing” [H:
least,
had its roots in a much earlier Sicilian group formed in 1187 known as
or
the
But who actually knows but
them? Whatever the case, it has always been comprised
of devout Catholics, from that day to this, who have
apparently always been on good terms with the Vatican.
It is interesting to note that most members of the
American-Italian MAFIA, although hardened crimi-
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nals, have always been extremely anti-Communist and
have proven themselves to be patriotic to America in
four wars during this century. Even Al Capone was
known to speak with distaste against the “damned
Bolsheviks”.
has
a

Hades
that
than you

“the
further

want
MORE
VARIETIES
OF INOUISITIONS

either hacked to pieces or burned alive by the Catholicled army and mobs. AD 1604 saw formation of the
French East India
prime competitors of
their British and Dutch counter-parts, which soon became an important tool of the utterly ruthless Jesuits
wherever it took root, especially in America. Exactly
two.decades later, all of France began suffering under
the brutal and terroristic yoke of the mad Cardinal
and his barbarous Catholic “Red Hats”, as so
eloquently portrayed by Alexander Dumas in his classic book, The Three Musketeers.
Richelieu, as the
highly deceptive Machiavellian Chief Minister to the
young and naive King Louis XIII, continued the heartless slaughter of the French Huguenots until his own
blessed demise in 1642. But one year before his death,
there also occurred the Catholic-directed massacre in
Ireland of at least 30,000
there! [H:

and idto the mess you find
yourselves.
It must be a
AD 1478 saw yet another revival of the Spanish
The year 1654 bore witness to the additional creInquisition, headed by Torquemada, followed in 1506 ation by the Jesuits of yet another of their subversive
by the beginning of construction on St. Peter’s Basilica front organizations, the treacherous
at Rome (finished 1626). Twenty years later came the
of Paris. It therefore goes without saying that
formation of the Catholic Knights of Malta (this, after the religion as practiced by the Vatican at Rome was
they had lost control of Rhodes in 1522). A few years anything
a true Christian one, for surely Jesus [H:
later, in 1534, there was formed the blasphemously
would never have counselled
mis-named
Jesus-the
Jesuits-by
St. nor condoned such incredible madness and mayhem as
in Spain.
was ordered in HIS blessed name over fully thirteen
centuries by the Popes and Cardinals of the Eternal
City-which
resulted in the deaths of many millions of
Freemasonic
PYRAMID-REunfortunate souls throughout their vast domains. And
MEMBER THE MASON’S STONES?
There
you thought the Khazars were a
By 1773, so scandalous were the blasphemies and
This crafty and subversive organization would crimes of the Jesuit Order [Order of Jesus] that it was
soon spread far and wide, sowing disorder among the finally ordered
by the papacy, for political
enemies of the Church. Very shortly after its creation, and cosmetic purposes only, of course; yet many of its
Igaatius also quietly formed the
members and agents in France then took an active part
at Madrid as well as a secret organization IOW in a massive and carefully-laid
to overknown as the
throw King Louis XVI and his lovely Queen, An(VINO).
toinette. [H:
How
How
How
at
While not necessarily its
instigaA generation later, in France, on August 24, 1572, tors, the Jesuits served as well-oiled cogs in the wheel
there occurred the inhuman
of both the Templars and the Jewish Juggernaut that
as approved by the Roman Catholic Church. brought the French Aristocracy to a terrible and bloody
As it happened, the French Catholic King,
end, on the
[H: How
operating
the powerful influence of his powermad mother,
took the earlier
The virtual beginning of the end of the iron grip of
“Ad extirpada” directive to heart and ordered the mass the Roman Catholic Church in Europe came on the
slaughter-in
a single day-of
some 20,000
heels of the French Revolution of 1789, more especially
(Protestants) throughout France.
a decade later when now Emperor Napoleon and his
freebooting French Grande Armee had the insolence to
invade Italy and capture Rome. Triumphantly entering
have
the Vatican, Napoleon personally took the bejeweled
crown from the head of Pope Pius VI and crowned
with it.
After holding the Illuminati at bay for fifteen years,
Napoleon was forced to abdicate and was exiled to tte
Island of Elba in 1814. Immediately thereafter, Pope
Pius VII restored the Jesuit Order to their former
Dr. John Coleman’s
prominence, just in time for them to infiltrate the
and Catalog For 1995.
.
Illuminati-controlled
Vienna for intelliLatest
Book by Dr. Coleman:
gence purposes.
It was also at this very important
$20.00;
Rothschild-attended
Congress in Austria (then domiavailable,
nated by Salomon Mayer Rothschild) that the littleknown but sinister
was formed, a
*And another tie book,
group better known today as the
300
headed by none other than
the “mad”
scion of the
old Germanic House of Hanover.
As outlined in considerable detail by Weider and
2533
St.
Hapgood in their fascinating book,
(1982), while imprisoned on the South Atlantic island of St. Helena, Napoleon was slowly poisoned to death by arsenic, administered by his Aide,
But what was
NOT mentioned was the fact that this no ac-Count was

“ ‘As a man thinketh-so
he is!’ Well,
dan’s thoughts have digressed into de‘truction, greed, war, immorality
and heiLOUS
acts, one upon another. You need to
understand what happens with ‘thoughts’:
rHOUGHTS ‘CREATE’-or
destroyhat is ALL THERE IS IN. REALITY.
rherefore, you become, the nation becomes,
Ind the planet becomes, a MIRROR RETLECTION of THOUGHT!”
-HATONN

Some topics discussed are:
* Censorship By Copyright
*The TRUTH Of How God Creates
*Jews Control
The Bolshevik Government In Russia
*Fundamentally,
Judaism
Is Anti-Christian
*Is The Whole Jewish Race
To Be Condemned?
*More On Home-Schooling
*Origin Of The “300” Committee
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following the orders of Salomon and his cousins, &.ord
Nathan Rothschild (of England) and Baron James
May we briefly consider “ideas” (thoughts) which
(Jacob) Rothschild (of France). Napoleon finally died
are ALL of the beginnings of manifestation. You are,
during
182 1.
in fact, that which is the thought of your Creator, then
given free will to go forth as manifest matter to expe[END QUOTING OF PART 81
rience, express AND CREATE. As this new “creator”
(you) moves about with ideas, some move on to CREThere is no gratitude worthy of this information
gifted to us, readers. Are there other writers who have ATE to fill needs, express beauty, invent, pioneer-but
“figured it out”? Yes, but they haven’t sent it to us all there are ALWAYS the bastard players who twiddle in
nicely spelled out with diagrams and welcomed our use EVIL and have no ideas other than force, greed and
of it. Dr. John Coleman
of300’) allowed totally selfish focus. These will find that which CONour use of his material-but
it only went “so far”. I TROLS and then move with enforcers to see that others
hope he has opportunity to have this information for it do NOT invent or share that which will offer FREEDOM and take his “products” from his clutcheswill make his own work so much more fully realized.
Of that which you might become aware, please including the citizens who must SERVE him.
So it is that every thing, every condition, every
consider all facets of the circumstances of history.
Please be liberaland flexible enough to understand that event that ever transpired, was first an Idea in the mind.
and by Speaking forth
it is not unworthy to question, question, question and It was by desiring, by
FIND. If all of this be true and historically docu- the Word, that these ideas came into visible manifestamented-the
rest shall also be made clear in the unfold- tion.
This you certainly can do, if you will, by taking any
ing. It is not blasphemy or heresy to realize that a MAN
named “Jesus” could have been erroneously labeled. Idea that comes and following it out through the above
The facts are that it would
incredible that he would process to realization; or by tracing back any feat you
not be altered in the historical data presented.
You have accomplished, any picture you have painted, any
WILL find the name “Jesus” associated with the Dark machine you have invented, or any particular thing or
Forces and it is for your total confusion. “Christ” is the condition now existing, to the Idea from which it
sprang. Any individual who has reached down and
name of the game, chelas, and the pathway to follownot some materialized man somewhere, sometime, in plucked a flower and smelled the fragrance was creathistorical tradition. “Christ” is a state of being which ing the fulfillment of “Idea” for otherwise you would
is as emotional in make-up as any spiritual knowing have trampled the flower in passing. Each thought,
you will ever have or undergo. If you try to make it a therefore, becomes a CHOICE for action. How many
“name”, you err-IT IS A STATE OF BEING, A DEFI- wondrous thoughts are never birthed into manifestaNITION OF GOODLINESS IN THE LIGHT OF GOD. tion? Sometimes that is GOOD, sometimes unfortunate.
NO “MAN” CAN SINGULARLY BEARTHAT LABEL You must choose carefully the Ideas which serve self
AND NONE WHO BEAR THE DESCRIPTION WOULD and God, and which have evil revenge for intent.
This is the plan and process of all true thinking,
ALLOW IT. When you have a “teacher” worthy of the
label, accept your POWER, get up OFF your knees and and therefore of all Creation.
YOU have now and always have had, through this
let us get to work.
power of thinking, dominion over all the kingdoms of
Thank you.
the Earth. If you wish to move a mountain, you CAN
#l
HATONN
find a way to do it, if only by the spoonful, bit after bit.
You have now, this moment, only to Think and SPEAK
THOUGHTS
OF “BEING”,
THE WORD (if only to self)-realizing
your power,
BEFORE
WE MOVE
ON
and that GOD, your Omniscient, Omnipresent, Omnipotent “Self’, will bring the results. And the waiting
As we wander about in these bits and pieces of
historical recordings and observations-let
us not lose
sight of the fact that ALL THINGS WERE FIRST AN
“IDEA”. People simply have a tendency in their travels
to follow that one who speaks, loudest and with force,
his ideas.
Why do people follow evil? Because goodness
ALLOWS EACH TO FULFILL HIS/HER OWN DREAM
the heart wishes equality and friendship with and
within all things. He who then comes forth with power
granted through any conduit becomes the bully, the
enforcer and, finally, the maker of the rules. Most of
mankind, wishing peace and harmony, balance and
will try to ignore the bully and finally the bully
takes over and, hopefully for the former target of his
wrath, the attention
turned to something/someone
else. It doesn’t work, however, for goodness not only
must be lived for self but must become a part of intent
within-not
just spoken words of pretense.
Is the
peaceful man then considered the “coward”? Yes and
no! Those who rally for a war call him coward but it is
the bully who is the coward.
RITUAL

SACRIFICE

Can’t you just envision [Senator Robert] Byrd [of
on the altar at a eacrifice
ritual
where he IS the sacrifice (Rather pleasant
thought? Me too!). Do you think the quirky nerd
would not be pleading for his foul life and limb?
THESE ARE COWARDS of the highest order and
without their regiments of enforcers THEY ARE NOTHING! That is WHY there are
against mutiny.

consciousness of the invisible cells of all matter
which your will and attention become focused (which
waiting consciousness is HIS consciousness, remember) will begin immediately to obey and do exactly
according to
image
All things begin with “the Word” (the thought
expressed), and without the Word was not anything
made that was made.
I take note of Dharma as she comes to realize that
the historical evilmongers were but SICK humans,
bloodsucking their evil ways throughout the kingdoms
of the world. They are yet “frightening” by their evil
terror-but
become harmless and pitiful in honest perception as their covers are removed and their evil
identified and shown in TRUTH.
Before you can act upon thoughts presented and
choices made, you have to know facts upon which to
base “thought” patterns: HOW to think, how to know
thoughts, those directed thoughts from God
which show the way, from the thoughts of others. You
have to trace thoughts back to their source and to
banish undesirable ones at will from your consciousness; and finally how to control and
those desires so that they will always serve YOU, instead of
your being a slave to them. YOU HAVE WITHIN
And, as truth is presented for your consideration, those thoughts can flourish and you will SEE THE WAY to that which is Godly
goal.
You have traveled long now so that when you
ponder an idea, it may well be, good brothers, that the
manifestation has already been presented somewhere,
sometime-only
awaiting the uncovering. We are in
the process of “uncovering”, so allow attention. Then,
as you see the picture, you will also know wherein to
add the paint strokes or obliterate that which is evil
from the scene. For this you need a paintbrush-not
an
army with guns. Why? Because the paintbrush represents the thought of Idea, THE ARMY PRESENTS
GUNS AND SWORDS-NOT IDEAS FOR LIFE. The
face projecting piety, however, is most often just another of the lies-so be careful, for until thoughts and
deeds match in goodness-there
is yet evil again hiding
behind the lie.
One of the major problems which has crept upon
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you as a nation is that democracy (worst at best) has
become hypocrisy in its fullest bloom. Therefore the
largest problem that confronts you in government, for
instance, is to uncover the hypocrisy, look at it, prosecute the evil-lawfully,
and return to law and order
while taking out the cheats and deceivers. A big task?
Not as big as you at first must think-because
as you
ask in Godly intent for solutions- GOD GIVES THE
IDEAS AND THOUGHTS FOR CREATION OF “THE
WAY” LIKE RAIN UPON A DRY DESERT.
You will note that the little puppets of Washington,
the Clintonistas, are terrified every moment of their
lives. Why? Because they have at least three factions
WORKING DILIGENTLY TO KILL THEM. The patriots are the least of Billy’s problems-the
VERY
LEAST. And, worse, these poor little pitiful puppetshave never created a worthy thought or idea in the
entirety of their living expression. Sealing off Pennsylvania Avenue from you-the-pebple won’t do it and
neither will an armed army of United Nations troops.
So, what is the best thing that we can do? We keep
seeking AND FINDING truth-for
as you recognize
it-you are EMPOWERED to create ways to attend the
mess.
They can now send diseases upon you-but
you
now have a way to counter the assault. We have brought
the IDEA and created it. THIS is an example of that
which I try diligently to express to you. And, in coming
into truth in KNOWING-YOU
HAVE THE FACTS
WITH WHICH TO BASE YOUR ACTIONS.
You
don’t, then, need a gun! Peace and freedom were never
won with a sword.
Think upon these things, for as you find TRUTH of
past history and how it actually was AND IS, you will
likely go into a rage, fits of disbelief AND OVERWHELMING SENSE OF HOPELESSNESS.
Truth is POWER and as you uncover the
evil clowns-they
become exactly “that”: evil, worthless, cowardly clowns.
The military jets and helicopters just came over
Dharma’s dwelling. This time, she smiled appreciatively as NOTHING happened.
She now considers
them her protectors instead of her enemy and so it shall
be. There are MORE on YOUR side than you might
realize and the maverick who is birthed and staunched
in evil can try his hand at terror-but
if there is terror
and no one comes, what do they do then? THEY WILL
DO THEMSELVES “IN”. If, say, a Federal Employee
cannot go to work because of terror and bombings in his
building-is
he not a good candidate for a job in a
building which has no danger7 Ponder it. When the
better alternative is rational-the
shift will happen.
MAN WOULD RATHER BE GOOD THAN EVIL!
MAN BECOMES EVIL BECAUSE ALL GOODNESS
IS ABSENT, NOTHINGMORE ANDNOTHINGLESS.
Check out what YOU do in the DARK.
[QUOTING,

actually donated considerable amounts of money-in
Marks and Lira-to
the cause of Catholicism.
But
that’s not the end of it. It gets even more interesting.
To their eternal credit, in 1936 Pope Pius XI labeled Communism “intrinsically wrong” and warned
against any collaboration “whatsoever”. This was echoed by Pope Pius XII, who reigned from 1939 until his
death in 1958. He emphatically
any contact
with Communist leaders. But as we are informed by my
old Catholic colleague John F. McManus, in his article
entitled “Secret Agreement that Neutralized the Catholit Church: No longer a militant foe of Communism”
12/2/85), in 1959
changed the Church’s previous hard-line stand
against Communism and called for the convening of a
general council of the world’s Catholic bishops, the
first since Vatican I in 1870. Early in 1962, he assigned French
to meet
with
of the Russian Orthodox
Church, a crypto-Communist agent of the Soviet KGB.
As a direct result of this meeting, wrote McManus:
“The Communists gained tremendously in every element of the [new] arrangement: The Church acquiesced
in the designation of all Communist savagery as mere
politics; the Communists gained assurances that their
once-militant foe would no longer oppose them by
name; and emissaries of outspoken atheism garbed in
clerical dress were supplied unprecedented legitimacy
as Vatican II’s official welcome mat was placed before
them.” In October 1962 a delegation of Communist
Church officials from Moscow arrived in Rome as
official observers to attend the unprecedented CounXXIII-known
thereafter
as “the Red Pope”. The Vatican thenjoined hands with
the World Communist Movement, and
(which
lasted until 1965) turned the Catholic Church upside
down. From this time forward, the Vatican also maintained a political alliance with the
as well. Incredible as it sounds, things then went
from bad to worse.
CHURCH

OF

DEBUTS

As reported in the
of March 17,
1970, the “high priest” of the Church of Satan in San
Francisco became “a favorite speaker at the University
school. When interof San Francisco”, a
viewed for comment,
admitted that
In an article dated
March 15,1972, entitled “The Decline of Roman Catholit Anti-Communism”, another old Catholic acquaintance of mine, Reverend Francis E. Fenton, revealed
that in August 1970 the long-time Communist dictator
of Yugoslavia,
was permitted to make
an official
to see Pope Paul VI. “According to
press reports at the time,” wrote Fr. Fenton, “the Vatican
paid ‘solomn honors’ to Tito and

PART 9:]
while the Pope praised Tito for his efforts at seeking

“OPEN”

FASCISM

Jumping ahead to 187 1, the kingdom of Italy
here
the temporal power of the Pope at
Vatican City. Their sovereignty and independence
would not be restored until the Lateran Treaty of
February 11,1929, with the instigation and blessings of none other
This
also began a significant period of time during
which the Roman Catholic Church openly provided aid and comfort to not only the pompous
Fascist dictator of Italy but to
(Remember that?)
This support would continue until the close of the
war in 1945, and perhaps for a short while thereafter. As we read in
by
Richard Hammer, both Hitler and Mussolini not
only went out of their way not to harm any
property owned by the Catholic Church, they

I

‘peace and international collaboration’.
This same
Tito has been responsible over the years for the murder
of countless thousands of Catholic and other Christian
clergy and laity.” A year later, this same Pope “espoused Red China’s admission to the United Nations,
and has made a number of conciliatory references to the
Peking regime.”
TO
In 1975 the
ishing revelation.

had another astonIt reported that Secretary of State
proposed “that Jerusalem become an
with the control of holy places and
the religious administration being given to the pope.”
Kissinger, of course, was at that time well known to
both the FBI and Air Force Intelligences
a
as well as a top Jewish
traitor-yet
they did
about it! Since then, the
Vatican has itself proposed moving from Rome to
Jerusalem, and has held numerous meetings to that
effect with high-ranking Ashkenazim-Jewish officials
of the Marxist State of Israel. The current Roman
Catholic Archbishop of New York,
has been designated as the Vatican’s envoy
to Israel.
As if all the foregoing weren’t cause enough for
serious concern to all devout and trusting Catholics,
the events of 1978 proved to be almost as numbingly
alarming. In a careful study of the outstanding 388page expose,
written by the ace Catholit investigative reporter David
Yallop (NYC, Bantam Books, 1984) we learn that in late August of that
fateful year, following the sudden death of the Communist-loving Pope Paul VI, the world’s Cardinals gathered there at Rome then unexpectedly elected a man not
previously/avorrd
to win, a truly humble, honest
compassionate Christian gentleman named
Choosing the name Pope John Paul I, and
subsequently known by all who saw him as “the Smiling
Pope”, Luciani was a man of uncommon intelligence
and perception.
And after observing the incredibly
rotten state of affairs at the Vatican, he began to
immediately attempt a thorough house-cleaning, to
sweep out all the deep-seated corruptionand immorality
that had for so long infested the upper levels of the
ruling Elite of the Church at Rome. He also launched
a careful investigation into the criminal dealings of the
Bank (Instituto per le Opere di Religione),
which he soon found was laundering billions of dollars
of ill-gotten gains from both the Italian Mafia in Italy
and the United States, as well as those of the IlluminatiFreemasonic organization, Propaganda Due (p2), an
extremely powerful and deadly group who had for some
time been behind a number of sensational murders and
bombings in Italy.
But after serving just 33
a
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gmwfrolat the Vizficaul~ in that noble capacity, o”nthe
evening of September 28, Albino Luciani was administered
by someone he obviously trusted, most
likely in the dining room of the Apostolic Palace within
Vatican City. His lifeless body was discovered early the
next morning. No official death certificate was ever
issued, and no autopsy was ever performed. His body
was hastily embalmed to destroy any evidence of foul
play (virtually the same scenario took place some six
years earlier in the murder of J. Edgar Hoover).
In various places, six worried men breathed a longheld sigh of relief, for they alone as individuals stood
the most to lose if this energetic and determined pope
had continued to live. They also stood the most to gain
by his death. They were:
the President of the Vatican Bank (a secret Mafia-connected
hoodlum from Cicero,
the shrewd and shifty Secretary of State for the Vatican
also a stooge for the mob;
a top Sicilian MaBa banker who was involved in various murders and counterfeit bond deals;
Calvi,
the criminal chairman of Banco Ambrosiano in Milan
(who was later on himself murdered for what he knew);
the powerful head of a murderous Italian
Freemasonic lodge known as Propaganda Due (PZ), an
Illumi~ati front involved in assassinations, kidnappings,
bombings and terrorism; and
the arrogant and disgraceful head of the Chicago
archdioceses who, while in bed with the
there,
ruled like a dictator over 2,500,OOOCatholics and
nearly 3,000 priests. When I lived there during the
Sixties, and worked as an undercover operative for
Chicago Police Intelligence (Red Squad), it was almost
an open secret that Cody was also an insatiable homosexual pederast (as was
“Conservative” head of the Church League of America
Wheaton, Illinois).
KAROL WOJTYLA:
]GAS PEDDLER

POPE POHNPAUL
TO THE DEVIL]

II

Following the heinous assassination of Albino
Luciani, a true man of God, the Cardinals again convened at Rome and subsequently corrected their original error by electing another very surprising candidate,
the crypto-Communist Polish Archbishop of Krakow,
who then took the name of
II. But what was unknown to all the 850,~0,~0
or so Catholics who heard the amazing news, as was
discovered by all Intelligence agencies who cared to
look into his unusual background, Wojtyla had many
years earlier as a
during World War II
Zyglorr B gus ta t&c N&s who ran the sprawling
Auschwitz work camp in Poland. Later on, a&r becoming a priest, he was a close friend of a radical
Marxist Pole named
then
SION, and finally
But that’s not
all. Brzezinski himself stated in an interview shortly
after his friend’s election that one of Wojtyk’s favorite
books was Morris West’s novel,
~Z~H~~~~-which,
coincidentally or otherwise, laid
out almost the exact
for

As privately revealed
a former high-ranking
Jesuit priest who had served in the Vatican for many
years, answering only to the Pope, when Karol Wojtyla
was a Catholic priest in Krakow many years ago, it was
known by almost everyone in his parish that he was
Furthermore,
during that same period, according to this pederast’s

own writings, he was a great admirer of the infamous
Viennese pervert,
a Jewish sex-crazed
fraud who had beensomehow
converted
to Roman
‘... ._ . __,.
Catholicism.
.--.: .:,..TAKE
DEEP BREATti
.-a.:,.---m
AND HEAD ON.,,

Vatican funds.” (What was sot mentioned, however,
was

1981
Pope John
Paul II to the important position of pro-president of the
Pontifleai commission, and even became the Pope’s
overseeing all security of the
Pope’s f&eign trips!) Then, a few pages later, we hnd
Since his ascension to the chair of St. Peter at the a photo of a man described
gbs&rser”,
Vatican, Pope John Paul II has secretly condoned the Secretary of State
spread of Marxist “Liberation Theology* throughout obviously
head of the Roall of Latin America, as taught by the now Communist- man Catholic Curia-“The Vatican bureaucracy”accommodating Jesuit Order and its publication,
and of all international affairs! I
by the subversive
the
[END QUOTING OF PART
the
the
the
Peace
and
Before this writing gets too long and overwhelmAs Diplomatic Papal Nuncios and “the most super- ing, let us take a break.
Any doubts about WHY we might *want to protect
lative spies since the 15th Century”, the Jesuits’ Intelligence organization (VINO) would later on conduct all this writer’s identity for as long as we can? Any doubts
their operations in the Western Hemisphere, virtually about the gutsy grandma here at this keyboard? In 1989
without hindrance, from their main HQ outside of Dharma made it to the top of Kissinger’s hit list. I
Rome at Rio de Janeiro (and much later still, from doubt it has gotten much better-except that now, if
in
for their older things work out WELL, Jackson will sit atop the nasty
sibling, the
list. Yes it IS frightening at the top of the Black Lists1936,
Knights of Malta
the BUT along with the honor comes the LIGHT OF GODI
THAT is nothing to tinker with, my friends1
If
think
(and staff) are nerds and
who so wimps-I suggest you read this writing AGAIN. When
the lights flicker ON, the power surges build and GOD
BECOMES TRIUMPHANT! TRUTH
OFFER
scandal (of which the FREEDOM1
thiaesclf and know
Nor& was a key player with the
the
Communist East German STASI Secret Police). [H:
Salu.

These are just a&w of the more radical pro-Soviet
Catholic front operations that have been active over the
past twenty years or so Under this pope’s secret
direction, the Vatican has furthermore favored and
supported the Red-instigated Peace Movement and Nuclear Disarmament program (as orchestrated by the
KGB at Moscow Center), the Communist Sandinista
dictatorship in Nicaragua, the Communist black terrorism of the
in South Africa,
the Soviet-front
and its
U.S. affiliate
among
others.
There have also been the sensational and shocking
sex scandals that have literally rocked the Catholic
world over the past few decades. As just one small
example of this, the August 16,1993
magazine carried a lengthy and in-depth outline of this
sickening problem,
paragraph of which stated:
House, the program serves runaway children pased in NYC], was badly damaged after its
[pedophile] founder,
was forced
to resign amid fproven] allegations of sexual and financial misconduct. While allegations have been lodged
against an estimated 400 priests since 1982, some
churchmen extrapolate that as many as 2,500 priests
have molested children and teenagers. Compounding
the crisis, the church was slow to recognize the seriousness of its problem...” I know this to be true because
one of my OWI)children was molested years ago by one
of these good fathers.

To wrap this up before
have a
here, in the December 1985 issue of the
(Pgs. 721-774) we find a beautifully done
propaganda puff piece on Pope John Paul II and the
Vatican. We also see a photo of now Archbishop Paul
C. Mar&&us, identified as “Chief of daily operations
for the State of Vatican City and also president of the
Vatican Bank...” The caption goes on to state that,
“The American prelate was investigated but not charged
in connection with the collapse of Banco Ambrosiano,
Italy’s largest private bank, which had loans tied to

#2

[QUOTING PART lo:]
POPE IS INSTRUMENT
OF THE
The next piece of revealing evidence we have before us is the now
letter from Archbishop
Marcel Lefebvre of France to one Jean Madiran., dated
January 29, 1986, regarding the sad state of affairs of
his beloved Church. In this letter we read of: “the
diabolical,
enterprise which is being accompiished at the present moment by the Vatican and the
great majority of the Bishops. The plan, announced in
the
and published by order of
Pope Pius IX, isbeing fulfilled today, before our eyes....
A very well organized network controls all the aetivities of the Curia, both internally
externally. The
Pope is an instrument af this
whish he placed
where it is and with which he is in sympathy...” Concerning this
also known $s the Haute
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netic charts by the initials of the names of the com@on&, A-G-C-T). These four nucleotides can combrne in pairs in sequences of limitless variety anet are
bound into piace by sugar compounds alternating with
phosphates. The nucleic acid RNA, no less complex
and built of four nucleotides whose ‘initials are A-G-CU, may contain thousands of combinations:‘-
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..
calm R. Walter, an Australian member of the team,
“They look like modern bacteria,” he added. In fact,
they looked like five different types of bacteria whose
structures, amazingly, *were almost identical to severa1 modern-day bacteria.”

LIFE

Starting paragraph 4, pg. 146:
“This,” the
states, “is the way the
Heaven and the Earth have Come to be.”
***

Up to the point of Man’s creation, then, modern
seienee and ancient knowledge parallel each other. But
by charting the course of evolution, modern science has
left behind the initial question about the
of life
as distinct from its development and evolution.
The murky-soup and life-from-clay theories only
suggest that, given the right materials
and conditions, life could arise spontaneously. This notion, that life’s elemental building blocks, such as ammonia and methane (the simplest stable
unds of nitrogen and hydrogen
and of carbon and hydrogen, respectively) could have formed by themselves as part of nature’s processes,
seemed fortified by the discovery in
recent
that these compounds
are present and even plentiful on other
planets. But how did chemical compounds become animate?
That the fat is possible is obvious;
&beevidence is that life
appear on
Earth. The speculation that life, inone
form or another, may also exist elsewhere in o~lr Solar System, and probably in other star systems, presupposes
the feasibility of the transition from
inani~te to animate matter. So, the
q~stio~ is not
it happenbut &SWdid it happen here
on Earth?
For life as we see it on Earth to happen, two basic
molecules are necessary: proteins, which perform all
the complex metabolic functions of living cells; and
nucleic acids, which carry the genetic code and issue
the instructions for the cell’s processes. The two kinds
~fmole&ules, as the definition itself suggests, function
within a unit called a cell-quite a complex organism
in itself, which is capable of triggering the replication
not only of itself but of the whole animal of which the
single cell is but a minuscule component. In order to
become proteins amino acids must form long and complex chains. In the cell they perform the task according
to instructions stored in one nucleic acid (DNAde~ribonu~leic acid) and transmitted by another nucleic
acid ~~A-ri~nuclei~
acid). Could random conditions prevailing on the primordial Earth have caused
amino acids to combine into chains? In spite of varied
attempts and theories (notable experiments were conducted
Clifford Matthews of the University of Blin&s), the pathways sought by the scientists all required
more “compressive energy” than would have been available.

share
How much time did evolution take on Earth to
cad
without all
develop these complex compounds, without which life
as we know it would have never evolved?
The fossil remains of algae found in 1977 in South
always
Africa were dated to 3.1 to 3.4 BILLION years ago. But
while that discovery was of microscopic, single-celled
organisms, other discoveries in 1980 in western AusThe notion that self-repli~~ion on Earth began
tralia deepened the wonderment. The team, led by 1.
William Schoopf of the University of California at Los with bacteria that preceded algae seemed to make sense,
‘Angeles, found fossil remains of organisms that not sinke advances in genetics showed that all life on Earth,
only were much older-3.5 billion years-but that were from the simplest to the most complex, has the same
genetic “ingredients” and the
same twenty
so basic amino
acids. Indeed, much of the early
genetic research and development the techniques in genetic engineering were done on
the lowly bacterium
for short). [H:

“For we wrestle not just against flesh and blood,
not just against mere mortals, but against a wicked
angelic evolution, against the Sovereignties and
Powers of the Hierarchy of Fallen Luciferian and
Satanic Angels, against the originators of the Darkness of this prison world, the Watchers and their
vast army of evildoers, against wickedness in high
places.”

DNA-RNA
Did DNA and RNA, then, precede amino acids on
Earth? Advances in genetics and the unraveling of the
mysteries of the living cell have increased, rather than
~mi~sh~,
the problems. The discovery in 1953 by
James D. Watson and Francis H. Crick of the “doublehelix” ~~~~~e of DNA opened up vistas of immense
complexity regarding these two chemicals of life. The
re~at~v~~~.giantm~l~ules of DNA are in the form of
two lo
twisted strings connected by “rungs” made of
four v
c~rnpl~x organic compound (marked on ge-

ductioa

altered

which can cause diarrhea in
humans and cattle.
even
this minuscufe, single-ceiled
bacterium that reproduces not
sexuaIly
has almost 4,000 different
genes1
’ That bacteria have nlav@ a
role in the ~olu~~na~ process
from
apparent, not
fact that so many marine, plant and animal higher
organisms depend on bacteria for many vital processes,
but also from di~overies, first in the pacific Ocean and
then in other seas, that bacteria did and still make
possible life forms that do not depend on photo~nthesis but metabolize sulfur compounds in the oceans’
depths. Calling such early bacteria “Archaeo-bacteria”, a team led by Carl R Woese of the Universrty of
Illinois dated them to a time between 3.5
4 billion
years ago. Such an age was corroborated in 1984 by
finds in an Austrian lake by Hans Fricke of the Max
Planck Institute and Karl Stetter of the University of
Regensburg (both in West Germany),
Sediments found o~Gr~nl~d, on the other hand,
bear chemical traces that indicate the existence of
photosynthesis as early as 3.8 billiu~ years ago. All
these finds have thus shown that, within a few hundred
million years of the impenetrable limit of 4 billion
years, there were prolific bacteria and ar~ha~-bacteria
of a marked variety on Earth. Jn more recent st
y
November 9, 13891, an august team of scientists
by Norman H. Sleep of Stanford ~oive~ity
concluded that the “window oftime” when life on Earth
began was just the 200 million years between 4 and 3.8
billion years ago. “Everything alive today,” they stated,
multicelled and looked under the microscope like “evolved from organisms that originated within that
chainlike filaments. These organisms already pos- Window of Time.” They did not attempt, however, to
sessed both amino acids and complex nucleic acids, the establish how life orbited
at such a time.
Based on varied
including the very relireplicating genetic com~unds, 3.5 billion years ago;
they therefore had to represent, not the beginning of the able isotopieratios of carbon, scientists have concluded
chain of life on Earth, but an already advanced stage of that no matter how life m Earth began, it did so about
4 billion years ago. Why then only and not sooner,
it.
What these finds had set in motion can be termed when the planets were formed some 4.6 billion years
the search for the first gene. Increasingly, scientists ago? AH scientific research, conducted on Earth as
believe that before algae there were bacteria, “We are well as on the Moon, keeps bumping against t
actually looking at cells which are the direct morpho- billion year date, and all that rn~eyn science can
logical remains oi the bugs themselves,” stated Mal- in explana~ian is some ‘~~atastrop~i~evicts. To
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more, read the Sumerian texts....
Since the fossil and other data have shown that
celled and replicating organisms (be they bacteria or
archaeo-bacteria)
already existed on Earth a mere 200
million years after the “Window of Time” first opened,
scientists began to search for the “essence” of life
rather than for its resulting organisms: for traces of
DNA and RNA themselves. Viruses, which replicate,
are prevalent not only on land but also in water, and
that has made some believe that viruses may have
preceded bacteria. But what gave them their nucleic
acids?
CONSIDER

THE

VIRUSES

An avenue of research was opened a few years ago
by Leslie Orgel of the Salk Institute in La Jolla, California, when he proposed that the similar RNA might
have preceded the much more complex DNA. Although
RNA only transmits the genetic messages contained in
the DNA blueprint, other researchers, among them
Thomas R. Cech and co-workers at the University of
Colorado and Sidney Altman of Yale University coneluded that a certain type of RNA could catalyze itself
under certain conditions. All this led to computerized
studies of a type of RNA called transfer-RNA undertaken by Manfred Eigen, a Nobel-prize winner. In a
paper published in
(May 12, 1989) he and his
colleagues from Germany’s Max Planck Institute reported that by sequencing transfer-RNA backward on
the Tree of Life, they found that the genetic code on
Earth cannot be older than 3.8 billion years, plus or
minus 600 million years. At that time, Manfred Eigen
said, a primordial gene might have appeared “whose
message was the biblical injunction ‘Go out into the
world, be fruitful and multiply. “’ [H: But it isn’t
If the leeway, as it
appears, had to be on the plus side--’ i.e., older than 3.8
billion years-“ this would be possible only in the case
of
the authors of the learned
paper added.
In her summation of the fourth Conference on the
Origin of Life, Lynn Margulis had predicted this as“We now recognize that if the
tounding conclusion.
origin of our self-replicating
system occurred on the
early Earth, it must have occurred quite quicklymillions, not billions of years,” she stated. And she
added:
“The central problem inspiring these conferences,
perhaps slightly better defined, is as unsolved as ever.
?
The infant science of radioastronomy
has produced
evidence that some of the smaller organic molecules are
there.”
Writing in 1908, Svante Arrhenius
proposed that life-bearing spores were driven
to Earth by the pressure of light waves from the star of
another planetary system where life had evolved long
before it did on Earth. The notion came to
known as
“the theory of Panspermia”; it languished on the fringes
of accepted science because, at the time, one fossil
discovery after another seemed to corroborate the theory
of evolution as an unchallenged explanation for the
origin of life on Earth.
The secret of course, is,
“What a
LIGHT waves?“]
pages
go

come back to the Sumerian scenario of an invader from
oute: space that brings the seed of life into the Solar
system and imparts it to
Battle.
ERYTHING BY CONSIDERING
IT

The Anunnaki, capable of space travel about half a
million years before us, discovered this phenomenon
long before us; in this respect, modern science is just
catching up with ancient knowledge.
will
the
[END OF QUOTING]
Why do you make break throughs ONLY to go
So be it,
BACK into the Dark Ages of mysticism?
friends; there IS now a tiny crack in the shroud and
when it breaks open-watch
out as the FLOOD OF
LIGHT enters bursting upon the scene. It WON’T BE
LIKE ANYTHING “they” have lied to you about-so
far.
I salute you who would see and hear for the “answers” are GLORIOUS!
#2
[QUOTING,

PART 11:]

SECTION
ARCHITECTURAL

II
MASONRY

According to Masonic lore and legend, Hiram
Abiff was the son of a widow of the Israelite Tribe of
Naphthali and a Master-Builder,
whose rank was
third in importance only to King Solomon and King
Hiram. As Instructor of the occult (hidden) Mysteries
and overseer of the construction of the Temple of
Solomon from 973 to 966 BC, he directed the work of
those stone masons ranked below him as Fellow Craftsand
among which fifteen
conspired to murder him for the secrets of the higher
degrees. As a result, three of these men carried out the
killing of Abiff and buried his body in a shallow grave
on Mt. Moriah, where stood the Temple. On orders of
Solomon, his body was searched for, found, and exhumed-“ raised” up from the grave-accompanied
by
extraordinary lamentations (weeping), which from that
day to this form the climax of Craft Masonry. All of
this nonsense, of course, was foreshadowed by the
Egyptian legend of the murder of Osiris and the quest
for
body by Isis, as well as a similar situation which
is said to have occurred in ancient Greece with
As if that weren’t strange enough, a similar story is told
about the “son of a widow” born centuries later, in AD
216, named
(or Corbicius), in Jewish-controlled Babylonia, who became a follower of Persian
Mithraism and of Gnosticism, with a smattering of
Christianity thrown in for good measure, changed his
name to
(or Manes), proclaimed himself the
Paraclete, and founded the
As
such, this whack0 claimed that humanity itself was of
Satanic origin, and that Adam and Eve were the offspring of the devils.
In a careful reading of Nesta Webster’s Secref
(Page 108), we
find: “How did this Rabbinic legend find its way into
...
from
very words written
Freemasonry? Advocates of the Roman Collegia theory
ago
explain it in the following manner. After the building
It is noteworthy that in his presentation, Chandra of the Temple of Solomon the masons who had been
Wickramasinghe has frequently invoked the writings engaged in the work were dispersed and a number made
of the Greek philosopher Anaxagoras who, about 500 their way to Europe, some to Marseilles [?I, some
B.C., believed that the “seeds of life” swarm through perhaps to Rome [over 200 years before it
the universe, ready to sprout and create life wherever a where they may have introduced Judaic legends to the
proper environment is found. Coming as he did from Collegia, which then passed on to the Comacini MasAsia Minor, his sources,
was true for so much of ters [at Lake Como] of the Seventh Century and from
early Greek knowledge, were the Mesopotamian writ- these to the mediaeval working guilds of England,
ings and traditions.
France and Germany. It is said that during the Middle
a detour of 6,000 years, modern science has Ages a story concerning the Temple of Solomon was

“What we offer is indeed ‘shock therapy
for awakening citizens’. The assaults come
so quickly now that we have not been writing
regular columns but I note that you have
abundance to digest.. . .
“As you go through this JOURNAL you
will note that you are not even nearly out of
peril but incredible information is flowing
and through the courts ones are at least making an effort to fight back. This is hopeless at
present but when we can draw some unity
into the ‘attacks’ through the Law Center and
get some funding flowing with which to be
able to attain legal help of the proper variety,
we will make great strides.”
-Hatonn
8 Read about Gary Wean and his book
exposing gangsters, crooked judges and some other very
famous people.
b Learn about
and how our
votes are stolen.
B Discover more about the Anti-Defamation
League, as you read about Eustace Mullins’
law suits, and the harassment he has suffered for a LONG time.
Learn about true “Christian” behavior.
Find out about “Dr. John Coleman’s” new
book,

do
do
and

and

current amongst the
of France. In
one of these groups, known as “the children of Solomon”,
the legend of Hiram appears to have existed much in its
present form; according to another group the victim of
the murder was not Hiram Abiff, but one of his companions named Maitre Jacques, who, whilst engaged with
Hiram on the construction of the Temple, met his death
at the hands of five wicked Fellow Crafts, instigated by
a sixth, the P&e Soubise. But the date at which this
legend originated is unknown. Clavel [in his
thinks that the
‘Hebraic mysteries’ existed as early as the Roman
Collegia, which he describes as largely Judaized...”
Whatever the case,
or Architectural
Masonry, in England (as opposed to
Philosophic Masonry), traces its shadowy roots to the
Roman occupation of the British Isles during the early
centuries AD with the Sephardic-controlled
Collegia of
Artificers.
Indeed, ‘it is from Rome that the English
words “lodge” and “knight” found their derivation
among the English Masons. Later known as “free
corporations”, these talented and privileged bodies of
the building trade (called
which could
trace their ancient lineages back beyond Rome to Egypt,
Greece and Israel, are said to have numbered among its
early British patrons such fine men as Albanus (later
St. Albans), King Alfred, King Edwin and King
Athelstan (according to Preston’s
sonry, 1804).
But Operative Masonry really began to blossom, we
are told by Nesta Webster, with the famed
of AD 926, whereat came into being the very first
Masonic Center in Britain, run largely by the Culdees
[?I, who at the same period exercised much influence
over the Masonic Collegia in Scotland, at Kilwinning,
Melrose and Aberdeen (according to John Yarker in his
work, The
Schools). The guilds of working
stone masons in France during the Middle Ages were
known as
while their brother
operatives in Germany were called
The headquarters of the former group was at Paris,
while that of the latter Gothic architectural builders
was at Strasbourg (its Constitution being finally confirmed in 1498 by the Emperor Maximilian).
While there
to have been nothing corrupt
or sinister about Operative Masonry, per se, during
these early centuries in Europe, there certainly
have been a secret substrata of subversion functioning
just below the benign and humanitarian facade of it all,
such as we see with Freemasonry
are mainly concerned here, in this Outline, with Speculative, or Philosophic Masonry, better known as
It was this latter group, you may recall,
which had been suppressed by an Act of Parliament in
the beginning of the reign of King Henry VI in England, during the Fifteenth Century. Exactly a century
later, Queen Elizabeth (as we shall soon see) attempted
to break up the Annual Grand Lodge meeting at York,
but then changed her mind.

The clandestine history of Her Majesty’s Secret
Service, barely known in America outside of Intelligence Circles, actually goes back over 400 years to
right around AD 1570. It was the singular creation of
two men, one of whom was
(1532-1590), an enterprising English Freemason and
Joint Secretary of State in the service of Queen Elizabeth I (of the House of Tudor).
the Queen’s chief

Spymaster, Walsingham built up an elaborate spy system which provoked the ill-fated conspiracy that eventually entrapped Mary Queen of Scats (of the House of
Stuart), and led to Mary’s beheading in the year of our
Lord, 1587. She had supposedly been behind a Catholic-inspired plot to murder Elizabeth and thereby become Queen of England herself. Mary was the mother
of a genuine viper, the ambitious and unscrupulous
King James VI of Scotland, a homosexual Freemason
who, while conniving with Rome, also allied himself
with Queen Elizabeth and was recorded as having then
“accepted calmly his mother’s execution”.
A very careful reading of all the intrigue surrounding these historical events in Medieval England at
once suggests that Mary was the unfortunate victim of
a clever
by the Masons who surrounded the
Queen of England.
And a reading of
(1963), by then CIA Director Allen Dulles,
soon confirms that susbicion. Dulles writes that, indeed, Mary had become “successfully involved” in one
of Walsingham’s subtle plots. “Thanks to him the
foolish and weakly conceived Babington conspiracy to
bring Mary Queen of Scats to the English throne grew
to such dimensions that it finally gave Elizabeth the
to sign Mary’s death warrant.” Mary was tried
before the Star
Court in Westminster Palace
at London and subsequently “condemned to death largely
on evidence of copies of letters, in Walsingham’s hands,
approving assassination of Elizabeth”. This infamous
Star Chamber, established by Henry
to put an end
to the tyrannous power of the feudal nobles, had formerly been the
where Jewish bonds, or
“starres”, were kept. It acted independent of juries, as
a criminal court under the Tudors.

ganized an army of spies to direct plota
even then assuming responsibility for her later execution.
Master of
was
selected to
the death

she was brutally deprived of her head. The Cecil
Family, we find, according to the

gland with the secret backing of the Italian Jesuit
Pallavicini Family, the Jesuits having been formed in
Spain during 1534. This Jesuit Order,
was ‘an oligarchist, intelligence implant into the Catholic Church,
a
actually led to
very day by a
who operates
out of the
with the full consent of the Curia
Romana.)

am

I

Walsingham’s co-founder of this Intelligence Service was
1st Baron
(1520- 1598), who rose to political power at age 28 and
became the chief adviser to Queen Elizabeth I, serving
her for 40 years. A graduate of Cambridge University,
he conformed to Roman Catholicism (perhaps against
his will) during the Scottish reign of Queen Mary. But
later, in 1570, he became the shrewd originator and
cautious director of Queen Elizabeth’s policy, and or-

“He wst,nts a system with lots of memory, but without a

League
rea-
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regards to the recruitment of agents for
Walsingham’s fledgling Masonic spy apparatus, CFR
member and former OSS officer Dulles tells us that:
“The most gifted graduates of Oxford and Cambridge
were enlisted by Walsingham to study in France and to
penetrate the French court and learn of its designs
against England.
Christopher Marlowe appears to
have been one of them, and his premature death in a
tavern brawl at Deptford is thought to have been the
unfortunate result of one of Walsingham’s plots.” These
same two universities are still being used by British
Intelligence, just as the CIA draws much of its main
talent from Harvard and Yale (which were created by
English colonists).
A great admirer of the British
Aristocracy and its intelligence services, who also had
many nice things to say about the
in his
book, Allen Dulles further reveals that: “Under
Walsingham it became established practice for Her
Majesty’s Secretary of State to intercept domestic and
foreign correspondence, to open it, read it, reseal it and
send it on its way. Should such correspondence be in
code or cipher, Walsingham had in his service an
expert, a certain
who was both
cryptographer and cryptanalyst; that is, he invented
secure codes used in messages which Walsingham intercepted. Walsingham, in short, created the first fullfledged professional intelligence service. He was shortly
after to be rivaled by [France’s Cardinal] Richelieu, but
hardly by any other master of espionage until the
nineteenth century.”
of
go
’ back to
and
a
individual.]
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Walsingham’s greatest coup, we read, was his gathering of naval intelligence which was successfully used
by England against the imposing Spanish Armada of
King Philip II. In England’s conflict with Spain,
Walsingham favored an alliance with Catholic-controlled France and with the Netherlands (where, in
the Jewish Rabbis and others of their
Tribe had already taken control of all the levers of
power and were even then plotting their revenge against
England for past “injustices”.)
In Immanuel Rebold’s most interesting book,
we find that in 1561,
some years before the Babington affair: “Queen Elizabeth, indignant that the Freemasons had not offered the
Grand Mastership to her consort during his lifetime, on
the 27th of December of this year, ordered the dissolution of the Masonic assembly which on that
menced its semi-annual meeting, and ordered the execution of her edict to be enforced by a detachment of
armed men; but, upon a report having been made to her
by the commanding officer of the detachment expressive of the politically harmless character of the assembly, the Queen revoked her order. Subsequently, Queen
Elizabeth became the
of the Freemasons of
her kingdom, and confirmed their choice of Thomas
Sackville for Grand
As a direct result of his
new status, Sackville was raised to the peerage as Baron
Buckhurst and later on created 1st Earl of Dorset by the
Aristocracy.
Thus we find that Freemasonry in En-

gland, from that time forward, always operated from
the top down, and was usually made up of very wealthy
men, not those from the working class levels of society.
Some years later, in 1578,
while still in his teens “became a Knights Templar in
Ambassador Paulet’s suite in France”. One wonders
exactly what that secret initiation consisted of, and
whether the earlier charges of ritual homosexuality
against these occultists had any basis in fact. Whatever
the case, Bacon, who is believed by some to have
operated on the fringes of British Intelligence due to
his brilliant record at Cambridge, was anything but an
average Mason. For as we read in
(1950), by the occultist Manley Palmer Hall:
“...the [gematric] numerical equivalent of the letters
b,a,c,o,n is the Masonically-significant
number 33the degrees of the Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite.
The letters A.U.M., believed to stand for the words
Artifex Universus Mundi (The Great Architect of the
World), by the same numerical cipher also give the sum
33. Thus A.U.M. is a cabala for Bacon.” What was
conveniently
mentioned by Hall, however, is the
fact that all 33” Freemasons the world over look upon
this “Great Architect”-as
LUCIFER!
By AD 1600, ten years after the demise of
Walsingham and two years after Lord Cecil’s passing,
their secret successors, working in quiet league with a
small group of wealthy Marrano Jewish merchants in
The City of London, convinced the aged Queen Elizabeth of the urgent need of a
charter, which
when granted formed the first-of-its-kind
Flushed with the success of their joint
maneuver, the now burgeoning and maturing Intelligence apparatus began to greatly expand all of its
previous operations. They now had a royal mandate to
not only establish a trade cartel with foreign nations,
starting with India, but to
for their own
benefit and that of their ruler and to set up a very
lucrative
as well. Two years later,
following hard on their heels, having smelled huge
profits in the wind, the Jewish private bankers who ran
the Dutch Government in Amsterdam formed the equally
odious
which not only
quickly launched itself into the drug trade as well, but
soon began another very promising if nasty enterprise
dealing in human misery-BLACK
SLAVERY!
As
History records, these particular Jewish traders then
brought the first Negro slaves from the West Coast of
Africa to the New World. They off-loaded them, like so
many cattle, in Jamestown, Virginia in the year 1619.
They had also by then furnished the English Elite with
similar human cargo, many of whom died agonizing
deaths chained in the cramped and stinking holds
below decks, in their innumerable slave ships, while
crossing the turbulent Atlantic. These heartless Jewish
merchant-slavers
had bartered for these Blacks with
cheap trinkets, fancy beads, mirrors and colored glass,
with the coastal natives of what is now Nigeria, who
had themselves gone on forays into the African interior
to capture and enslave
Black tribes. All of this
was done, please note, with the blessings of their
British counterparts. Therefore, these mercenary Dutch
Jews were the second Europeans in modern times, after
their Portuguese-Jew co-religionists of a century earlier (in 1503), to enslave the unfortunate negro races of
the Dark Continent (preceded mainly by the Roman
as
Empire long before them).
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Let us take a rest please.
#3
UNDERSTANDING

“RELIGIOUS”
TODAY

When you are making an effort to understand the
“religion”-based problems between Great Britain and
Ireland-as
with some other places fighting for freedom under the name of “religion”-REMEMBER:
YOU
HAVE TO UNDERSTAND THAT IN TAKING A
STAND “AGAINST” COMMUNISM OR THE BRITISH “CHURCH”-these
people are fighting AGAINST
the actual Church of Satan. It is that YOU have not
been made privy to the problems. It is not one “denomination” against another-it
is what is perceived as
“Christian” AGAINST “Lucifer/Satan”.
Where would
YOU stand?
[QUOTING,
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PART 12:]

DULY
APPOINTED
BIRTH
OF THE
{UN-HOLY)

LODGES
KING
JAMES

In the meantime, in 1603 the thirty-seven-year-old
son of Mary Queen of Scats would be crowned King of
England upon the death of Elizabeth. Significantly, as
Manley Palmer Hall tells us: “James VI of Scotland was
[also] sympathetic to Masonry and was initiated into a
duly appointed Lodge. When he became James I of
Great Britain, he encouraged Masonry. His successor,
Charles I, was also an Accepted Mason.” Thus, Freemasonry and British Intelligence were quite obviously
inextricably intertwined from the latter’s inception,
and the former would be a
entity by
the British Aristocracy from at least the mid-Sixteenth
Century. It was a very cozy arrangement, one which
continues to this very day. Both Kings, we find, used
their
extensively, as had Elizabeth, their main
cover being that of diplomats to foreign lands, especially France.
Unlike his unlucky mother, however, James I was
almost violently anti-Catholic, so much so that just a
year after his coronation he summarily banned all
from his domain, following this in 1606 by
passing stringent
against those Catholics then
living in Britain. It was also during this time that he
initiated the Hampton Court Conference out of which
grew the movement that produced the beautiful 1611
King James Version of the
There was only
one catch: he ordered that this new
English
translation be done
The
1525
a far more accurate
and comprehensive work which had been translated
over a IO-year period by William Tyndale (against the
wishes of the overbearing Bishops and Princes, who
ordered his copies
The
had been
translated directly from ancient
manuscripts
and was closer to the truth than any other documents
then extant. James’ Version, we find, also effectively
blunted the truths of the earlier translation, turned
Jesus into a Jew, and attempted to switch Martin Luther’s
true Christian Protestantism into one with
doctrines.
In the process, there were a great many
changes made and a great many errors, from the much
earlier and more correct
language that Jesus
and His disciples spoke.
YIsa”,

Slaves
ladies
[END QUOTING OF PART 1 l]
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The extravagant despotism of King James, and his
claims for the so-called divine right of Kings, ultimately led to the Puritan Revolution, and rightly so.
Under his reign, the now thoroughly corrupted Church
of England, with its compulsory welfare and coercive
state religion, which had been set up by venal British
politicians to hide the tyranny of feudal government,
was anything but what it was originally set up to be. It
was under this king’s reign, you may recall, that the
fateful English colonization of North America had
begun in 1607, to be followed in 1620 by a small exodus
of
Christian Pilgrims who left from Plymouth,
England in the
crossed the Atlantic Ocean,
and founded New Plymouth at Cape Cod, Massachusetts. This second event came exactly 2520
(a
time, times and a half of Daniel) after Jeroboam had led
a similar group of dissidents, lo-Tribed Israel, to resettle in Samaria-thus
fulfilling II
7: 10 a
time, the first having been the lsraelitish Vikings!
have an
go
you
is
Under the patronage of James I, the Grand Master
was lnigo Jones, the prominent London architect who
designed the Queen’s House at Greenwich, a borough
wherein the Royal Observatory was later located at a
point selected by Freemason Grand Master Christopher
Wren (1685-1702)
as the “0” point dividing East
from West; the geographic longitude is still figured
from the prime meridian here in Greenwich Park.
A year after the Pilgrims’ departure, King James
appointed theFreemasonicKnights
Templar, SirFrancis
Bacon, as his Lord Chancellor; but shortly thereafter,
Bacon was caught accepting bribes and as a result was
barred from further political office. Bacon then spent
the rest of his life in retirement, authoring a number of
very learned essays and books on occult and philosophic topics. That very same year, the Dutch West
Indies Company was formed.
It is of importance to note here that some of
America’s future problems began on June 12, 1630
when the
reached Salem from England with a
wealthy English lawyer in command named
a man who was educated at Trinity College,
Cambridge, and who had practiced law in London. He
had obtained a Charter from King Charles I for settlement on a land grant in eastern Massachusetts, and was
even chosen as Governor by the Massachusetts Company before the group set sail for America, Completely
different in make-up from the earlier Pilgrims, these
settlers were all quite
highly educated, and
still well-connected to the English Aristocracy. Known
thereafter as “The Cambridge Crowd”, and having
brought a magnificent library with them, they soon
formed
as an extension of Cambridge
University.
From day one, Harvard was a training
ground for Liberals, and its graduates over time developed into the infamous Eastern Establishment, out of
which would grow the
of the
United States.
In 1624, the same year that Virginia became a
Crown Colony and James I formed an alliance with
France, the devious and deadly Catholic Cardinal
Richelieu
became Chief
Minister of France to the boy King Louis XII!, and
immediately set about creating a
French lntelli.gence Service to counter the continuing spy probes of
the British secret service then operating in Paris. The
following year, after the demise of James I and the
ascension to the throne of another Scottish House of
Stuart Freemason, his son Charles I, the wealthy Jews
of Amsterdam finally found an ideal stooge and Trojan
Horse for their coming subversion of England. This
was the twenty-six-year-old Cambridge graduate,
a young man from a well-to-do family long

favored by the British Aristocracy, and at first glance
an unlikely candidate. Three years later, after considerable behind-the-scenes
maneuvering and financial
It was
backing, Cromwell was elected to parliament.
the beginning of the end of the overburdened English
people.
King Charles, who had been a complete
1st Duke of Buckingham, in 1629 was advised to dissolve parliament and begin running the entire show
himself,
to Parliament’s noncompliance with the
many warlike schemes of the Duke. From this point
forward, the smell of revolution was in the air. Villiers,
almost certainly a top British Intelligence officer, had
earlier intrigued with the Spanish ambassador for a
Spanish conquest of the German Palatinate, and had
even sent futile expeditions in 1625 led by Count
Mansfeld, but to no avail. Villiers’ favorite officer in
this and other such unpopular ventures was
a close relative of the earlier co-founder of
British Intelligence, Lord Burleigh. Three years after
his Palatinate debacle, Villiers was dismissed by the
House of Commons and thenceforth
But
waiting just offstage, and being coached and groomed
to enter center stage in this high drama, was Oliver
Cromwell.
Meanwhile, as we learn in
by
the British historian Capt. A.H.M. Ramsay, during the
Jewish-fomented Civil War of 1640, there suddenly
appeared what he called “a Cohenist Conspiracy”,
which was based in the ancient, one-square-mile City
of London, from which bands of heavily-armed thugs,
or “Operatives”, sallied forth to terrorize and intimidate
one and all. “They were said to amount to ten thousand” such Jewish-financed ruffians. From 1640 to
1660, they issued “about 30,000” revolutionary pamphlets and leaflets, printed in Amsterdam and Geneva,
denouncing the Monarchy and Church of England.
This was done to confuse and divide the people, and to
fan the flames of revolution. Oddly enough, we find xo
evidence that British Intelligence made a move to nip
this subversion in the bud, and perhaps were already
siding with Cromwell and his Jewish backers.

at this time England was evenly divided between Christian Protestants and Catholics (who pretty much accepted one another), Calvin/Cohen “organized great
numbers of revolutionary orators, not a few of whom
were inflicted upon England and Scotland. Thus was
laid the groundwork for revolution under a cloak of
religious fervor” -and to
England into two opposing camps, as the Jews would later do in Ireland.
One such clever tool of division was his screeching
about the
observance of the “Sabbath”, which
resulted in 1650, afterthe execution of the king [Charles
I], with an Act being passed inflicting severe penalties
for any
of the Sabbath. This occurred because
by then the British Senate had been transformed into “a
company ofHebrew Rabbins.” The street revolutionaries of this Jewish conspiracy, says Capt. Ramsay, were
known as the “Levellers” and “Rationalists”, and these
people formed a “Rump” Parliament of their own making.
a
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In 1642, with the Civil War now in full swing
across the land, Cromwell became the leading force in
parliament, it having been restored two years earlier.
There now ensued a bloody conflict between the supporters of King Charles, known as Royalists or CavaHers, and those who violently opposed him, known as
the
or
(named after
their close-cropped hair). Cromwell, of course, headed
the latter group, even leading their military forces into
battle time and again, and very successfully so (after all
he had the best
that money
could buy).
This is confirmed in the book,
HAPLESS
JOHN
CALVIN
/CHAVIN/COHEN)
(printed inLondon), which revealed that: “1643 brought
a large contingent of Jews to England; their rallying
Much of this subversive mayhem, we find, was the point was the house of the Portuguese
outcome of the rabid rantings of one John Chavin, a
Marrano (secret Jew). Prominent among them
French Jew and “reformer” who had been banished was
great financier and army
from Paris in 1533 for subversion and had taken refuge contractor.” Indeed, Carajal, we find, became the chief
in Basel, Switzerland. There, he published his divisive contractor for Cromwell’s New Model Army! Other
and became the Jews around Cromwell at that time and thereafter,
originator of the supposedly Christian Calvinist Move- acting as his key advisers and financial controllers,
ment, for he was by then
as
Calvin. Since were the Amsterdam aliens,
and
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Rabbi
This Rabbi was the
author of the clever propaganda treatise,
Israel (Experiences of Israel), which is said to have
come to the attention of Cromwell “and contributed to
his decision to admit the Jews to England”. Also aiding
Cromwell at this time was one
his
Intelligence chief, who, according to Allen Dulles in
book, began spending over (pounds) 70,000 a year,
mainly for the purpose of securing information from his
many spies. As time went by, he tells us, this service
became known as the “Department of Intelligence”,
one of the earliest official uses of the designation in
England for the bureau of government.
Thurloe became the English Secretary of State under the Commonwealth several years later, with Cromwell as Lord
Protector.

go

we

have

Following two final defeats in battle during 1645,
Charles surrendered to the Scats-who
then handed
him over to his Cromwellian enemies. (H:

find that: “Rabbi Manasseh Ben, Israel (,1604-1657)
exercised the greatest influence through his book,
which came to the attention of
Oliver Cromwell.. .” In fact, it was Rabbi Manasseh (as
we see on page 797) who framed the legislation “that
left the government with no recourse other than that of
enacting it into British statute, allowing for the readmission of the Jews into England.”
mistake!
Following the quick dumping of Richard Cromwell,
whom Thurloe had
supported in office, “all Britain
welcomed the King’s restoration to the throne of England.” And so it was that Charles II was proclaimed
King on May 8, 1660, and entered London three weeks
later. Then, as we read in
(1943), at Restoration, Cromwell’s Intelligence chief, John Thurloe was “liberated from charges
ofhightreason”
ontheconditionthat
hebegincounselthe King’s future Secretaries of State.

then attended meetings at Mason’s Hall in London. A
Royalist in the Civil War, he later published an exhaustive history of the Order of the Garter.
Ashmole was a
close associate of
with whom
he studied Hebrew. In fact, the Abbe Larudan in his
book of that period,
attributed
the origin of Jewish-controlled
Masonry in England to
Cromwell, in 1648, which was used to advance him to
a position of supreme power. The mid-Seventeenth
Century was also the period that a bloody Civil War
broke out in France (1648-53), known
the
that the Jesuits created their subversive
Paris, and that the Jews of Amsterdam
also fomented serious trouble in Poland. In Mullins’
Jews (Pg. 84), we find the following
details: In AD 1655, while the Jews were consolidating
their power in England, they were also secretly aiding
Charles X of Sweden’s invasion of Poland, an invasion
made successful because the Polish-Jewish leaders sent
was a
emmissaries to the King’s tent and gave him in-detail
And the following year, the British intelligence information on the Polish defenses. “After
East India Company was empowered by a Charter to he conquered Poland, Charles X made the Jews high
make war or peace and acquire territory, as well as officials of his occupation government.
So viciously
exercise civil jurisdiction for Britain! [H:
did the Jews abuse their power that a Polish patriot,
go
Stephen Czarniecki, led a revolt against the conquerors
and drove Charles X from the country. No sooner had
the Swedes gone than the Poles fell upon the Jews and
massacred 300,000 of them in payment for their treachMEANWHILE,
n One wonders if this will one day happen in
THE
FREEMASONS
MOVE
ON
should the people ever awaken to the truth of

In the interim, the Freemasons were busy as ever
As Capt. Ramsay reveals, on June 16, 1647, Oliver behind the scenes with their own dastardly intrigues.
Cromwell entered into a conspiracy with the Jews of On October 16, 1646, the English antiquarian Elias
Ashmole was made a Freemason at Warrington and
Amsterdam, through one
to either assassinate or contrive to
have executed, King Charles I. The charges against the
King, totally spurious, said Ramsay, were drawn up by
an alien Jew named
which resulted in
the death of the King. In 1649, he was tried for treason,
condemned and beheaded, as planned. From then on
the New Model Army, rather than the Parliament,
assumed total control, under General Oliver Cromwell,
of course. And with his Jewish-armed “Ironsides”,
Cromwell imposed a virtual military dictatorship over
England. Thus was Jewish Socialism brought to that
land.
On July 4,
1653, Oliver Cromwell
established a new council of state and a nominated
British Parliament of 140 members, known thereafter
as the Barebone’s parliament, one that was completely
dominated by the Jews.
Operating at the top of
Cromwell’s Protectorate was John Thurloe, by then a
Member of Parliament (MP). He became even more
efficient, as head of Intelligence as well as the
department, keeping his
informed of the secret
plans of foreign powers. Thurloe is also remembered
for favoring Cromwell’s acceptance of the Crown, this
even though Cromwell was in fact a
who had
been backed in his revolution by a foreign enemy. Two
years after this, all Jews were officially allowed by
Cromwell to return to .England from wherever they
were (which was part of his secret agreement with his
Jewish backers at the onset of their criminal partnership).
Following Cromwell’s long-awaited and blessed
demise, in 1658 his son
took on the mantle of
Lord Protector, tried to follow through with his deranged father’s plans, but failed.
Less than eight
months later he was forced to resign. Incredible, you
say? Far fetched? Not at all. For we have additional
confirmation of all this in the massive Jewish-produced
book,
(195 1,
922 Pgs.), wherein we read on Page 111 (for example):
“It
who advised the British government to seize Gibraltar, just as the Jew Simon de
Casseres had advised Oliver Cromwell to capture the
island of Jamaica in 1655.” Or on page 537, where we

[END QUOTING OF PART 121
This seems a good breaking point.
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Thank you.

ence from the balcony crowd) and this limits the ability
to do what we would prefer-but,
for now, we have
sufficient frequency capability. The real “product of
choice” is to allow the purple solution to totally clarify
to white transparency in Gaiandriana in the Sun-but
the process is bothersome and too slow for our immediate needs. We can move as fast, however, as can our
enemy.
We START where the silver colloidalizer
leaves off.
New Gaia Products may wish to consider the
following discussion for a “brochure”,

A LectureOnAg&Au:
Frequencies
For Health
EVERY MACHINE WHICH PRODUCES SUCH FREQUENCIES HAS BEEN TAKEN
AS
FAST AS THE “BIG BOYS” HAVE FOUND THEM.
STAYIN’
ALIVE
Well, it doesn’t do any good to raid the Drias, for
I need to remind you succinctly about Colloids and they have a programmed mind of their own and whether
you like it or don’t like it-WE SPACE HOSTS HOLD
a couple of other things we have offered you-plus
some we now stand ready to offer you, in limited THE PROGRAM KEY.
The “Big Boy’s” main puppets hold the antidotes
supply, as upgraded items. You already have available
for these manmade diseases but they may find it interthe “grape seeds” through New Gaia [see p. 59
and our people are seeking out esting when those very bugs are upgraded and turned
a way to get to you, from here, the equivalent of DHEA back upon themselves!
and Melatonin. You do not need much of either-but
LIES: EBOLA
& HIV
the cost at retail level of these products is mindboggling, to me. We also have to have a product of
It’s OUT! The real news is leaking out! Hundreds
superior quality or New Gaia’s name will not be affixed. THE LIES REALLY DO STOP RIGHT HERE! of thousands (into the multi-millions) of people are
I choose to not write on these things yet because now dying because of this one untreatable thing they
what is happening around you is so much the more are CALLING Ebola. It is programmed to immediately
important because you may well not have ANYTHING invade HIV carriers. It interacts with the HlVvirus and
available now to counter the assault of the DNA- forms an immediate bond and is deadly and is
upgraded attacker-viruses.
untreatable.
I don’t know if, after combination, the
I need to integrate into your “knowledge” banks the solution we can offer will have the capacity to destroy
changes we bring and WHY, along with what to expect, the recombinant virus formed by that alliance. The
especially visually, from any products from this source. problem is that by the time you get anything to the
is usually already dead. The new viruses
In the NEW tampered viruses, where a molecule of body-it
zinc once held the “head” or “cap” of the virus onto its formed by this bonding, however, are not inhibited by
body and thus allowed “life” from this crystalline for- the dead body.
THERE IS NOT ONE HONEST THING COMING
mation and allowed programming, the molecule utilized now is most often Titanium, while they work on OUT OF AFRICA-TO YOUR ATTENTION. IF YOU
an even higher frequency-tolerant
“neck”. Silver [Ag] ARE TO SURVIVE THIS PARTICULAR PLAGUE,
colloid can knock out the zinc molecule easily but can YOU WILL HAVE TO ENHANCE THE IMMUNE
only disrupt those viruses bearing that insignia. This SYSTEM “IN TIME” TO GET YOUR OWN IMMUNE
does NOT mean that it isn’t good for all the other SYSTEM UNDER CONTROL, KNOCK OUT ANY
hundreds of known invaders, but even when you move SIMILAR VIRUSES TO HIV (ANY OF THE RELASELVES.
into the category of the nervous system attackers and TIVES OF HIV) AND
brain invaders, you are “if@” with just a silver colloid.
You are not allowed to have it in the public sector
Why? Because you must now deal with
or (and the doctors don’t have and CANNOT use unapof the “antibiotic” and yet proved products), so you are in a Catch 22: damned if
when you move into such high-frequency radiationyou do, damned if you don’t. People could be “saved”
you kill off the body as well as any negative bacterial or in time if IV use of our solution could be utilized-but
biological substance. So, you need to go with some- now the laws say NO.
thing that carries high frequency, is harmless to “life”
YOU CAN’T EVEN GIVE ANYTHING INTRAin a relative manner (even helpful to body function if at MUSCULARLY IN THE PRIVATE SECTOR. THAT
all possible), and can act as an immune system “shield” CAME ABOUT WITH THE USE OF IV DRUGS ON
or enhancer.
THE STREET. BUT, YOU SEE, WITH IV STREET
Silver colloid will do this, but cannot destroy any- DRUG USE, THE HIV OR SIMILAR SUITABLE
thing with a “higher” frequency than itself. Therefore,
BONDING PARTNERS ARE INTRODUCED-IF
NOT
to have adequate POWER FREQUENCY you must move FROM THE INVASION BY NEEDLE, BY THE SUBto higher elements which will take on the higher fre- STANCE ITSELF! !
quencies (beyond visible or even invisible ultraviolet
The “unwanted” useless eaters with terminal disrays). The word “violet” is a KEY word here. You are ease (including some forms of cancers) with these hosts
going to have to move into the purple frequency range in the body-will
be “combined” and taken out. The
AT LEAST for the new manmade invaders. It isn’t substances themselves THRIVE on the conversion of
going to be, and I will tell you this right up front, alcohol in the body as well. If the simple conversion
enough to simply add a little gold [Au] and turn the doesn’t work, the parasite carriers will produce what
solution violet.
the viruses need and haul them around piggy-back.
That will help because in colloidalizing gold within
I am accused of bringing FEAR into your innocent
the already colloidalized silver, the frequency will be lives. NO, I BRING TRUTH, and if it instills FEAR
brought up to meet the raw gold. However, if the within you-that
is YOUR PROBLEM, NOT MINE.
We are terribly limited by that which we can offer
“neck” on the virus is titanium alchemized into violet
spectrum-you
still are not going to blast out the little you but there is still a “legal” way to enhance the silver
buggers, easily. You have GOT TO HAVE A SOLU- colloid and we do it. However, we are having to meet
TION BEARING THOSE SOLAR FREQUENCIES AND _____________
(those
\_-~- - Biey Bovs
, intend to not have interfer#1

FREOUENCIES

FOR

LIFE

In searching for that which can serve most effectively as a universal type of “antibiotic”, the obvious is,
for general use, colloidalized silver. However, with the
NEW and deadly man-tampered and invented, viruses,
silver frequency is not going to be totally sufficient to
the needs as the enhanced viruses are ‘sprung’ on you.
It is the “frequency” of the mineral which is the
really effective “charged” particle-carried
in solution
by the metallic particulate utilized. Gold is the borderline mineral capable of being utilized, from your elements available, for higher frequency, WITHOUT CELL
DAMAGE TO THE HUMAN BODY.
Therefore, to have a SAFE higher frequency in a
solution bearing at least the frequency of gold (purple
color tone), you must move to the elusive “nonelements” of light and living cellular manifestation.
We know those as “Drianas”, a whole-life form from
DNA-RNA, bearing capability of holding the highest
invisible energy as part of itself.
Introduced into the gold-colored, then purple, .solution of colloidal
silver, enhanced by “gold”
frequency-the
little life forms will convert the liquid,
given time for gestation, especially in the unblocked
rays (day or night) of the higher cosmic frequencies, to
crystal-clear solution that will almost levitate. The
particulate released DOES LEVITATE AND IS INVISIBLE. THE REMAINDER IS CAPTURED WITHIN
THE COLLOIDAL SOLUTION.
We offer the necessary solution for ongoing structuring in Gaiandriana
p. 59
tion]-but you need a major counter for the assaulting
organisms hitting you now. Silver, however, is not
enough without enhancing the frequency to at least the
frequency of gold. We pull off, in processing, in the
Drianas, monatomic particulate which offers higher
frequencies than are recognized on “your place”. In
combination the monatomic particulate bonds and
actually creates a new element not yet named on your
place. You can’t even isolate it and those who realize
the importance
are very quickly shut down from
production or, at the least, from sharing of the products
resulting from the conversion.
We don’t have any interest in competition with any
big-company products which, by the way, are presented
to NOT offer healing. More damage is now committed
to your “treated” bodies than can be repaired by any
methods. You are moving into the areas, however, of
“soul energy” damage and therein is where the confrontation must ultimately come about. I do not speak here
of “faith healing” but I do suggest that you had better
square away with God if you expect to heal. That is up
to YOU and only YOU. We might be able to knock off
the head of a virus-but
HEALING IS UP TO THE
INDIVIDUAL IN POINT.
silver is as toxic as the most
powerful chemical disinfectants, and this, coupled with
its relative harmlessness to animal life, gives it great
potential as a disinfectant.
Remember that silver
nitrate was the“antibiotic” ofchoice fortreating infant’s
eyes in hospitals-at
birth, routinely. This was to kill
any organisms which might be carried from the birth
canal. Silver nitrate, however, is toxic and can be
deadly.
There is no disease-causing - organism
previously
-
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recognized that can live in the presence of even minute
traces of the chemica 1 element of simple metallic
silver. There are organisms now present which can do
so-and
do so. This means that silver has to be
upgraded in some manner of coalition with other things
if you are to have full coverage from the new man-made
organisms.
By the turn of this 20th century, scientists had
demonstrated that silver was a proven germ fighter.
They had also found that, beyond silver, gold was the
element of choice, along with mercury (which was
deadly in itself if overused). Gold was not toxic in any
way, but the
was misunderstood and, moreover,
nobody wanted to “use up” the prized element in anything as mundane as fighting disease!
Worse, the old available methods of colloidalizing
would not handle well the gold frequency
for
colloidalization.
However, colloidized silver was commonly used in medicine as one of the mainstays of
antibiotic treatment. Although it was considered to be
quite “high-tech” at that time, compared to today’s
colloidal silver solutions it was inferior from a technological standpoint.
One of the drawbacks was that the particle size of
the silver never reached its optimum ultra-microscopic
size and, therefore, its highest level of efficacy. It is the
ability of the particle to become “one within a molecule
of pure water” which makes the difference, on a one-toone basis. Never mind that which “settles out”.
It is the electrification
release of the “FREQUENCY” of the given element which is the KEY
factor here-not
settling out versus non-settling. It is
the molecularization
of the “bound” elements which
HOLD THE CHARGES which allow effectiveness.
Even so, such prestigious scientific journals as
England’s
have published the results of scientific studies which examined the many successful uses
of colloidal silver. The results were phenomenal and
there were some competent pioneers in the field of
study dealing specifically with the element, silver. It
was found that colloidal silver was highly germicidal,
harmless to humans, and absolutely non-topic.
Silver in its colloidal form has begn proven to be
useful against many different infect,ious conditions
and, for all practical purposes, is non-toxic in its
micro-concentrations
of 3-5 ppm
But it is, however, toxic to all species te?ted, of fungi,
bacteria, protozoa, parasites and certain viruses.
I would qualify the “parasite” cemmunity, however, for some are NOT vulnerable to the silver colloid,
in resistant form, as carriers of viruses. Among these
are some forms of flukes
and virus-bearing
cryptosporidium.
These have to egcounter still
higher “frequency” to knock them out AND kill the
disease organism within them.
Proper ozone application and hydrogen peroxide
will do the trick, for they are not oxygen-loving organisms-in the raw oxygen form. You can, however, have
your flukacide AND your viral assault weapon. We call
it
59
which is
a catalytic form of ionized silver, gold and hydrogen
peroxide in the presence of carbon. This gives you all
the properties of life-including
the presence of Drianas,
which hold the “charge” and contain the solution.
Even in silver colloidal solution in laboratory tests
it was found that destructive bacteria, virus, and fungus
organisms
of contact.
It was further found that a “douche” of colloidal silver
or silver nitrate solution at childbirth, protected both
the mother and the child from any microbes present. It
later became quite unhealthy for the POCKETBOOK to
do such a good job of cleaning. After all, if you have no
infection-how
can you SELL DRUGS?!?
A doctor, Larry C. Ford of the Department of
Obstetrics & Gynecology, UCLA School Of Medicine,
Center For The Health Sciences, reported in a letter
dated November 1, 1988:

”
You will, however, notice an absence of Spirochetes which cause such as Syphilis. Both take several
forms. AIDS, especially in the carcinoma form, will
always show the presence of Spirochetes in the lesions.
AIDS is therefore most often a form of Tertiary Syphilis
and could be EASILY treated if anyone actually
WANTED TO TREAT IT.
I care not what people choose to do with their lives,
but those who would continue to live in certain lifestyles which risk the entire population of Earth with
their activities-are
not my focus. Silver colloids will,
however, actually knock out the HIV-bearing Spirochetes because the spirochetes are mutations in themselves and, when released, don’t do well in reconstructing themselves in a severed state.
650. Resistant strains fail to
velop. Moreover, silver is virtually non-toxic. Silver
has been the best all-around germ fighter you have had,
but I always wonder why the researchers fail to move on
beyond and consider WHAT ACTUALLY IS HAPPENING. IT IS IN PART THE PHYSICAL SILVER-BUT
THE POINT IS MISSED AS TO WHY IT WORKS. Just
to lay a silver dollar on your arm or hold it in your
hand-doesn’t
do the systemic job. So you have to
realize something alchemizing has to take place.
COLLOIDS
The term colloid (kol’ oid) refers to a substance
that consists of ultra-fine particles that don’t dissolve,
but remain suspended in a medium of different matter.
These ultra-fine
particles are larger than most
molecules, but so small they cannot be seen by the
naked eye. Not all brands which claim to be colloidal
silver are, in fact, “true” colloids of silver. In fact, I
suggest that most ARE NOT!
In a true colloid of silver the ideal size of the silver
particles falls within the range of 0.005-0.015 microns

listed on the label as a “natural excipient” (or is not
listed at all). The problem with the use of stabilizers is
that they tend to disturb the charge which, in turn,
renders the solution relatively useless by blocking the
action and reducing the overall effectiveness of the
colloid-by
simply releasing the “charge” instead of
holding and enhancing it.
The desirable particulate size of anything in colloidal solution is extremely minute because it must enter
into and be held in suspension within molecules of the
starting liquid. Too large particulate can lodge in
intestinal linings and damage the surface lining. However, I am not impressed with that, for the body HAS
TO HAVE THESE MINERALS FOR HEALTHY MAINTENANCE.
No, I do not suggest you eat coins-that
plugs up
the system quite effectively sometimes. By the introduction of gold electrodes, the frequency of the silver is
raised to that of more than the sum of the two frequencies combined, and the particulate will become more
refined while the overabundance will settle out. The
addition of Drias will pull the combined frequency on
up higher, but will cloud the solution as it converts the
very substance into a new element form which will then
take the cosmic energy charge and hold it.
This brings us to the
The critical indicator of the quality of colloidal
silver is color. As the size of each silver particle gets
larger, the color of the solution ranges from yellow to
brown to red to gray to black. This is not good
transformation if dealing ONLY with silver. In terms
of quality IN
SILVER-ONLY COLLOID SOLUTION, this range of color can be interpreted as “best to
fair to mediocre to inferior”. Colloids of silver that are
produced using the proper
method are
a different color than the “grind” or
duced colloids, except in the case of some products that
contain
a

Gold will give off a purple color tone. In the
presence of gold electrodes (which introduce gold into
the silver solution), the entire solution will be brought
into the frequency of the purple color range. So if you
have colloidal silver, which is golden yellow, you will
have a conversion of color (in the presence of gold
electrodes) and gold particulate, to purple or shades
thereof.
add Drias to that solution and put in
a
in diameter and most instruments cannot measure presence of intense light (such as the direct Sun), the
immediate reaction starts to happen-moving
from
the particles, buttkey can onfy be
These tiny cloudy to aqua-colored translucent solution to, finally,
particles are electrically charged to activate the germi- clarification and ultimately back to pure transparent
cidal quality of the silver and allow the silver particles liquid.
You don’t need all that transmutation, as the violet
to remain suspended in the solution of deionized water.
There are two principle ways of producing metallic solution is superb for what is put upon you
colloids: chemical
physical (electrical). The two Mostly the golden colloid of silver will confront anything
methods of production yield widely
results you have present right nowduf you will need to upgrade as
will note that
is violet in
Both serve their own we can upgrade. And
individual PURPOSE, but let us consider the electrical hue
colloid method here, since this presents the necessary
homogeneity,
minuteness of granules, purity, and
stability, so far sought in the community of health
and gold occur naturally in the soil as trace
watchers. It is NOT enough that they don’t seem to
think far enough to encompass the full needs. You do minerals and, as such, are two of many essential elehave to get suspension in solution by the tiny charge ments required by plants, animals and man that were
placed on the particles-but
you also need something to once naturally obtained from organic soils via fruits,
Now, with most
continue to allow upgrading of charge and this is vegetables, nuts, grains
mostly overlooked. Silver hasalways fit the needs of of the crop plants grown on highly depleted, chemically
the day-up
to now. So, why look further into the fertilized soils, many of the more important metallic
unknown when the other organisms which would come minerals such as
were not available for the testing?
This is WHY
millions die with each NEW plague-the
lack of fore- are no longer readily available to us except through the
use of mineral supplements.
sight and anticipation of need.
A “true” colloid that is properly prepared does not
require an artificial stabilizer or additive of any kind.
a
Typically, the “stabilizer” used in products which claim
to be genuine colloids, but are not, is a’,protein, often
I
u
“I
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mutation.
Tests show that silver and/or gold in true colloidal
solution (3-5 ppm) have little effect on “friendly”
bacteria.
This is because those which dwell WITH
YOU will have your frequency already and will therefore not be substantially assaulted by higher frequencies which your body can adapt to quickly. However, in
higher dosage intake,
will be put at risk and need
to be replaced. Since the availability of supplemental
good bacteria is easy to acquire
don’t worry about itjust enhance your possibly depleted system by supplementation (planting of new friendly bacteria).
NOT

NEW

The use of these minerals, silver and
as “time” itself. Today you have a better method of
preparation for faster, safer and better use potential.
The antibiotics allowed to you for use will NOT stop the
assaulting new viruses and enhanced microbes-which
is intentional.
We offer that which is well within the guidelines of
regulators, for we intend no cross arguments with
anyone of them or you. We will provide; you will
decide. We don’t claim anything about “curen. You are
the miracle curing agent-anything
else is nothing
more than a simple, and possibly helpful, “tool”.
From the rich caravan merchants of old Persia (the
Khazarians), to the great Incas of
Andes, from the
Alchemists of Alexandria, to the Master Healers of
India and
Orient, silver and gold has come to you
from deep in your past-as a wonder of modern medicine. For millennia, the knowledge that silver and gold
can cleanse the body and fortify its natural defenses has
been we1 known.
Now we can offer you the ideal product for using
both. In conjunction with one another,
and
give antiseptic topical application, water purification (especially if also used with hydrogen peroxide for purification of water), effective mineral intake in usable form,
AND an antibiotic agent which surpasses anything
available. It comes in a harmless natural form and we
wish you LIFE and WELL-BEING.
A “little bit” goes a long way, so ask God within,
accept HIS “light” and use in good health to build a
lighted shield for your immune system-as you recognize His own GIFTS unto you, that you may find your
journey ever in HIS passage.
I would offer our manufacturing disclaimer, however, in meeting needs of regulators:

So, too, are the platinums and rhodiums higher
frequency elements, but these are not necessary at this
time of evolvement, for the simple precious metals are
sufficient.
So we don’t yet need to tinker with the
higher frequency metals.
is
If we need to, we will move on to the platinum
frequency as an interim step for the charge carriers,
Drianas. We take one safe and careful step at a time. I
don’t, at this time, wish to confuse or frighten people
away from the harmless products we can offer. However, realize that as the molecule of bonding of viruses
is upgraded in frequency itself, we will have to meet the
needs. I do not believe it will come to necessity to work
with platinum or other higher elements, but it may.
This, however, E.J., is why I have you tracking
platinum as well as the other two precious metals. We
will need some availability of these, but not too much,
for we can utilize the “Brown” flame-off to accomplish

alchemy as we move along. Containing same is the
problem, but it can be accomplished with the Drianas
when the time is appropriate.
As we turn to these things of life substance we will
turn over the information vehicles to others to great
extent and give some of you a needed respite and allow
for instructions regarding these other life-form necessities as “Mother” rearranges herself.
Disease from
dead and decaying will be horrendous in larger land-mass areas until the seas, etc., can

clean themselves. I realize it is both a time of anticipation in unknowing (sometimes recognized, for lack
of better terminology, as fear) and wonder of experience. Allow it to flow to
wonder of experience and
we will be just fine.
God’s people will begin to heed HIS call, and those
who deny and refuse will simply go their way and be
absorbed within their own circumstances.
It is a time
of choosing and
wondrous

MichaelMaholyUpdate
13, 1995
Dear Friends,
As of Tuesday May 9, 1995, Michael was put into solitary confinement in the
of

a
1. Another inmate
is alleging that Michael was involved in some kind of plan to escape.
Of course, we all know that these accusations are bogus, and that “they” are
trying to bury Michael, his story, and the truth.
Michael has asked that we start a letter campaign to the officials at the prison, and
to the Governor of Kansas. Please let them know that you know these are bogus
allegations, and ask them to do a thorough investigation to get to the bottom of this in
a timely fashion. Let’s also let them know that there are thousands (at least)
watching them and watching out for the safety and well being of Michael, and that we
demand TRUTH.
Please keep your letters going, in force, to Michael also. He can receive mail, but he
doubts he can get much mail out due to solitary confinement rules and regulations and
for

the simple

fact that he has no personal

effects

with him.

Please also keep up your prayers for Michael. Your prayers and words of encouragement are what has helped him to get this far. Please keep up your wonderful work, and
let’s let them know-once again- that WE, in the LIGHT, LOVE and TRUTH of GOD,
are a force to be reckoned with! By force, of course, mean the force of the TRUTH and
of
GOD OF LIGHT.
With sincere thanks and appreciation, in Light, Love, and Truth,
of

Governor Bill Graves
State Capitol Bldg., 2nd Floor
Topeka, Kansas 666 12
Phone (913) 296-3232
Fax: (913) 296-7973

Michael Maholy
#19365-009, Dorm: B-2
LVC
P.O. Bo,, ____
Leavenworth, Kansas 66048

Warden Willie Scott
P.O. Box 1000
1300 Metropolitan Ave.
Leavenworth, Kansas 66048
Mr. Campbell
Camp Administrator
P.O. Box 1000
1300 Metropolitan Ave.
Leavenworth, Kansas 66048
Lt. Keohane
S.I.S. Lieutenant
P.O. Box 1000
1300 Metropolitan Ave.
Leavenworth, Kansas 66048

III
Please include his name
and inmate number on any U.S. Postal Money
Also, each letter must have youx
Orders.
name and return address
on the envelope.
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The article
all aspects and is deeply disturbing.
language
The
has

The

The arrests of eight people in Gilmer, Texas in June
1993 on charges of child abuse would only be the
beginning of a very long investigation and drawn out
legal proceedings. This investigation would take many
twists and turns and would enter into bizarre areas that
law enforcement, traditionally, steers clear of. And the
massive efforts
Texas press at “spin-control” beall too obvious.
In order to properly understand the scope of events
at play, let’s return to where we left off on the Timeline,
obtained
through confidential sources.
You may wish to review Part I in this series to refresh
your memory as to who is who. While theformat of this
story may seem unusual to you, I believe you will find,
when reading, that many pieces to the story will begin
to fall into place.
What will
become of these victims? Will they be helped or will
they be returned to a fate worse than death? Will they
killed or will they themselves become perpetrators?
We must give careful consideration to these questions.
Now, sit back with an investigative mind and follow the chronology of events in this case.
[Quoting:]
TIMELINE
7/2/93-Sgt.
Brown goes to TDC (Texas Department of Corrections), takes statement from Lucas Geer
that Lucas lied about ritual killings. (Brown did not
know Lucas had taken and passed a polygraph, nor did
he know that Kelly Wilson was not mentioned in the
pobwaph.)
7/93-Debbie
Minshew and Ann Goar, as per instrutted by Loye Bardwell and Sandy Livengood, shared
information received from Raymond Smith about Kelly
Wilson with Sergeant Brown. (At that time Raymond
Smith had not implicated Brown.)
The following is a statement by Ann Goar describ-

ing that meeting:
“Debbie and I were instructed by program director,
Loye Bardwell and Sandy Livengood to share information with law enforcement. We met with Sgt.-.Brown.
Brown told us he would discredit this child and destroy
our cases. Brown told us that he talked to Wendell and
Wanda and that.they ,were out of state the night Kelly
disappeared, and that he had been to TDC and that
Lucas Geer had told Brown he had lied about the things
he told DPS guys. Brown said he had a written statement from Geer. Brown did not want to ask us any
questions and he did not want to talk to the child.”
S/23/93-Tim
Cone, D.A., withdraws from’ case
due to conflict of inte-iest. Tim Cone assigns CPS to
help locate an attorney to replace him on these cases.
9/27/93-Shane
Phelps notifies Ann Goar that he
could not comply with her request
take the Kerr
child abuse cases. Ann Goat had made several previous
requests of Shane Phelps to help prosecute the Kerr
child abuse cases.
Garrison signs order to appoint
‘* 10/14/93-Judge
Scott Lyford.
10/28/93-Minor
#2,
#3,
#4, taken to John Peter Smith
Hospital in Fort Worth, TX for examinations; reference: sexual abuse.
Scott Lyford takes oath as Special Prosecutor.
10/29/93-Baggs
and Fleig take oath as Special
Prosecutor.
1 l/l/93-Contacted
and introduced to local law
enforcement officers, Sheriff Buck Cross and Police
Chief McAllister.
Sheriff Cross authorizes Upshur County Sheriffs
office to issue identification cards to Fleig and Baggs,
certifying that they are Special Investigators of the
Sheriffs Department.
Raymond Smith,
#6, Geneva Kerr,
#10, and
#9 taken to John
Peter Smith Hospital in Fort Worth, TX for examinations; reference: sexual abuse.
1
#3 injured.
1 l/8/93-James
Lappe commits suicide.
1 l/10/93-Marie
Lappe commits suicide.
12/l/93-Revocation
of Wendell Kerr’s probation.
Wendell arrested and put in Upshur County Jail. Lyford
and Fleig met with Wanda Kerr’s lawyer, Pat Patton.
12/2/93-Wanda
Kerr takes polygraph examination given by Gordon Moore, DPS. Wan& fails polygraph. Wanda Kerr moved to Harrison County Jail.
12/3/93-Wanda
Kerr pleads guilty and plea bar-

gains before Judge Garrison, 115th Judicial District
Court.
12/4/93-Wanda
Kerr gives information on Kelly
Wilson.
12/5/93-Wanda Kerr shows exact route taken when
Kelly Wilson was abducted from video store.
onall defendants. Warrants delivered to Upshur County
Sheriffs office. Murray Jordan attempts to delay execution of warrants.
After arrest, the Kerrs were held in the Upshur
County Jail.
They were allowed constant contact with each other,
even sharing the same cells. Objections to this were
ignored.
12/g/93-Wanda
Kerr picks Holeman and Tammy
Smith out of line-up in Harrison County Jail. [End
quoting.]
In a document dated April 24, 1993 on Ernie
Hulsey & Associates’ letterhead, comes the following
information. The document is signed by Houston, TX
polygraph examiner Ernie Hulsey. [Quoting:]
LUCAS
GEER
POLYGRAH
.The following relevant questions were asked Lucas
Geer on April 22, 1993. The subject’s verbal responses
follow each question in quotations.
1. Have you been truthful with me concerning the
boy child that was sacrificed near Cherokee Trace
Road? “Yes.”
2. Did MeeMaw, while holding your hand, force
you to cut the boy child’s wrists, like you said. “Yes.”
3. Did you then bury the body in a sack off the
Cherokee Trace Road near where the ritual was held?
“Yes.”
4. Was Wendell, MeeMaw and PeePaw present at
the rituals when the children were sacrificed? “Yes.”
5. Were the children you named present at the
ritual where the boy was sacrificed7 “Yes.”
6. Were you present on MeeMaw’s property when
and girl children were sacrificed and buried? “Yes.”
7. Did you witness approximately 10 children
being sacrificed at the Cherokee Trace location and
MeeMaw’s? “Yes.”
8. Did you make up any of the information you told
me? “No.”
After careful analysis of the subject’s polygrams, it
is this examiner’s professional opinion that there was
no deceptive responses. He was considered to be
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ful. [End quoting.]

After a careful review of the original search warrants issued in this case for the property on Cherokee
Trace, there are several portions which will be quoted
directly.
in

sources.
a

these
January 3, 1992-Elizabeth Ann Goar personally
interviewed
#6 and
#7 who
stated the following:
#6 said, “I collect bones, I collect
people’s bones and all kinds of bones, animals and
people.”
#d further told Elizabeth Ann
Goar that when Wendell E. Kerr was with his mother,
Wanda Lou Geer Kerr, that Wanda Lou Geer Kerr
helped him collect bones and they are the ones who
taught him how to collect bones.
#6 said
that, “like if it’s an animal, you dig the eyes out and you
cook them in the microwave and eat them.”
#6
said Wanda Lou Geer
and Wendell
I?. Kerr taught
that animals’ bones go in one box
and people’s bones go in another box.
#6
also said that at one time before he got so many bones,
be had one box that was just for black people’s bones,
and one box that was for white people’s bones, and then
’ one box that was for animals’ bones.
#6
further stated that he got so many bones that he had to
put all the people’s bones together because be just
didn’t have enough boxes. Then he kept the animals’
bones in another box. Wendell E, Kerr told
At6that Wendell E. Kerr was going to cut his
* (Wendell E. Kerr) leg and then Wendell E. Kerr would
#6 just said rather
just bleed to death.
matter of EBEtly,“Now, if Wendell cut his leg and died,
I would have to tear the meat off so that I could save the
bones because I would really have to put that in my bone
collection.”
Further in the warrant, [quoting:]
The people that were named in those statements as
adults who had sexually abused the
were: Tammy Jo Smith, Roger Don Holeman, two
different unidentified black ladies who the boys weren’t
sure of their names but knew where they lived, an
unidentified black male who was a friend of Wendell E.
Kerr’s, the grandparents (Eugene W. Kerr and Geneva
S. Kerr), Wanda Lou Geer Kerr, and Lucas M. Geer.
2, reiated a story of babies being
killed at Wanda Lou Geer Kerr’s apartment, and how+
he was forced to watch and then later told to kill a baby
himself. He said Wendell E. Kerr and Wendell E.
Kerr’s father,.Eugene W. Kerr, told him to let loose of
the knife and then put the knife back into his hand and
told him to just stick it in and get it over with so the
baby would shut up,
said that the
’
baby he had to kill was a girl.
2, said they kept the hearts and the
brains from the babies, he then said he could show me
how he gutted the baby and cut the head off and how he
had to cut the brain out.
#12, said they did this in the kitchen
sink, the throats of all the babies were cut and the blood
was saved and caught in a plastic bag in the kitchen
* sink. He then went on to say the baby’s head was cut off
and a knife was tucked under the chin and then moved
around inside the head, then the knife was removed
from the chin area and then inserted at the bridge of the
nose and cut upward to the very back of the head. Then
the flesh was pulled back until the brain was exposed,
cutting as necessary to remove the brain.
then said they would take the

#I2 said, “Wendell made me kill the
brain out and he bad to wash the brain and the heart off
in the sink.
babies.”
#6 stated that the b&byhe was\made to
#I2 said, “Wendell made me stick the
kill was a boy, in the kitchen sink.
#d knifein the baby and‘cut its heart out.”
stated that he stuck the baby in the stomach with a
On July 3 1, 1992-Elizabeth Ann Goar met with
knife,
#6 said be was crying when be was Barbara Bass who related the following:
made to do this, he said that when the knife went in the
#9Xold Ba$bara Bass about how Lee
baby stopped crying.
*Orville Fl&ers, and ghetto An~to Kerr kept honeyHe also said he had to cut the baby and cut the heart ing in front of
#9,
#6 wa#’quite frightened as he had William Kerr and Wendell P, Ke;r. Barbara Bass asked
out,
been told by Wanda Lou Geer Kerr that if he told he
#9 what “honeying” meant.
would be killed in the same way. All of the
#9 said it meant when they have sex.
#9
children...talk about a devil’s pot in which blood was also said they went to the woods and that Wendell E.
put after they were scratched and cut.
Kerr and Eugene W. Kerr had devil costumes.
#22, said that they cut his hand and
Information given by Barbara Bass (foster parent)
held it over the devil’s pot.
#6 said that to Elizabeth Ann Goar; reference:
Wan& Lou Geer Kerr cut him on top of his hand over
That if
#ZO did not honey him, the
the vein and would then hold his hand over the pot to monster wouId get her and she would have to stay
catch the blood,
outside all night.
#JO said Eugene W.’
spoke of being taken to the woods Kerr and Wendell E.
had devil costumes and they
where the devil was. He then said he was forced to have were hung on a tree but had a nose, mouth, and eyes that
sex with Wendell E. Kerr and Wanda Lou Geer Kerr in moved. She said if she didn’t do what they wanted,
the woods.
#8 told of a lady who was going she’d have tostay with them. The devils do honey (anal
to have a baby who was cut on her stomach, the baby sex and oral sex) them, with costumes on.
being taken out and the baby being cut until no more
On October 19, 1992-Elizabeth Ann Goar and
blood would come out, and of a devil pot in which the Debbie Minshew personally interviewed
blood was put, and of a large hole dug in the ground in
and
#9 who provided the following
which there was a large fire burning.
facts and directions as stated by Ann Goar:
#6 also spoke of the pregnant lady and
#9’and
took Debbie
the baby being cut out of her stomach and of her Minshew and me to show us where the devil people
screaming.
#6 told me of them cutting the meet to sexually abuse and kill the babies. Mt~or
baby’s throat and said, “Mamo, no more blood was in it #IQ told us when and where to turn when we left the
and it didn’t cry anymore. It was dead and the eyes office parking lot.
#10 directed us to a
house on Jack Street. She said, ‘Tony and Ryan and
were open.”
#8 has a severe panic attack whenever Bryan lived there.
# 10 said, ‘The people
a bandaid or bandage of any type has to be applied. park their cars here and go into the woods and put the
When asked why he hates bandaids so much he stated, fire under the jack pot so the devils can go around it.’
I asked
#IO how far it was to the woods
“Wanda put tape over my mouth, her tie my handsl”
#7 also told Elizabeth Ann Goar that where the devils are. She said, ‘It takes kind of a long
he was
to kill a baby boy. He stated that he was time to get there.’ Note: If you start behind Tony’s
crying and didn’t want to kill the baby as it was crying house and go through a clearing and into the woods,
also, but that Lucas N. Geer hit him on the back with the you would come out on Cherokee Trace or behind
metal part of a belt and he dropped the knife and it fell Eugene W. Kerr and Geneva S. Kerr’s residence/woods.”
into the belly of the baby.
This information was given to me by
#7 stated aftei the knife went into the #12, and verified by
#6 and
baby it stopped crying; then he said Wanda Lou Geer #7:
. ..He further states, that there were two sets of
Kerr and Wendell E. Kerr pulled the knife out of the
baby.
# 7 also said that Wanda Lou Geqr handcuffs attached to the floor, so that both children
Kerr and Wendell E, Kerr put a lit cigarette in the could be handcuffed when they had sex. He then
baby’s mouthbefore he was to kill it. He stated that the proceeded to show me just how the position of the
cigarette Wanda Lou Geer Hicks used burned the baby’s handcuffs were in reference to the position of the
tongue and it screamed, and then Wendell E. Kerr children, during the filmed sex acts,
pushed his lit cigarette into the baby’s mouth and then
further stated that Wanda would
down it’s throat.
receive money from the people at this dungeon, as she
On June 25,1992-Elizabeth Ann Goar personally gave out video cameras for other adults to tape the
interviewed
#
children during the sex acts that they were for&d to
T
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perform.

(End quoting from the Search Warrant.]
PHYSICAL

EVIDENCE

In a report from the Lucas IU. Geer file of the Texas
Department of Public Safety Criminal Law Enforcement Division, dated July 13, 1993, [Quoting:]
Dissemination to: David Goodwin, District Attorney Upshur County, Texas.
Defendant-Lucas
M. Geer, Beto 1, Tennessee
Colony, TX. Offenses-Upshur
County, 4/4/9 1, indecency with a child-felony
P.C.. 21.11 (10 years probation). Upshur County, 2/9/93, received Texas Department of Corrections-violation
of probation.
Defendant-Eugene
Wendell Kerr, Rt. 2, Box 905,
Gilmer, TX. Offenses-Upshur
County, 5/29/93, sexual
assault-felony
22.0 11. Indecency with a child-felony
P.C. 21.11. Murder-fe1onyP.D.
19.02.
Defendant-Geneva
Skipper Kerr, Rt. 2, Box 905,
Gilmer, TX. Offenses-Upshur
County, 5/29/93, sexual
assault-22.01
1. Indecency with a child-felony
P.C.
2 1.11. Aggravated sexual assault-murder-felony
P.C. 2 1.11. Aggravated sexual assault-murder-

,
felony P.C. 10.02.
SvnoDsis-On Saturday, May 29,1993, at approximately I:20 p.m. and 1:32 p.m., JusticeofthePeace,
W.
V. Ray (Pet. #l, Upshur County, Texas) issued two (2)
search warrants to Sergeant Investigator Stephen G.
Baggs with two (2) accompanying affidavits for search
warrants on the property of Eugene W. Kerr and Geneva
Skipper Kerr located on Rt. 2, Box 905, Gilmer, Texas.
Details-l.
The two search warrants were for
evidence of the offenses of:
A. Murder P.C. Sec. 19.02.
B. Sexual assault P.C. Sec. 21.11 and Indecency
with a child 21.11.
2. At approximately 2:25 p.m. on May 29, 1993,
Sergeant Investigator Stephen G. Baggs, Child Protective Services workers, Ann Goar, Debbie Minshew, and
David Goodwin, Austin, Texas Police Department Officer Derry Minor and K-9 “Pete”, Chaplain Brooks
Fleig, Sulphur, Louisiana Police Department, Upshur
County Sheriff Buck Cross, and several members of the
Upshur County Sheriff’s Office arrived at the residence
located at Rt. 2, Box 905, Cherokee Trace Trail. (Attachment: Property description.)
The suspects had
been arrested and jailed prior
to theexecutionofthe
search
warrants.
3. The immediate area
was roped off (police markers) and Officer Minor began a search with K-9 “Pete”
for cadaver scent. (Attachments: Supplemental
and
Austin Police Department
narrative.)
4. K-9 “Pete” alerted at
a spot under a storage shed
(attachment: Diagram).
A
backhoe was brought to the
scene by Upshur County
Sheriffs Department and the
area in which “Pete” alerted
was dug up to approximately
five (5) feet. No human remains were evident; however, a nearby well (approximately fifteen feet) had been
converted by the Kerrs into
a type of septic system conThe children had
tainer.
talked about body parts being “cleaned” in the kitchen
sink and Sergeant Investigator Baggs was able to determine that the kitchen sink
drained into the well.
5. K-9 “Pete” alerted on
a truck tool box which contained a blue bag made of a
cloth-like material. The blue
bag and its contents were
submitted to the Texas Department of Public Safety
Lab. (Attachment: Physical
evidence submission form.)
6. K-9 “Pete” alerted in
a wooded area near the east
side of a circular path. In
this particular
area were
three (3) shallow depressions
that were similar to graves.
Subsequent examination revealed no evident human remains.
7. It should be noted
that in all of the aforementioned diggings that at a
depth in which there were
found large intertwined root
systems, digging was halted.

8. A search was made of the following buildings:
A. A wooden frame, one room dwelling behind
red metal storage shed:
Retained for evidence from a glass jar/container in
this building were eleven pieces of jewelry (necklaces
and bracelets) resembling jewelry worn by female children.
B. A red metal storage shed:
Retained for evidence were thirty (30) 8 mm movies.
C. A search was made of a small travel trailer;
however, no evidence related to this investigation was
found.
D. A search was made of the main residence
consisting of a living room, bedroom, hallway, bathroom, kitchen and enclosed back porch area with adjoining washroom.
Retained for evidence were seven (7) l/2 inch
videotapes, which were ‘found by David Goodwin at
approximately 9:20 p.m. in the back and bottom of a
metal tool cabinet in the enclosed porch area .
9. Search of the residence was completed at approximately 10:00 p.m. Sheriff Buck Cross had obiained the keys to the residence from Eugene W. Kerr.
After locking the residence, the key and copies of the
search warrant were delivered to the jailer to be returned to Eugene W. Kerr by Sergeant Investigator
Stephen G. Baggs.
10. On May 30, 1993, the return was presented to
Justice of the Peace, W.V. Ray at approximately 9:00
a.m.
DescriDtion and custody of evidence:
Exhibit l-Blue nylon bag containing:
a. shell necklace
b. yellow wire
c. nylon straps-tow rope with metal connectors
d. rubber tie-downs (6)
e. macrame rope
Possession of DPS Lab, Austin, TX
Exhibit 2-Eleven (11) pieces of children’s jewelry
Possession of DPS Lab, Austin, TX
Exhibit 3-Seven (7) l/2 inch video tapes
a. 2 unlabeled tapes
b. 1 - tape labeled “Ice Skating”
c. 1 - tape labeled “Maid”
d. 1 - tape labeled “Slaves”
e. 1 - tape labeled “Combo #l”
f. 1 - tape labeled “On White Satin”
Possession of Sgt./lnv. Baggs, returned to Tim
Cone, D.A., Upshur County.
Exhibit 4-8 mm movies, thirty (30)
Possession of Sgt./Inv. Baggs, Returned to Tim
Cone, D.A., Upshur County.
[End quoting.]
[See
Exhibits I & 2.1
K-9

“PETE”

In a supplemental statement dated May 24, 1993,
[quoting:]
name is Derry Minor and I am a police officer
with the Austin, Texas Police Department. 1 have been
so for approximately the past 8 l/2 years. 1 am currently assigned to the Organized Crime Unit as a K-9
handier.
1 have been assigned K-9 “Pete” for over 2 years.
K-9 “Pete” and 1 are currently certified as a Narcotics
Detection Dog Team with the National Narcotics Detection Dog Association. K-9 “Pete” was trained by
Billy Smith who is considered an expert in the training
of narcotics and cadaver-recovery detection dogs. I
have received over 200 hours training with K-9 “Pete”
in multi-scent discrimination.
Furthermore, 1 have
received approximately 80 hours of training and actual
field work with K-9 “Pete” in cadaver recovery by Billy
Smith. K-9 “Pete” has been used in past cadaver
recoveries in which he has given positive alerts which
have proven true and correct and have led to the recovery of human remains. [End quoting.]
In an article appearing in the December 8, 1993
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edition of
[quoting:]
Five people who were charged with participation in
an alleged Gilmer child abuse ring were re-arrested
Monday night, according to special prosecutor Scott
Lyford of Galveston. Lyford said, “There are no new
charges,” but added that bonds on the five were raised
to $100,000.
Meanwhile, a trial of two suspects in the case which
had been scheduled to start Monday was canceled when
one of them made a plea bargain.
Those arrested Monday night were Geneva Kerr,

Danny Kerr, Connie Martin, Don Holeman and Tammie
Smith. They remained jailed Tuesday afternoon.
Lyford said he could not discuss the specific charges
or reasons for the rearrests because of a “gag order”
issued by 115th District Judge F.L. “Tiny” Garrison.
[End quoting.]
CONNIE

MARTIN’S

STATEMENT

In a notarized statement from Connie Martin dated
December 9, 1993, [quoting:]

Before me, the undersigned authority, on this day
personally appeared Connie Martin, known by me to be
the person whose signature appears below, and, having
been by me duly sworn, on oath says and deposes as
follows:
“My name is Connie Martin, 1 live in Gilmer,
Texas, with Danny Kerr. We are not married. I was
present when Wendell Kerr and Danny Kerr, Don
Holeman, Wanda Kerr, and me drove into Gilmer in
Danny’s van.. We picked up Kelly Wilson at a video
store on the square. We drove back out to Eugene and
Geneva Kerr’s house on Cherokee Trace. Eugene and
Geneva, Tammy Smith and her son Raymond, and my
two sons, Danny and Daniel, were there. Danny and
Wendell led us all back to the woods. They made me
and Wanda have sex with Kelly. She didn’t want to,
they made her. Danny and Wendell made her have sex
with them, and so did Geneva, Eugene, and Don
Holeman. Tammy Smith was there. They kept her
quiet by putting tape on her mouth. After they were
through they made me and Wanda take the kids back to
the house. 1 don’t know what they did with her after
that.
Everything above is true and correct and what I
saw.
My attorney has been with me at the jail while I
have been questioned and am giving this statement.”
[End quoting.]
Returning to the Timeline, [quoting:]
TIMELINE
12/9/93-Connie
Martin gives affidavit conceming Kelly Wilson. Martin’s lawyer, Dwight Brannon,
is present as well as Tim Cone, D.A. and Mike Martin,
City Attorney. James Brown is also at the jail for a brief
time. Connie Martin tells her attorney she is afraid of
James Brown.
12/13/93-Connie
Martin and Wanda Kerr give
additional information on ritual killings.
Wanda Kerr writes letter to Wendell Kerr stating,
she has “told everything.” Letter is deliveredto Wendell.
He states he will cooperate and then is advised by his
attorney to say nothing.
12/14/93-Scott
meets with Sgt. Brown.
12/15/93-Sgt.
Brown is asked to assist in investi- f
gation by obtaining telephone records and medical
records on Wendell Kerr. Scott returns from Arkansas
having checked out Wendell’s alibi.
12/16/93-Baggs
met with Sgt. Brown about getting videotapes from local video store and checking
rental records.
12/17/93-Sgt.
Brown delivers two videotapes to
District Attorney’s office as per Baggs’ request of the
16th. Sgt. Brown appears to be friendly and very
cooperative.
12/29/93-Connie
Martin passes polygraph on
Kelly Wilson information, given by Gordon Moore,
DPS. (At this time she had not implicated Sgt. Brown.)
12/30/93-Connie
Martin implicates Brown in
Kelly Wilson case, as well as sexually molesting children. Lyford and Baggs are present. Fleig not present,
has returned to Sulphur, LA, due to family emergency.
[End quoting.]
On December 9, 1993, Wanda Kerr asked that the
following letter be delivered to Wendell Kerr. She had
given information on Kelly Wilson and wanted her
husband to do the same. He did not. Not long after that,
Wanda Kerr started to recant her statements. [Quoting,
as spelled & written]:
[See
3.1
WANDA
KERR’S
LETTER
TO WENDELL
Dear Baby:

Exhibit

#2

’

’

Hi! Whats up? Nothing much here, but just setting
Pikre thing about you baby. 1 have told them everything
that 1 can think about o.k. 1 love you so much and I
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know
me to I need
to open up to. o.kay.
It is heard I know and I know your mind is block with
alot of thing but you need to get it out o.kay. Honey I
am doing fine and i mess you to. I have been tied up
o.kay and what I mean is with all of this stuff o.kay and
if you dont know what I mean just think for a minute
and if you still dont
what I mea% just let me know
o.kay.
Will I guess I’ll let you go for know o.kay and Baby
I Love you with all my heart. and God bless you.
Love always
your wife
Wanda Kerr [Eud quoting.]
OCCULT

EXPERT

Again, this type of ritual performance is archetypal. It finds analogies in the satanic
black mass. It is a parody, or perhaps we might say a
sacrifices.
‘re-paganizing’,
of the Christian Eucharist, or Holy Children are usually preferred as sacrificial victims, as
Communion.
the theoretician of sex magic Aleister Crowley says in
his
Children, because
they are more innocent and pure are believed to have
3.
sex
small
more power to be appropriated by ritual means.
This practice constitutes an act of magical
incorporation found among primitive tribes that practice ritual cannibalism.
Its technical
name is
as adults
“phallophagy”, or the consumption of the male memThis is a fairly common trait of satanic cults.
* her, The aim is to transfer the solar energies of the Children are necessary both as magical fodder and for
victim supposedly contained in the penis to the sacri- training successors to carry on the religion itself.
fices. (See my own paper on Sacrifice and the Transformation Myth.) I

5
During this same week, the folIowing ritual practices came to light during the questioning of Connie
Martin and Wanda Kerr on, I believe, December 13,
1993. A request for information was made to one of the
leading occult experts in the country. [Quoting: ]
Please advise if any of the following are part of any
ritual or discipline you are familiar with:
1. Killing or sacrifice (human) on the ground, no
altar sometimes the sacrifice was tied to a tree.
2. Blood of the sacrifice put into a cup and passed
to each member of the group to drink.
3. The sex organs of the sacrifice are removed and
cut into small pieces and eaten raw, placed in the mouth
of each person by the leader.
4. Sex with-the sacrifice before and after death.
5. All flesh is cut from the bones and eaten later,
cooked and part of a regular meal.
6. Head and hands are saved, some bones are saved
and inserted into other sacrifices as part of a sex ritual
before killing.
7. Chanting about Satan is all through the ritual.
8, Some of the members have on white robes with
a black six-pointed star on the left side of the robe, only
the leader has hood, the hood is trimmed in black.
9. Children as well as adults are used as sacrifices.
10. Children as well as adults are part of the group.
11. The person being killed
tortured by hitting,
electrical shock and extreme brutality.
12. The following symbols are drawn on some of
the people with blood.

*
death,
A common kind of “ancillary” ritual action. Because
most satanic sacrifice is part of the ceremonial complex
known as pseudo-tantric sex magic, sex with the victim
is a means of both humiliating them and crushing their
egos while bonding into the mystic body of the cult
where sex and death are experienced as one.

11.
brutality.
A painful
death of the victim is necessary to release the vital
energies for magical manipulation, as Anton LaVey
himself notes in
The more the
victim suffers, the more powerful will be their vital
energy.

4

The first symbol,. which looks
like the “peace sign”, is actually the “generativity”
5.
This symbol of solar phallic worship. It is often found in
is a further gesture of ritual incorporation, or “unholy magical groups alongside the swastika. It is common in
communion.” The blood is drunk and the body eaten as all magical groups, not just satanism groups. It is
in all ‘communion’ celebrations, except that the act of incorporation is
realistic and material, rather than
symbolic, as in the Christian tradition.

6.
some bones saved and inserted into
other sacrifices, as
of a sex
All body parts in ceremoniaf
magic have a certain value, or “%alence.” The valence of the head is
intelligence, or self-consciousness.
Magical groups believe that in preserving these body parts, the “power”
or valence of the part is also pre-

out of a junked automobile and using

Please fax your answer to: Scott Lyford.
u
Dear Brooks:

the bones in future victims, the practitioners believe they are using the
valences for specific magical applications in that ceremony. I could not
begin to speculate as to the actual
application in this instance. But it
done in accordance with the “theory
of contagionn, developed by the fa;
mous anthropologist
Sir James
Frazer.

In response to your recent query about the sacrifi- ,
in East Texas, here are the following
stories
each
Chanting is estion on a scale of I to 5 in terms of confidence levels. sential to the ceremonial process in
Very
all religions. By chanting the name
Very
of the “deity”, one attains the power
of the deity.
satanic [sic] chants the uame of Satan sometimes referred to as the “Cross of Nero,” but this
in order to receive the magical power of Satan.
interpolation is misleading. The second symbol is
This
similar “generative symbol” of solar/phallic worship.
“archetypical” and evinces characteristics of classic
sacrificial procedure as described by ancient historians
8,
wear
robes with black

ciaI

victim to the tree is to channel the blood energies back
the underworld, the reaIm of the dark lord.

sacrifice

the cup and

a
Description of the regalia of high
ceremonial “black magicians or satanists.” The sixpointed star is the Seal of Solomon, the emblem of high
magical orders. The fact that the star is black indicates
satanism.

Based on the information given to me, I caa confidently
conduce
that what you have is an
intergenera~onal
cult of so~r/p~lii~~~nist
“high
magicians” who probably trace their lineage all the way
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Baggs: After it was dead?
Martin: With a machete.
Martin: Yes.
Baggs: What hdppened to you? Where did you go?
Baggs: Boy or girl?
Martin: I didn’t go no where.
[End quoting.]
Martin: Boy.
Baggs: You were standing there watching?
Fleig: What did they make you do?
Martin: I had to.
CONNIE
MARTIN
INTERVIEW
Baggs: What else did they make you do? Well, we
Baggs: Kids were killed. Then what happened7
are saying they made you do it, so it is O.K. to tell us.
Martin: That’s it.
In a recorded interview at the Harrison County Jail
Baggs: No, you got to either help them down, if
Fleig: You already told us once before, Connie.
with Connie Martin, on Wednesday, December 29,
You told me once before.
they are strung up.
1993, came the following. [Quoting:]
Baggs: Did you have to eat a body part?
Martin: I didn’t do nothing.
Present are: Stephen Baggs, Brooks Fleig, and
Martin: Yes.
Baggs: You just stood there?
Gordon Moore.
Baggs: So, the bodies were cut up. Did they cut off
Martin: I stood there and watched
they made
Baggs: Why did people get taken in the woods, and
fingers, toes? Did they cut off the boy’s “thing”?
that was because they hurt them
there, and when me watch.
Martin: Yes.
Baggs: O.K. What else did they make you do?
you said they, that means more than one person, so we
Baggs: O.K. Did they cut up anything else?
Make you dig a hole?
have others back there?
Martin: No.
Martin: No.
Martin: They just took some more kids back there.
Fleig: What did they do with it after they cut it off?
Baggs: Put the body in a sack?
Baggs: What did they do to them?
Martin: Made me eat it.
Martin:
No.
Martin: They messed with them, raped them.
Fleig: And then what did they say to you? ’
Baggs: Hide the clothes7
Baggs: Where did they get them? ’
Martin: Said I was one of them-part of their gang,
Fleig: What did they make you do, Connie?
Martin: I don’t know where they get them. I wasn’t
or whatever you call it.
Baggs: Make you cut up the body?
with them when they picked the kids up.
Baggs: O.K. We have been this far before. What
Martin: No, they made me mess with the child.
Baggs: They picked them up?
Martin: Yes,
Baggs: Who picked them up?
Martin: Danny and Wendell.
Baggs: Did they pick them up in a truck?
Martin: They have picked up kids in a truck, I
don’t know where they got these kids.
Baggs: One of the big trucks like they drive, you
say they have picked them up. Do you know that?
Martin: They left once up town in the van and
picked up kids.
Baggs: You saw that?
Martin: No, that’s where they told me they got
them-up
town.
Baggs: What about the big trucks? Have they
picked them up out of state?
Martin: Danny picked up one in California. I think
that was where he said he was. She was pregnant and
had a few little kids.
Baggs: What did he do with her’?
Martin: He said he took her to Midway Truck Stop
and dropped her. I don’t know.
Baggs: Any of the other kids that have been back
in the
been picked up on these truck routes?
Martin: When Danny was on the road he brought
some kids home from the truck routes.
Baggs: Did he take them back in the woods?
Martin: Yes.
Baggs: Did they come out of the woods?
Martin: Did the kids come out of the woods? No.
Baggs: Were you back there with them?
Martin: Yes.
Baggs: What happened?
Martin: He raped them.
Baggs: And?
Martin: He raped them and killed them.
Baggs: Was he by himself?
Martin: No.
Baggs: Who was with him?
Martin: Wendell, Geneva, and Gene.
Baggs: What about Holeman?
Martin: No, he wasa’t there then.
Baggs: Were you back there?
Martin: Yes.
Baggs: Were the children back there?
Martin: Just-andBaggs: O.K., what happened to those bodies?
Martin: They told me they fed them to the dogs. I
don’t know.
Baggs: To the dog’?
Martin: The dog.
Baggs: One of their dogs?
Martin: I guess.
Baggs: Did you see the children die?
Martin: Yes.
Baggs: Who killed the children?
Martin: Danny, Wendell, Gene, and Geneva.
Exhibit 3
Baggs: O.K. How did they kill them?

back to the pseudo-Templars

of the fifteenth century.
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we are really interested in is what happened to those
bodies? That boy, because where he is is probably
where Kelly is, and the rest of them.
Martin: I don’t know where they are at.
Baggs: Tell us what happened to you after you had
to eat the part again.
Martin: They
told me not to tell anybody.
Baggs: Did you stay there and watch them? Did
they tell you to leave the woods?
Martin: Yes.
Baggs: Are ycu sure? How long were they in the
after you left’?
Martin: About an hour.
Baggs: Where did you go?
Martin: To the house.
Baggs: Did you watch out the back door?
Martin: Yes.
Baggs: You saw them coming out of the woods?
Martin: Yes:
Baggs: Were they carrying anything?
Martin: No.
Baggs: Then, is it possible that they are still back
in the woods?
Martin: Yes.
Baggs: O.K. Look here, let me tell you again, we
understand that you were made to help with all this
stuff. That you did not want to do it, O.K.7 All of [us]
here agree to that. We have been looking at this thing
for 2 years now. We know what the kids have told us.
What you have told us. What Wanda has told us. And
it has all been pretty much the same. We also know
what people do in these little groups, and one of the
things they make you do is kill people and drink the
blood, and eat the body parts, and do, you know, screw
the kids; do all this kind of stuff. Most of the time they
keep all the little bodies in one location. Cause they
like to go back and get the bones and the skull, and the
teeth and do things with those. It is not likely that
Rachel hauled the body off. Do you understand what I
am saying? That it is real likely that those bodies are
back there somewhere. Did you ever see anyone, anyone, pickup one of those bodies or body parts and walk
off from that circle, back into the woods?
Martin: Just Danny.
Baggs: What did he carry with him, away from the
circle, not to the house, but back into the woods?
Martin: He carried a baby back in there,
Baggs: Where did the baby come from?
Martin: The little boy.
Baggs: O.K.
Martin: He took him back in there. I don’t know
where he took him to.
Baggs: When he came back did he have him with
him?
Martin: No.
Baggs: Did he do that more than once?
Martin: Yes.
Baggs: O.K. Did he ever tell you about the place?
Did he have a special name for the place, back there??
Martin: Just the bottoms.
Baggs: Just the bottoms?
Fleig: The bottoms is not the circle where the
killings took place, is it? That is two places, right?
Martin: I guess, I don’t know. I don’t know if it is
what they call the circle or down in the bottoms where
they call the circle or down in the bottoms, where they
go back in there or what.
Fleig: The bottoms, is that off their land or some
other people’s land?
Martin: No, that is on Geneva’s land.
Fleig: Geneva’s land is not that big.
Martin: I don’t know how far them
go back
in there. I don’t know if it goes on someone else’s
property or what.
Fleig: Sure wish you would tell us more about that
o-week period with Kelly.
Martin: I was not out there the whole time.
Fleig: I know you weren’t out there the whole time,
but you did go back.

was mentioned in the statements, then immediately
explained he meant his case. Sgt. Brown also stated he
did not know Kelly Wilson, however, it was possible
she might have served him coffee when working at a
local restaurant.
l/16/94-Sent
fax to Dr. Carl Raschke on facts
relating to rituals performed in the woods.
l/17/94-Received
lab report on Simpsonville bones
from Dr. David M. Glassman.
Report indicates “Opinion: Based on morphological and radiographic analysis, the bone shaft and associated fragments are most probably human [subadult
tibia], although an unequivocal determination cannot
be made.”
(It is my understanding later lab reports were negative.)
Connie Martin indicated one of the victims was a
female juvenile.
l/19/94-DPS
lab ‘team at Simpsonville cellar.
Two preliminary field tests indicate the presence of
human blood in the cellar. (It is my understanding that
the final report was negative.)
l/20/94-Lyford,
Goar, Minshew, Baggs and Fleig
met with Tim Cone, D.A.; Mike Martin, City Attorney;
and Gilmer Police Chief McAllister in D.A.“s office
about grand jury indictments.
Tim Cone states he
would prefer Lyford handle the case and present information to the grand jury. Cone states he will introduce
Lyford to grand jury and let him present evidence.
In the event of Sgt. Brown’s indictment, Chief
McAllister was asked if he would pick up Sgt. Brown
(as it was determined that method of arrest would pose
the least danger to all involved and would allow Sgt.
Brown the professional courtesy of not being dealt with
publicly,) Chief McAllister refused to cooperate in any
way. Also met with Judge Garrison.
l/2 l/94-Grand
jury returned indictments.
l/22/94-Met
with Mike Martin, City Attorney
Examiner’s professional opinion: No deception and Becky Skinner at Gilmer Police Department. Sgt.
Brown’s records were copied, leaving the copies with
indicated. [End quoting:]
the police department as per Chief McAllister. (Later
TIMELINE
Chief McAllister would give statement to
1994
that Lyford team had taken originals and had not
left any copies.)
l/23/94-Met
with Marie Kerr Gray and Ronny
l/7/94-Volunteer
search of Duncan St. house.
Among the items removed were jewelry, two Hallow- Kerr. Marie stated she often saw Brown drinking
een-type or ritual masks and three knives.
coffee at the Trace and Duncan St. houses. Marie also
Connie Martin stated some of the jewelry belonged stated she had seen a ring on Geneva’s finger resemto female victims that Danny had killed. She agreed to bling the one Kelly Wilson was wearing at the time of
help match jewelry with possible victims. (This was
never done.)
Connie Martin shows us house with cellar in
Simpsonville where she and Danny had once lived.
l/8/94-Wanda
Kerr put in general population at
Harrison County Jail.
i/9/94-Connie
Martin gives information of kiflings at Simpsonville.
She states victims’ bones were
buried wrapped in black plastic.
l/10/94-Search
at Simpsonville with cadaver dog
and backhoe. Bone fragments found wrapped in black
plastic, within 10 feet of where Martin indicated they
were buried.
Pieces of metal were also found, but no other bones.
Connie Martin stated the black plastic bags were always buried with a piece of metal to make them easy to
locate in the event they wished to move them.
(It is our opinion the other bones had already been
removed. During the May ‘93 search of Kerr home
metal detectors had been observed.)
Hicks boys identify cellar as the “dungeon”.
l/l l/94-Fleig
sees Sgt. Brown in front of Upshur
County Jail. Brown is impatient and concerned about
statements made by Wanda Kerr and Connie Martin.
Sgt. Brown is told by Fleig that only Scott Lyford
can authorize release of information. Fleig explains to
Sgt. Brown that Lyford is the boss and Fleig does not
wish to cross him by releasing information without
permission.
Sgt. Brown appeared very nervous aid asked if he

Martin: No, I didn’t. I didn’t want to go back.
Baggs: We aren’t saying you did.
Fleig: They make you do things, I don’t think you
did anything that you wanted to do the whole time. I
mean, they are owning you, they are forcing you to do
everything.
Baggs: You understand that one is the same as 20
times. Once it is done once, once you have explained it
once, it is the same as 6 times, 7 times, 8 times, do you
understand what I am saying? The fact you went back
once or twice more with Danny, doesn’t make it any
worse than the first time, Connie. You are saying, if
you went back, and I believe what you are telling me,
yes, that Danny went back and you went back out there
to screw around with Kelly some more and mess with
her. That is no different than if he went out there once;
damn right, once is good enough. We got him there but
we would like to know all these other times he went
back too. He just hauled you along with him.
Fleig: How many times did he make you go?
Baggs: Danny likes violence; he likes to beat
around on people, when he is screwing around with
them, doesn’t he?
Martin: Yes. [End quoting.]
On January 5, 1994, the following questions were
asked of Connie Sue Martin by Gordon Moore, polygraphoperator for the AustinPolice Department. [Quoting:]
1. Are you lying about Geneva threatening to hurt
you if you told anybody about Kelly? Response: No.
2. Are you lying about raping Kelly in the woods
like you claimed you all did? Response: No.
3. Are you lying about picking up Kelly in Danny’s
van like you claimed you all did? Response: No.
4. Are you lying about taking Kelly in the woods
behind Geneva’s house like you claimed you all did?
Response: No.
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her disappearance.
l/24/94-Arraignment
of suspects and press conference.
l/25/94-DPS
lab team assists in search warrant at
Cherokee Trace. Red barn and truck tool box removed.
l/26/94-Volunteer
search warrant of Duncan St.
house. Among items removed were boots (allegedly
worn by Kelly Wilson), beads (used
in sexual rituals) and mattress covering.
Connie Martin claimed Danny
had killed a female on bed and mattress cover had been covered with
blood. Sample of mattress pad was
forwarded to DPS lab. Lab report
indicated a positive presence of human blood. (No follow up.) [End
quoting.]

and was brought back to Upshur County, said Brazos
County Sheriffs deputy Cpl. Carey White. He arrived
there 2:30 p.m., and remained in the Upshur County
Jail, sheriffs officials said.
Eight other Gilmer area residents, already in jail on
child molestation charges, were indicted along with the
police officer.

SGT. BROWN INDICTED
In a newspaper article dated, I
believe, January 23, 1994 [quoting:]
GILMER, Texas-A
Gilmer police sergeant and 7 members of a
family have been arrested
and
charged with capital murder, kidnapping and sexual assault in the
disappearance of 17-year-old Kelly
Wilson, missing for 2 years.
They were arraigned here Monday, and the indictments of the 8 men
and women stated that Miss Wilson
was repeatedly raped and held captive up to 9 or 10 days before she was
stabbed to death. Her body has never
been found.
Authorities said their investigation continues amid allegations of
satanic rituals, and
reported that some acts
by the suspects included human sacrifice.
Special prosecutor
Scott
Lyford of Galveston declined to comment on the newspaper’s report.
But Lyford did say, “We are continuing to investigate other aspects
of the case, other possible homicides.” He added that the investigation will include at least 4 or 5 other
possible deaths of women and children, including that of a child missing from California.
DRAWN BY MINOR CHILD #13
Arrested Friday without incident
at College Station was Gilmer police
TOURING BLOOD INTO THE DEVIL’S POT”
Sgt. James York Brown, the leading
investigator in the teen’s disappearBrown was lead investigator in the disappearance
ance. Brown, who had been attending a police management class at Texas A & M University, was returned to of Wilson, a Gilmer High School senior.
She disappeared the evening of Jan. 5, 1992, after
Gilmer and was being held in the Upshur County Jail in
making a bank deposit for her employer, Northeast
lieu of bonds totaling S650,OOO on the 3 charges.
He was suspended without pay from the Gilmer Texas Video. Her 1985 Dodge Charger was found
police force. The 35-year-old,Brown had served as a beside the store with a slashed tire.
Brown immediately took charge of the investigaFranklin County deputy sheriff in the 197Os, County
Judge Wayne Foster told
on Monday.
tion and just days later enlisted the help of FBI agents
Winnsboro Police Chief Gary Lile said Tuesday from Tyler. The
contacted the
that Brown had once applied for a position on his force. FBI late Friday and on Saturday, but agents said they
From a background check, however, Lile said that could not comment on the case.
Brown’s fraternization with high school girls would
Wilson’s parents told the
not be appropriate for a Winnsboro police officer and Friday that they do not believe Brown is involved in
he was not hired. [End quoting.]
their daughter’s disappearance and praised his work.
In another article taken from the January 23, 1994 Cathy Carlson, Kelly Wilson’s mother, said she would
edition of the Longview
[quoting:]
not believe the charges against Brown until she sees
GILMER, Texas-A day after his indictment by an “cold, hard evidence.”
Kelly Wilson’s
father,
Robbie Wilson of
Upshur County grand jury Gilmer Police Sgt. James
Brown returned to East Texas to face charges in con- Natchitoches, La., expressed doubts about the twist his
nection with the disappearance of 17-year-old Kelly daughter’s case has taken. “I have developed into
being too much of a skeptic to buy this whole story,” he
Wilson.
[End quoting.]
Brown, 35, was arraigned at 9:37 a.m. Saturday told the

In an article from the January 26, 1994 edition of
[quoting:]
SATANIC
RITUALS
ALLEGED
ORIGINAL
WARRANTS

IN

The original search warrants executed on the Eugene Kerr residence off Cherokee Trace north
of Gilmer contained bizarre allegations of children being sexually abused and forced to participate in satanic rituals.
(Scott Lyford, Special Prosecutor in the
child abuse cases, said Tuesday he would “absolutely not” base prosecution in the cases, and
the related indictments in the Kelly Wilson
case, on any of the alleged cultic aspects of the
investigation.)
The warrant was executed May 28, as the
first’ eight of 10 suspects in an alleged ritual
child abuse ring were arrested.
During the search for evidence at the residence, a storage building was moved and the
ground under it was excavated.
The warrants listed as complainants Sgt.
Stephen Baggs, of the Department of Public
Safety Narcotics Division in Austin, an expert
on “ritually abused children,” and Ann Goar of
the Upshur County office of the Department of
Protective and Regulatory Services.
The affidavit with the warrants alleged
that different Kerr children or step-children
told investigators at different times about being sexually abused and forced to participate in
satanic rituals, including human sacrifice.
The DPRS caseworkers learned about the
alleged incidents after the children, who had
been taken from their parents by the Child
Protective Services, began telling their foster
parents.
The affidavit related that some of the children told of being left alone in desolate places,
including a dump and in the woods, and told
that “the devil will come and get [them]” if they
didn’t mind.
“The boys were terrified of the devil getting them,” the report said.
One boy told an investigator that he collected bones, including human bones. It stated
that he had “one bag for black people’s bones,
another for white people, and one for animal
bones.”
One of the children claimed he saw “babies
being killed” at a residence of one of those
arrested. He said he was forced to watch and
later forced to kill a baby himself.
The boys also said they were sexually
abused.
The children said they were told that if they ever
informed anyone about the murders, or if they refused
to participate, they would be killed in the same way,
according to the affidavit.
Two young daughters of one of the accused said
that they were videotaped while “making honey* [being
forced to perform sexual acts], according to the affidavit for the search warrant. The girls said that the sexual
acts were videotaped.
The affidavits quoted the girls as saying they were
taken to a dungeon in the woods behind the Kerr house
off Cherokee Trace, “the place where the devil plays,”
to be sexually abused. They said the murders of the
babies also took place there.
One boy told the investigators that he witnessed
“about 10” child sacrifices, and gave graphic descriptions of being forced to murder babies and drain their
blood into a “devil’s pot.”
Some of the children also told investigators that
they were given coffee to drink to which something had
been added. They said that after they drank the coffee,
they became dizzy, and that was when they were sexu-
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ally abused.
Investigators also said that the children mentioned
=a white powder” being sprinkled on cake they were
given to eat, after which they became weak and dizzy
and both boys and girls were abused sexually.
On May 30, two days after the warrant was executed, Sgt. Baggs filed a return, listing items taken at
the Kerr residence.
Listed were seven videotapes, two unlabeled. The
five labeled ones had these titles: Ice Skating, Maid,
Slaves, Combo Wl, and White Satin. [End quoting.]
In an article from the Sunday, January 30, 1994
edition of the
[quoting:]
POLICE

OFFICER

in at least 10 human sacrifices to get them t
alone. “I finally told them what they wanted to hear,”
he said.
Geer said he doesn’t kttow why his story matched
closely that of two children taken from the family of one
of the Kerr children. The children told investigators of
being forced to participate in killing babies in the Kerr
house.
He also passed a polygraph test indicating that his
story about the killings was true.
In his original story, Geer said the satanic sacrifices took place over a two-year period in the woods
behind the Kerr house. He said they were witnessed by
children.
Geer, serving a lo-year sentence at the Texas Department of Corrections Beto I Unit near Palestine for
child molestation, said that he gave the story after
being questioned for several hours.
Special Prosecutor Scott Lyford said Geer’s story
change will not have any effect on prosecution of the
Kelly Wilson case, since Geer was in prison at the time
she disappeared Jan. 5, 1992. [End quoting.]
In another article from theFebruary 2,1994 edition
of
[quoting:]

The rally will be at 9 a.m. at Gilmer City Hail,
according to a VOCAL spokesman.
Tom Owens, president of the Texas State Chapter
of VOCAL, said the rally is really prompted by injuries
suffered by Danny Kerr Jr., whose parents are among
those arrested.
Danny Jr., 7 was beaten severely by his foster father
while in a Colorado City foster home, where he was
placed by Child Protective Services. Danny Jr. remains
comatose.
Danny’s foster father shot himself to death Nov. 8,
the day after he took Danny to an emergency room at a
Colorado City hospital. Two days later, his foster
mother died of a drug overdose.
Danny and his siblings had been taken from their

parents, Danny Kerr Sr. and Connie Martin, and other
GILMER, Texas (AP)-One week after his indictmembers of the Kerr family May 29. Holeman and Ms.
ment with seven others on charges of kidnapping,
Smith were also arrested and their children taken into
sexually assaulting and killing a teenager, Gilmer PoCPS custody at that point.
lice Sgt. James York Brown has been released from jail.
The affidavit by investigator Steve Baggs had alThe suspended officer’s father, Gene Brown of
leged sexual, ritual and satanic abuse had been commitSulphur Springs, posted a $225,000 surety bond on his
ted against children of the couple and the others arproperty in Hopkins County for his
who was
rested.
released from the Upshur County jail Friday, a sheriffs
“Nobody remembers Danny (Jr.) anymore,” Owens
spokeswoman said.
said. He said that Child Protective Services had begun
State District Judge F.L. “Tiny” Garrison lowered
RALLY
to come under fire from media and others after the
the bond from $650,000 on Thursday.
Brown Indictment Viewed As ‘Red Herring’
incident, but that everyone had forgotten the Kerr child
The offreer faces three charges of aggravated kidby Mac Gverton
after the recent indictments alleging some of the ones
napping, aggravated sexual assault and the capital
arrested in the alleged child-abuse ring were involved
murder of Kelly D. Wilson, 17, who disappeared two
Representatives of VOCAL (Victims of Child-Abuse in Miss Wilson’s disappearance Jan. 5, 1992.
years ago after leaving work at Northeast Texas Video. Laws) plan a rally Monday, Feb. 7, in support of Gilmer
“We want to know who’s going to
responsibil[End quoting.]
Police Sgt. James Brown, who was indicted Jan. 21 in ity for Danny’s injuries. Here you have a child who is
On February, 2,1994, in
comes the disappearance of Kelly Wilson.
going to be a vegetable. He was taken fmm an alleged
[quoting:]
spokesman for the group said they view Brown’s abusive environment and put into an environment where
indictment as a “red herring” to divert attention from he most definitely did suffer abuse,” Owens said.
severe injuries suffered by a Gilmer child while in
Owens, a paralegal, said he had become invohred
custody of Child Protective Services.
with VOCAL after he was wrongly accused of having
man, Tammy Jo Smith and several mem- committed child abuse during a child-custody suit folDon
A convicted child molester whose story that he
ne Kerr family who were altoady charged lowing a divorce. “I was once accuse4 but they were
witnessed satanic sacrifices at a home near Gilmer with participation in an aIleged Gilmer child-abuse ~~bs~nti~~
.allegations, and were dropped,” he
helped instigate a raid and arrests there last May has ring, have
been charged with participation in the said.
changed his story.
kidnapping, rape and murder of Kelly Wilson.
VOCAL provides legal help for those falsely acUltimately, 10 people,
most of them members or
former members of one famGllmer, Texas February 12, 19yS
ily, were arrested on childabuse charges in that case.
Seven of the original 10
were indicted Jan, 21 along
with Gilmer Police Sgt. James
Brown and charged in the kidnapping, rape and murder of
Kelly Wilson.
Lucas Geer, 25, brother
of Wanda Kerr, has told reporters he had participated
with other adults in child
molestation at the Eugene
Kerr residence off Cherokee
Trace, but that he made up the
parts of his story about participating in human sacrifice
and other satanic rituals.
Wanda Kerr has been charged
with child molestation and
also has been indicted in the
Wilson case.
He told reporters that he
had told the original story
because investigators questioning him had been “bugging him.” He said he was
told that investigators had
videotapes showing him participating incrimes at the Kerr
Six Defendants in the Kelly Wison case sit in the jury box at the 15th District courtroom Thrusday whife waiting for a
residence.
:hange
of venue hearing. Front from left are Don Ho&man and Tammie Smith. Rear from left are Geneva and Eugene Kerr
He said he told investigamd their sons Danny and Wendell Kerr.
tors that he had participated
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cused of child abuse, he said.
He cited statistics released by a children’s rights
specialist with the American Civil Liberties Union that
“foster children are 10 times as likely to suffer serious
injury while in foster care, and three times as likely to
die in foster care, as children with their own families.”
He also cited information from CPS that “the number of children who died in CPS custody was up seriously in Texas last year.”
Owens said the group will also call for the resignation of Special Prosecutor Scott Lyford because of his
handling of the case. [End quoting.]
Returning to the Timeline, [quoting:]
TIMELINE
2/94-Lyford
talked to Shane Phelps and requested
help from the Attorney General’s
office.
2/2/94-Met
with FBI Agent
Norman Middlenton in Tyler, TX.
While eating supper at Ann
Goar’s house, received an anonymous
telephone call. Could hear only the
sounds of a baby being made to cry.
(This was very disturbing.)
2/7/94-VOCAL
(Victims of
Child Abuse Laws) rally at Gilmer
courthouse square.
Wanda Kerr requests to be hypnotized in order to remember details
of truck log and Kelly Wilson case.
(This never took place.)
2/17/94-Connie
Martin identifies small gold ring as one she saw on
a child killed at the Kerr home.
2/l 8/94-Shane Phelps and team
from Attorney General’s office arrive for briefing.
2/25/94-Chief
McAllister tells
Fleig he has additional information
about the Kelly Wilson case, previously unknown to the Lyford team.
However, he refuses to release the
information and states it is his intention to give it to
Mr. Moore, Sgt. Brown’s lawyer.
2/26/94-Met
with Robby Wilson (Kelly’s father)
and wife. They are not satisfied and insist they will see
Brown released.
Judge James B. Zimmerman of Dallas appointed to
hear Wilson case.
News publishes article
attacking investigation and evidence in Gilmer case.
[End quoting.]
In an article from the February 26, 1994 edition of
[quoting: J

TRUCK
OUT

LOGS
INDICATE
KERR
OF STATE
ON DATE
KELLY
VANISHED
by Mac Overton

Records from a Van Buren, Arkansas trucking
company indicate Wendell Kerr was in New York state
when Kelly Wilson disappeared.
And information filed this month with Upshur
County indicates Special Prosecutor Scott Lyford had
the records more than a month before he presented an
Upshur County Grand Jury with evidence resulting in
the indictments of Kerr and others.
.
According to copies of trucking logs for Dec. 29,
199 1, through Jan. 16, 1992, received anonymously at
Wendell Kerr was on an extended trucking
run which took him to Buffalo, New York, during the
closing days of 1991 and the first weeks of 1992. Kerr
was based out of Shreveport, La. at the time, and was a
driver for USA Truck Inc. of Van Buren, Arkansas.

An examination of Special Prosecutor Lyford’s
voucher for December, 1993, shows that on Dec. 15,
Lyford drove to Van Buren, Ark., to “review records
from USA Truck officials to gather copies of evidence.”
Copies of Kerr’s log sheets show Kerr as off-duty in
West Memphis, Ark., on Dec. 29, 199 1. On Dec. 30, he
logged 338 miles on a run from West Memphis to
Bastrop, La., according to his log.
On Dec. 3 1, he logged 2 12 miles, ending up back in
West Memphis, Ark.
On New Year’s Day, 1992, the log shows 536 miles,
starting in West Memphis, Ark., and ending up in
Monee, Il.
He only drove 25.5 miles on Jan. 2, according to the
logs, ending up in Blue Island, Il.
On Jan. 3, 1993, the log shows Kerr starting out in
Blue Island, Il., and driving 280 miles to West Unity,
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Ohio.
The entry for Jan. 4 shows Kerr starting in West
Unity, Ohio, driving through Pennsylvania, and ending
up in Buffalo, NY, a distance of 408 miles.
The entry for Jan. 5, the date of Miss Wilson’s
disappearance, shows Kerr off-duty in Buffalo, NY.

a drive of 5 10 miles. A correction notice supplied by a
company clerk in the USA Truck Inc. fuel-tax department, and sent to the Safety Department, states that a
notation about Salisbuty, S.C., should read Salisbury,
North Carolina. An accident is also noted in Greenville,
S.C.
On Jan. 14, 1992, the date targeted by the prosecution as being “on or about” the time of Miss Wilson’s
murder, Kerr’s log shows, a run of 459 miles, with Kerr
starting in Sandy Cross, Ga., and driving 459 miles to
reach Alton, La.
The entry for Jan. 15 shows 520 miles were logged,
starting in Alton, La., and proceeding to Flatonia,
Texas. The log also shows an accident on the road in
Lafayette, La.
Log sheets show that, on Jan. 16, two days after he
allegedly participated in the murder of Miss Wilson.
Kerr drove 520
miles
from
Flatonia,
Texas,
through San Antonio and Houston
and ending up in
Lafayette, La.
While the logs
seem authentic,
can
However,
while
logs may be falsified for several
days, they are still
generally considered accurate as
far as recording
delivery of loads.
[End quoting.]
An article appearing in the February 27,1994 edition of
is
believed,
quoting
_
_
former investigators in the case, “to have been a major
factor in the decision for the Attorney General’s office
to take over
Wilson Case. When this article was
written, Judge Garrison had issued a ‘gag order’ and
the defense took advantage of the silence to release
false information.” The title of the article is,

6.
Returning to the Timeline, [quoting:]
3/l/94-Raymond
Smith ID’s Herbison and Shoemaker from video lineup as the two subjects that had
sexually abused him with Don Holeman and Tammy.
(To my knowledge this has never been followed-up on.)
3/5/94-CLEAT
(Combined Law Enforcement
On Jan. 6, logs state that he started in Buffalo and
drove 5 10 miles to Kirkland, Ohio. An attached memo Agencies Of Texas) requests that Attorney General’s
from the trucking company’s fuel-tax department to the office investigate Gilmer case.
Lyford announces he is ready to try cases on child
company’s safety department states that Kerr incorrectly listed Buffalo, and that the correct point of molesting. [End quoting.]
In an article appearing in the March 5,1995 edition
departure was Amherst, N.Y.
He drove 500 miles on Jan. 7, 1992, from’Kirkland,
of
written by Mac Overton, [quotOhio to Racine, Wisconsin.
ing:]
The log for Jan. 8, 1992, indicates a run of 484.5
Scott Lyford, in a special meeting with the Upshur
miles, starting in Racine and ending up in Shelbyville,
County Grand Jury Friday morning, announced he has
Kentucky.
resigned as special prosecutor for the Kelly Wilson case
On Jan. 9, he drove another 248 miles to Glendale, and a number of child-molestation
cases in Upshur
Ky.
County, according to unconfirmed reports. [End quot(Part of the data is missing from
copy ing.]
In another article appearing in the same edition of
of the Jan. 10 log, but it indicates 283 miles were
driven.)
[quoting:]
The attorney for James Brown, one of eight defenThe log sheet for Jan. 11 shows a 4 16-mile run from
Dayton, Ohio, to Raphine, Virginia.
dants charged with capital murder in the Kelly Wilson
On Jan. 12, Kerr’s log shows 127.5 miles from case, filed a request Friday morning for a restraining
order and temporary injunction against Special ProsRaphine, Va., to Fredericksburg, Va.
The entries on the Jan. 13 log show him starting in ecutor Scott Lyford.
The requests asks that Lyford be restrained from
Fredericksburg and ending up in Sandy Cross, Georgia,
add
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‘subpoenaing witnesses from the grand jury for the
purpose of trial preparation.”
[End quoting.]
Returning to the Timeline, [quoting:]
3/10/94-Connie
Martin has last visit with Little
Danny; however, her attorney, Dwight Brannon, suggests she nol sign relinquishment papers at this time.
3/l l/94-Met
with Shane Phelps and staff at Attorney General’s office in Austin. Shane Phelps informed
us the
intended to take over the cases. However,
there would be a period of three to four
for
debriefing and orderly transition.
The Lyford team
agreed we would do everything possible to cooperate
during this transition.
(No debriefing or period of
transition took place.)
VOCAL holds second rally in Gilmer.
3/12/94-Connie
Martin has last visit with other
four children.
Ronny Kerr reports shots fired at his
home the night before.
3/14/94-Shane
Phelps and A.G. staff dismiss all
charges relating to Kelly Wilson and inform Fleig and
Baggs that their services are no longer needed. (There
was no debriefing or period of orderly transition.) [End
quoting.] And there were no explanations given.
iag

a long

115th District Judge F.L. “Tiny” Garrisosl removed
himself, overruled all the objections, and said the
dismissals were “without prejudice,” meaning they can
be refiled by a future Grand Jury.
Zimmerman also granted a motion by Moore to
allow Moore to continue as Brown’s court-appointed
attorney until the case is completely resolved.
Zimmermann also said that he will bring the judge
who appointed him “up to speed” on the cases, adding
that “these are highly unusual times and highly unusual
cases.” He did not elaborate.
The visiting judge made a point of greeting Brown
from the bench after adjourning the hearing.
At a press conference after the proceedings, Shane
Phelps of Attorney General Dan Morales’ office said
that the cases were dismissed because “evidence is
presently insufficient” to bring convictions.
“The investigation [into Kelly Wilson’s disappearante] is not over...the investigation co&inues.”
Special Prosecutor Scott Lyford, who went to the
Grand Jury with information which resulted in the
indictments, defended his investigation, and told reporters that the Upshur County Grand Jury “is going to
investigate the case, and we’re going to find out what
happened to Kelly Wilson.”
In response to a question about whether indicting
Brown was a “mistake,” Lyford said that he wouldn’t
address that issue because it would involve a discussion
of evidence.
He declined to answer questions about whether the
indictments should have been filed in the first place,
and abruptly walked away as a barrage of questions
continued.

formally notified of civil rights suits against the CPS in
this area,
In the Upshur County case, Cloy and Paulette Kerr
filed a civil-rights violation complaint on behalf of
their nephew, Danny Kerr Jr., according to Tom Owens,
Texas president of VOCAL (Victims of Child Abuse
Laws). [End quoting.]
Returning to the Timeline, [quoting:]
3/24/94Bonds
reduced on Gene and Geneva Kerr,
Smith and Holeman. Holeman and Smith released on
bond.
4/9/94-Connie
Martin and Wanda Kerr moved
from Harrison County Jail back to Upshur County Jail.
(From April to July when Martin was released on
bond she claims she was raped, continually harassed
and placed in danger by being in the same jail with
Danny Kerr. On more than one occasion Danny Kerr
was allowed to harass her through her cell door or was
standing by the telephone when she attemp’ted to make
a call. She was told she could not call any member of
the Lyford team and would be in trouble if she did.)
Connie Martin stated she reported the rape and
harassment to her attorney and no action was taken.
4/29/94-Lisa
Tanner of Attorney General’s offlice
requests Fleig to appear at Gilmer Grand Jury. (Ms.
Tanner would not give Fleig information as to subject
of investigation.) Fleig refuses to go without subpoena.
Grand Jury is canceled.
News runs articles on
Lappes’ suicides and Debbie Minshew and Ann Goar.
Both articles contain misinformation and gross exaggerations. [End quoting. ]
ATTORNEY

As a sidebar, Suspect Roger Don Holeman, while
facing child abuse charges in Gladewater, Texas, used
Bob Glaze as a reference.
In an article appearing in the Wednesday, March
16, 1994 edition of
(quoting:]
CHARGES
8
KELLY
WILSON
CASE
DISMISSED
BY STATE
by Mac Overton
The state has dropped charges against eight Gilmer
residents in the disappearance of Kelly Wilson, citing
“insufficient evidence to convict at this time.”
The development came Monday in a routine hearing turned bizarre, with the Attorney General’s office
asking that charges be dropped and attorneys for most
of the defendants objecting to the dismissals.
Visiting Judge James B. Zimmermann said that, in
17 years as a District Judge, he had never seen so many
major charges dropped at once. He said he did not know
until
that the state would ask him to
dismiss charges.
Suspended Gilmer Police Sgt. James Brown, and
including Eugene Kerr, Geneva Kerr,
Wendell Kerr, Wanda Kerr, Danny Kerr, Roger Don
Holeman and Tammy Jo Smith, had been indicted Jan.
2 1 on charges they participated in the kidnapping, rape
and ritual murder of Miss Wilson. The Gilmer teenager
disappeared Jan. 5, 1992, and no trace of her has been
found.
Brown had been chief investigator on her case until
he was indicted.
David Moore, attorney for Brown, stated an objection to the dismissals, asking that they be allowed to go
to trial on the original indictments or have charges
dismissed “with prejudice,” meaning they could not be
re-filed.
Attorneys for most of the other defendants
filed
objections on behalf of their clients.
James Moore (no relation to David Moore), who is
attorney for Geneva Kerr, said, “What we’re looking to
do is to have some finality to this.” He said that the
defendants “still have to live under fear that the state
will come back
reindict.”
Zimmermann, appointed to hear the cases after

Meanwhile, a subpoena was delivered Monday to
Gilmer Police Chief Al McAllister by the Attorney
General’s assistants, summoning McAllister to testify
to a special meeting of the Upshur Grand Jury March
23, 1994. [Fnd quoting.]
In the same edition of
also by
Mac Overton, [quoting:]
Suspended Gilmer Police Sgt. James Brown proclaimed his happiness that the state has dropped charges
against him Monday, but said that “I will not feel
totally vindicated until this investigation of me comes
to an end or I am acquitted.”
Reading from a prepared statement, Brown said
that being charged with the kidnapping, rape and capital murder of Kelly Wilson “has been a grueling nightmare for myself, my wife, my family and friends.”
Brown made the announcement in a press conference Monday afternoon at the office of his attorney,
David Moore of Longview.
“I am very happy with today’s turn of events, n he
said. “It is the best news I have had in a while. I am
encouraged that the Attorney General, after carefully
reviewing the evidence, has concluded that the evidence is insufficient to support the indictment. I hope
that this signals that a fair and impartial investigation
will be made from this point forward.
“While I feel exonerated by today’s action, I will
not feel totally vindicated until this investigation of me
comes to an end or I am acquitted.” [End quoting.]
From an article in the March 19, 1994 edition of
[quoting:]
Sgt. James Brown, given back pay and offered his
job back by the City of Gilmer after indictments against
him were dropped by special prosecutors from the
Attorney General’s office Monday, will probably return
to work after taking three weeks’ accumulated sick
leave. [End quoting.]
In an article from the March 30 edition of
[quoting:]
Federal civil rights suits have been filed against
Child Protective Services in both Smith and Upshur
Counties.
CPS regional supervisor Linda Fleming in Tyler
said she is prohibited from commenting on cases under
that they h&e not been
litigation. However, she

GENERAL’S

REPORT

What follows is the official Attorney General’s
report by prosecutors on the Kelly Wilson case dated
June 20, 1994. The documentation received by CONare pages 14 through 27. I am including these
pages in their entirety here. [Quoting:]
So far this report doesn’t prove with hard evidence
that Denton killed Kelly Wilson but it does reflect facts
that strongly suggest that he is a very prime suspect
because of his personality and various versions of his
whereabouts. Perhaps the most telling evidence of this
is actually listening to the tapes of his Grand Jury
testimony where he at times struggles for answers.
Another interesting aspect mentioned earlier in
this report is the fact that the car Denton was driving on
the night of Kelly’s disappearance was a 1984 Chevrolet
This car was purchased on 8-29-91 by
Celebrity.
Denton’s father and was sold on approximately 2-l l-92
to a dealer in Louisiana to be shipped to Mexico. The
FBI did a vacuum of the car’s interior and recovered
debris which included hair strands. Also, the FBI noted
that the truck mat was missing from the car. A
of
the vehicle title records are in Exh. P.
6-l-94: On 5-31-94 Investigator Idol received a
call from Mrs. Robbie Wilson who states that she and
her husband have received information that the Wilson
son Kyle has AB Negative blood type and she said that
Sgt. Brown had told her husband, Robbie, that his exwife has A Positive blood. She said Robbie has
positive blood and she has called a hospital who has
told her that two parents who have A Positive blood
cannot bear an offspring with AB Negative blood. She
feels Kelly knew this fact which would make Kyle a
bastard child and that Kelly was going to tell this to
Robbie and this may have been a motive if Cathy
Carlson had a hand in Kelly’s demise.
On 6-l-94 Robbie Wilson called and expressed the
samequestionand
concernandaskedifwe
knew Cathy
Carlson’s bloodtype. I told him “no” and would not
release any information in the files. [This supplement
made for documentation purposes only.]
6-2-94: Up until this time this report has focused
upon suspects who were not initially indicted in the
murder of Kelly Wilson. It is common knowledge that
in January 1994 several members of the Gilmer Kerr
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16, 1995
family as well as Sgt. James Brown were indicted in
this case as a result of the efforts of Scott Lyford who
had been appointed a special prosecutor to look into
sexual abuse involving the Kerr children. During this
investigation the investigative team received information that the Kerr family and several of their friends
had not only been involved in sexually abusing children
but also were involved in the torture and murder of
Kelly Wilson. Two of the suspects in this sex abuse
case later testified that Sgt. Brown
was also involved with them in the
death of Kelly. This information led
to the subsequent indictments of these
people for aggravated kidnapping, aggravated sexual assault and capital
murder. After strong requests from
local officials, the OAG agreed to take
over the investigation into the disappearance of Kelly Wilson. After careful review, of the cases of capital
murder against the Kerrs and Sgt.
James Brown, Division Chief dismissed the indictments for lack of
evidence. The focus of this part of the
investigation will focus on the disappearance of Kelly Wilson and will not
involve the sexual abuse charges. The
sexual abuse charges are actively, and
separately, being pursued by the Statewide Child Sexual Abuse Section of
the Prosecutor Assistance Division.
Division Chief Shane Phelps has
directed the investigators of the Prosecutor Assistance Division to concentrate on whether Sgt. James Brown
(as well as the Kerrs) are responsible
for the disappearance of Kelly Wilson. In looking at all of the events
that led to these indictments, it was
found that evidence has been uncovered and/or confirmed that exonerates or appears to exonerate both Sgt.
James Brown and Wendell E. Kerr,
who was also indicted in the murder.
In order to keep this report in an
organized format, the first case to
examine will be that of James Brown.
On S/December/93 Wanda Kerr
made a written statement where she
states that after New Year’s Day in
1992, she and her husband Wendell ,
“THE
Kerr were driving a commercial carrier for USA Trucking and arrived in I
Gilmer. Thev went to the home of
Gene and Geneva Kerr and then met with Danny Kerr
and Connie Martin. She states the group then went to
Gilmer in a green van and drove to the video store. The
group saw Kelly Wilson outside the store and Danny
Kerr asked Wilson if she “would she like to see his
mama” at which time Kelly got into the van and went
back to the house with them. Once back at the house of
Gene and Geneva Kerr, the group proceeded to disrobe
Kelly and she was sexually assaulted and the statement
ends with Wendell Kerr taking a knife and going to an
area where Kelly was bound and then returning with
the knife with blood dripping from it.
What will become important about this statement is
that nowhere in this statement that concerns theviolent
sexual assault and possible murder of Kelly Wilson is
the name of James Brown ever mentioned as being a
participant.
Several people are named [to include
Wendell Kerr, which will become important later] but
not James Brown. [Exhibit l]
Then on 9/December/93 Connie Martin gave a
written statement that reports the same group, to include Wendell Kerr, picked up Kelly Wilson at the
video store and took her to the Kerr Home where she
was assaulted sexually. Nowhere in this statement is
James Brown’s name mentioned as being a participant

nor is his name even mentioned. [Exhibit 21
So far we have two separate individuals who are
admitting to a sexual assault and James Brown’s name
However, in both statements
is never mentioned.
Wendell Kerr’s name is mentioned.
Then on 6/January/94 Connie Martin is interviewed
over a period of several hours by the Scott Lyford team
and these interviews are on tape. The Lyford team has
released these tapes to us and also has released a
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synopsis of the tapes in written format. [Exhibit 31 The
account details, in the words of Martin, a graphic and
gruesome description of rape, torture and degradation
as it allegedly occurred to Kelly Wilson over a period of
ten days, beginning on S/January/92 with her abduction and ending on 14/January/92 with her death. In
these taped interviews, Martin goes into minute detail
about what each person did to Kelly on certain days
within this period, and even into specific times of day
and night even though the event occurred two years
earlier. It is in these tapes and on the synopsis that
Martin brings into the story that Sgt. James Brown was
present and participated and she was able to tell in
minute detail the exact sex acts Brown performed and
what his exact words were while he was assaulting
Kelly. Martin was able to do the same for Wendell
Kerr. [The importance of this will be illustrated later in
this report]. The reader needs to recall that Martin
never mentioned Brown in her first statement in Exhibit two.
Now I will compare the times and dates that Martin
said Brown was present while the week-long torture
and rape of Kelly was transpiring with the documentary
material that places Brown at other locations. Please
note that the synopsis is not dated but follows a chro-

nology in days from the time Kelly was missing.
Martin says Brown was present on the date of the
abduction which was 5lJanuaryi94.
She says Brown
was driving a green van and in the tape said he was
wearing his police uniform and had on his gunbelt. She
then goes into detail what perversions Brown performed on the victim in the presence of lo-12 other
actors. The Gilmer Police Dept. work schedule for the
month of January 1992 shows Brown to be off, as this
was a Sunday and Brown was off on
weekends. [Exhibit 41 The OAG obtained the original copy of Brown’s
diary from Brown’s attorney, David
Moore, and for that date Brown writes
that he was with someone and woke up
at 8:00 a.m. and then goes into the
details of the day with them visiting
various relatives and the day ends with
“we” having pizza for supper and talking the rest of the evening. The “we”
Brown refers to is himself and his girlfriend Debbie. [This person no longer
lives with Brown but does live in Gilmer
and attempts will be made to contact
her through Murray Jordan of the
Upshur Co. Sheriffs Dept.] [See diary
content in Exhibit 51 On 6-6-94 Chief
Deputy Jordan interviewed and received
a written statement from Debra Dessify
and she lives at PO Box 1462 in Gilmer,
Texas and her current telephone number is 903-734-5061.
Dessify states
that she recalls that on S/January/92
Brown was home with her and that on
that date they visited his parent’s home.
They had lunch there and then returned
home at approximately 6:00 p.m. and
later that evening they had pizza and
they went to bed at about IO:00 p.m.
This information coincides with the
information in Brown’s diary as illustrated in Exhibit 5. [See Dessify’s statement in Exhibit 10.1
It should be noted that for this date
Martin went into precise detail about
who ate what for supper and what the
food looked like and where they all
slept and so on.
The next date that Martin states
that Brown was present was on Wednesday, tVJanuaryl92 “at about 7:30 or
8:00 p.m.” Again, Martin goes into
precise detail about Brown being
dressed in his uniform and this time he
is in his patrol car. She describes how he parked close
to the house and she said he had his portable radio with
him. According to Brown’s original field notes on the
Wilson case he writes that at 7:30 p.m. on 8/January/92
he was talking to a William Dodson and then shows
talking to a Bill Webb and a Commander Don Gobbel at
the same time. Then, according to his field notes,
Brown writes that he was interviewing Michael Bibby
at 7:50 p.m. According to Brown’s handwritten offense
report for %/January/92, he shows talking to Dodson but
does not give a time. However, in the next entry Brown
shows he talked to Webb at 7:35 p.m. and Gobbel at
7:40 p.m. Then at 7:55 p.m. Brown’s report shows
Brown to be talking to Bibby. Brown’s diary entry for
this date reflects he talked to some kids who were
skateboarding in the area at 8:30 p.m. and indicated
that there was a lead in the case. Also obtained by the
OAG was a group of small pocket notebooks similar to
the ones a police officer keeps in a shirt pocket and
there is a page of one of these that has the name of
Commander Don Bolber followed by the name of
Michael Bibby and it indicates a time of 8:30 and 8:45
but gives no date. [See Exhibit 6 for Brown’s field notes
and case report pages, the diary entry for l-8-92 and the
copy of the small notebook page]
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The next time that Martin reports that Brown was
present for torturing and sexually assaulting the victim
was on Monday, 13/January/92 at approximately 8:00
p.m. and again he was in his patrol car. Brown’s field
notes and report reflect that he had activity on those
dates but do not give specific times. The diary is also
of no value on this date except he indicates the case is
continuing.
The last time Martin indicates that Brown was
present for these activities was on Tuesday, 14/January/92.
On this date, according to Martin, Brown
arrives in his patrol car at 8:45 p.m. and the group waits
until approximately 1l:OO p.m. to take Kelly into the
woods for what would be the last time because she was
alleged by Martin to have been killed on this night.
Again, Brown is in his patrol car and has his uniform
on. The group had perverted sex again and then the
victim was methodically processed with a knife and the
group drank her blood and then hanged her body ih a
tree to allow body fluids to collect in a pot.
This night is of special interest in the investigation
because according to Gilmer police chief Al McAllister,
Brown was summoned to the hospital during this period to take a statement from a suspect who had been
The officer who
injured, in an aggravated assault.
handled the case was named DeCuir and he now works
at the Sheriffs Office. I have found in the Lyford file
the original copies of the Gilmer PD officer patrol
reports for January/92. In the group was a report dated
14/January/92 indicating the activities of DeCuir who
was working the midnight shift. At 11:15 p.m. he
reports going out of service at the Baylor ER in reference to an aggravated assault case. I also have a copy
of the offense report and a statement Brown took. The
report indicates that DeCuir arrived at the hospital at
11: 15 p.m. on Tuesday, 1-14-92 and also indicates he
notified Brown who reported to the justice center and
interviewed the suspect. Brown then made a supplement report that he met with the suspect at 12:45 a.m.
January 15,1992 and took a statement from him. The
rights warning sheet is also date/timed January 15,
1992 at 12:45 a.m. [See Exhibit 71 On 6-6-94, Murray
Jordan interviewed Deputy DeCuir and DeCuir recalled the case and stated in a written statement that on
the night of this incident, 14/January/92, he called
James Brown at Brown’s home very shortly after arriving at the hospital at 11:15 p.m.. DeCuir’s statement is
in Exhibit 11.
If Brown gave the warning and took the statement
at 12:45 a.m., this means he would have had to have had
time to be notified and drive to the justice center. He
probably would have had a briefing on the case so this
means he was probably notified at least 30 minutes
prior to the 12:45 a.m. or at about midnight or shortly
therafter. In her taped interview, Martin says that the
orgy started at 1l:OO p.m. Then she states that five
people, to include Brown, had sex with Kelly, cut her
up and drew pictures on their bodies in Kelly’s blood,
hanged her up “in the name of Satan” for her blood to
drip out and then drank the blood. If this statement is
true, Brown was the fourth person to violate the victim.
All of this would had to have happened in a very short
time, less than a few minutes, because Brown had to get
to the justice center to interview the suspect. He would
have had to undress, watch several people have sex,
have sex himself, watch more people have sex, watch a
be killed and cut up, had the blood splashed on his
chest, drink the blood, get dressed and respond to the
justice center in approximately no more that an hour.
This does not include having to clean the blood from his
body before putting on his uniform. [AS STATED
EARLIER, I AM NOT TRYING TO BE HUMOROUS
IN THIS ANALYSIS. I AM TRYING TO SHOW THE
FACTS THAT ARE PURPORTED BY ONE PERSON
AND COMPARE IT TO THE DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE AVAILABLE FROM OFFICIAL POLICE
FILES.] I contacted Murray Jordan, Chief Deputy of
the Upshur CO. SO where James DeCuir now works and
he interviewed DeCuir who recalled the aggravated

assault investigation that night. -DeCuir ,stated that
shortly after he arrived at the hospital at 11: 15 a.m. on
1-14-92 he called James Brown personally at Brown’s
home and Brown came downtown to interview the
suspect. DeCuir gave a statement to this effect and he
is available for Grand Jury testimony. [Exhibit 11 ]
I have also been in contact via telephone with a
Shane Wilson, 721 Buffalo, Gilmer, TXPhone W-903365-2295 and H-903-843-3403.
Wilson was a police
reserve with the Gilmer PD and he assisted Brown
almost entirely the first several weeks of the Wilson
case. He states that there was never a time that Brown
was out of pocket and that they worked late into the
night the first several weeks chasing leads and questioning people. He states that he never saw Brown drive
any type of van and that the only vehicle owned by
Brown was a pickup. Brown did drive the patrol car off
duty but never wore a uniform off-duty. Wilson states
that he can testify that he was with Brown when Brown’
drove into rural areas checking creeks and brush and
that these areas included Barnwell Mountain, Cherokee Trace and Kelsey’s Bottom. To his knowledge,
Brown knew one of the Kerrs because they had worked
together at one time but he had no special friendship
with them. Also, he stated that Brown never made any
comments about knowing Kelly Wilson or ever wanting
to sleep with he,‘. Wilson described himself as Brown’s
best friend and said this was the first time he had ever
been contacted by investigators and described the arrest of Brown as “INSANE.” According to Wilson,
Scott Lyford and Brown came to odds when Brown
investigated the whereabouts of Wendell Kerr during
the first several days of the case and discovered that
Kerr was working and driving a truck 2,000 miles from
Gilmer during this time. He said Lyford had threatened
Brown with revenge and had apparently gotten it.
Wilson stated that he will testify before a Grand Jury.
On 6-7-94 1 took a written statement from Wilson as to
these facts. [Exhibit 121
There is a report in the Lyford files dated 6-30-93
which was written by Brown that indicates a Judge
Livengood had received information that Kelly had
been abducted, murdered and dismembered by the Kerr
family and others. This information had been given to
the Judge by an unnamed juvenile.
Brown’s report
indicates that he went to check Kerr’s whereabouts
after Kelly came up missing. Kerr told Brown he was
driving a truck for USA Trucking and that the information could be verified. On the same date Brown contacted a Jerry Seiter of USA Trucking in Van Buren,
Ark. who verified that Wendell Kerr was in fact driving
a truck for them at the time and Brown ends his report
with stating Kerr was being truthful and that USA was
sending copies of his work records. [Exhibit 81 The
OAG has obtained a fax page from USA to Brown dated
7-6-93 where they sent copies of Kerr’s log sheets and
the logs are attached. [MORE ON THE LOGS LATER
IN THIS REPORT]
The OAG has also located a report written by
Brown on 12-14-93 in which Brown wrote that he had
met with Scott Lyford and was told he would have no
further access to the case and that Lyford told him if he
rejected this, that attempts would be made to discredit
Brown. Brown goes on to state that the special prosecutor and DHS personnel were lying about facts and that
there was an attempt to threaten him. This report is
marked Grand Jury Exhibit 5 as it was apparently used
by the Grand Jury. [Exhibit 9)
Also found in the Lyford Files were original log
books of Wendell Kerr from USA TNcking along with
bills of lading and original gas receipts for tNt& fuel,
These items all have original signatures in the name of
Wendell Kerr written on them. I have secured this as
evidence and turned these documents over to the DPS
forensic laboratory in Austin and am awaiting permission from the attorney of Wendell Kerr to allow Kerr to
give us a sample of his handwritting.
Lisa Tanner is
handling the contact with the attorney.
I have studied the logs and g& tickets and bills of

lading and it shows that from 12-2791 until l-17-92
Wendell Kerr was operating a truck for USA in Arkansas, Louisiana, Illinois, Ohio, New York, Pennsylvania, Kentucky, West Virginia and Virginia.
Specifically, on l-5-92 [Date of Kelly’s disappearante] the log shows Kerr to be in Buffalo, NY [See list
below for next nine-day schedule according to the logs].
l-6-92 - New York and Ohio
l-7-92 - Ohio and Wisconson
l-8-92 - Wisconson and Indiana
l-9-92 - Kentucky
l-lo-92 - Kentucky and Ohio
l-l l-92 - Ohio, West Virgina and Virgina
1-12-92 - Virginia
l-13-92 - Virgina and South Carolina
1-14-92 [Date of Kelly’s death according to Martin] - Georgia, Alabama and Louisana
I will not attach these logs as an exhibit because of
their bulkbut will retain them in the files. [DPS has the
originals.] On 6-7-94, I received handwriting samples
from Wendell Kerr who is confined in Daingerfield,
Texas. This was done in the presence of his attorney
Corky Stovall. [903-639-75351 These samples will be
released to the DPS.
On 6-2-94 I contacted Jerry Seiter who is the
manager of personnel for USA Trucking located at
3 10%Industrial Park Rd. in Van Buren, Arkansas [501471-2655 ] and inquired as to the authenticity of the
logs and asked whether they could have been manipulated by Wendell Kerr. Mr. Seiter seemed frustrated in
discussing this. He stated that he had met with Brown’s
attorney, Kerr’s attorney and the Lyford group and had
told all of them the same and indicated he was tired of
repeating this. He stated that there was no way that the
logs had been manipulated and further there was no
doubt that Wendell Kerr could not have been in Texas
during the the first two weeks of 1992 because he was
in the places indicated on the logs and indicated that
this was a “crazy case”.
Lisa Tanner has put me in contact with Dr. Bruce
Perry who is a psychiatrist with the Baylor Medical
School and he has listened to the Martin tapes and
interviewed both Martin and Wanda Kerr. [713-79470621 He stated that neither Kerr nor Martin are capable of even short-term memory much less recalling
exact and precise details from two years earlier. Further, he described both as being very mentally disoriented and very severely abused persons. He stated that
he had listened to the tapes and was appalled at the
manner in which the Lyford group questioned these
people and felt that many of the stories told had been
suggested to Martin and Kerr in hours of interviews
that are not recorded. He stated that he would be able
to testify if called but reserved a purely medical opinion
as to the mental health of these people until he would
have anothk; opportunity to examine them.
In conclusion to this part of the case, it is felt and
is illustrated by the evidence and statements received
that there exists very reasonable grounds to assume that
James Brown and We&Al Kerr did not have anything
to do with the death of Kelly Wilson. It is further
suggested that the Grand Jury who handed down these
indictments may not have had access to all of the
evidence.
One other mystery is that the radio dispatch logs for
this period of time are missing from the Upshur Co.
SheriFs OffIce who provides the dispatcher services
for all law enforcement in the area. Murray Jordan has
made a search of the dept. and is unable to find them but
he suspects that the Lyford team got them.
Lisa Tanner has contacted Lyford and he states that
the logs were on the list to get but that James Brown’s
girlfriend had told him that Brown often was not really
at the location he was telling the dispatcher so they did
not get them because they would not be accurate.
On 6-7-94 myself and Chief Investigator
Pantermuehl met with attorney David Moore and Todd
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Teftteller who represent Brent Ward. The content of
their conversation will be discussed with Chief Phelps.
Also on 6-7-94 the hair samples of Kelly Wilson
which were received from her father Robbie Wilson
were released to the FBI in Tyler, Texas for comparison
to samples already in their custody.
6-17-94: I have prepared a booklet for Grand Jury
presentation that follows a chronological order as to
how James Brown came to be named in the indictment
on the death of Kelly Wilson. The booklet is set up as
follows and I will explain the significance of each
example:
1. DISCLOSURE

OF RAYMOND

SMITH

,Raymond Smith is the son of Tammy Smith, the
common law wife of Don Holeman. In an interview
with DHS personnel on 6-28-93 Raymond Smith revealed that Don Holeman, Tammy Smith and Wanda
Kerr abducted Kelly Wilson from the Vinyard’s parking lot and took her to the home of Gene and Geneva
Kerr. He revealed that Kelly was sexually assaulted
and later stabbed by Wendell Kerr. At no time during
these interviews did Raymond mention the name of
James Brown as being present during Kelly’s captivity.
2. SUPPLEMENTAL
BROWN

REPORT

OF

JAMES

This report dated 6-30-93 and typed by James
Brown appears to be the first time Brown was officially
made aware that the Kerr family may have had something to do with the abduction of Kelly Wilson. Brown
states that he was made aware of this by a Judge
Livengood.
Upon receiving the report Brown interviews Wendell Kerr at the Gilmer Police Department
and Kerr denies the charge and told Brown that between the dates of l-5-92 and I-17-92 he was driving a
truck for USA Trucking and Brown indicates he believed Kerr. Brown then documents that he got in touch
with Jerry Seiter of USA Trucking and confirmed that
Kerr was not in Gilmer during the time of Kelly’s
disappearance. Brown ends the report in a manner that
suggests he is satisfied that Kerr was innocent.
3. WRITTEN STATEMENT

OF WANDA KERR

This typewritten statement of Wanda Kerr is dated
12-j-93. In this statement Kerr admits that she witnessed and participated in the abduction of Kelly Wilson. She names Wendell Kerr, Connie Martin and
Danny Kerr as also participating in the abduction. She
then goes on to describe the sexual assault of Kelly by
several members of the Kerr family and states that the
day after the abduction Wendell Kerr took a knife to the
shed where Kelly was bound and when he returned, the
knife was bloody. Nowhere in this statement is James
Brown’s name ever mentioned by Kerr.
4. STATEMENT

OF CONNIE MARTIN

On 12-9-93 Connie Martingave a statement admitting to being present when members of the Kerr family
abducted Kelly and also admitted to being a party to the
sexual assault that allegedly followed. Of all the actors
she names, Martin never mentions James Brown as
participating in this crime.
5. POLYGRAPH RESULTS OF CONNIE MARTIN
[Attached to this entry is the Grand Jury subpoena
required to secure the information] On 12-29-93 Connie
Martin submitted to a polygraph given by Sergeant
Gordon Moore of the Texas Dept. of Public Safety.
There were four relevant questions that centered on
Martin telling the truth about the abduction of Kelly
Wilson and according to the examiner, Martin dir! not
indicate deception about this incident.
On 6-15-94 I interviewed Sergeant Moore and he

stated to me that Martin never mentioned the name of
James Brown as being a participant in this act. He
explained that his attached notes detail the’actors and
what type of sexual assault each committed on Kelly
Wilson. Further, Martin went into precise detail as to
these acts and even recalled the position each of the
actors were in as the assaults took place.
Attached in this report was a memorandum from
Scott Lyford to Steve Baggs dated 12-27-93 in which
Lyford suggests possible questions for the examination
and he mentions several of the actors but never does his
memo mention the name of James 0Brown.
6. CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS TAKEN FROM
TAPE RECORDED INTERVIEWS OF CONNIE
MARTIN BY THE t$COTT LYFORD TEAM
This 30-page typewritten document was prepared
by the Lyford team in their interviews with Connie
Martin. In listening to the tape-recorded sessions the
team had with Martin, it appears this interview took
place on l-6-94. It sounds as though the interviewers
were writing down the information as Martin gave
them information in precise detail about the sexual
assault and torment of Kelly Wilson over a period
covering l-5-92 to l-14-92. At this time she named
James Brown as a participant and has him wearing his
police uniform and being in a patrol car. She also
names Wendell Kerr as being present during these
times. Earlier in this report there is detail as to her
chronology of events as it pertains to James Brown and
Wendell Kerr.
7. ARREST REPORT FROM THE THE COLLEGE STATION POLICE DEPARTMENT ON THE
APPREHENSION OF JAMES BROWN

was with James Brown at their home and corroborates
information written by James Brown in his personal
diary for the date of l-5-92. Connie Martin had stated
that Brown was present at the Kerr home shortly after
the abduction of Kelly on l-5-92 and assisted in the
assaults against her.
11. COPY OF JAMES BROWN’S
DIARY

PERSONAL

James Brown kept a diary in handwriting and it
starts on l-l-92 and extend6 to 9-3-93. After the Wilson disappearance on l-5-92, the diary reflects much
about Brown’6 frustration about the case. It also discusses much about his personal life and his relationships with other persons. Aside from the entry on l-592 about Brown’6 activities, the entry for l/8/92 discusses that he had a made a break in the case by
identifying two juveniles who had beeh skateboarding.
This information corroborate6 Brown’6 whereabouts
on l-8-92 with what was written in his police report
and also in his field notes when he interviewed Michael
Bibby at approximately 8:OOp.m. According to Connie
Martin, James Brown was at the Kerr residence at about
7:30 or 8:00 p.m. on l-8-92 participating in another
round of assaults on Kelly Wilson.
12. JAMES BROWN’S CASE
TAILING THE WILSON CASE

REPORT

DE-

This document is over 100 pages in length and and
details the activities of Brown in his investigation of
the Wilson case.
13. CASE REPORT OF
OFFICER JAMES DECUIR

GILMER

POLICE

Connie Martin states that on l-14-92 Kelly Wilson
This report is dated l-2 l-94 and it details the arrest
of James Brown who was attending a police training was assaulted and tortured for the last time and on this
class at the Law Enforcement Management Institute of date she was killed and her body dismembered while all
Texas A&M University in College Station, Texas. The of the participants bathed in her blood and then drank
only thing really significant about this report is that it. Martin states that this occurred starting at about
Brown told the arresting officers that the affair was all 1l:OO p.m. She said Brown arrived at the murder scene
political in nature. Brown was charged with Capital at 8:45 p.m. in uniform and driving his patrol car. This
Murder, Aggravated Sexual Assault and Aggravated police report by DeCuir revolves around an aggravated
assult he investigated at 11: I5 p.m. on l/14/92 and it
Kidnapping.
detail6 how James Brown assisted him in the case by
8. INVESTIGATIVE INFORMATION REPORT interviewing the suspect. This report also Contain6
reports written by Brown at this time. This report
OF JAMES BROWN
conflicts greatly with Martin’6 statement as to Brown’s
This document appears to have been written by whereabouts.
Brown on or about 12-14-93 and states that he has been
14. STATEMENT OF JAMES DECUIR AS TO
pulled off of the Ke!!y Wilson case by Scott Lyford. The
report states that Brown has been threatened by Lyford THE EVENTS OF I-14-92
and is being intimidated by “DHS”. The document is
On6-6-94 Chief Deputy Murry Jordan of the Upshur
marked Grand Jury Exhibit Number 5.
.
Co. Sheriff 6 Office took a statement from James Decuir
9. GILMER POLICE DEPARTMENT
DUTY as to his aggravated assault report on l-14-92 and,
according to his statement, he called James Brown at
SCHEDULE FOR JANUARY 1992
Brown’6 home at 11:30pm on l/14/92 and Brown reAccording to this document, James Brown is shown sponded to the call shortly thereafter.
to be working the day shift with weekends as off-duty
15. STATEMENT OF SHANE .WILSON
I confirmed
this information
with Chief
days.
McAllister of the Gilmer Police Department. The day
On 6-7-94 I took a statement from Shane Wilson
that Kelly Wilson disappeared was Sunday, l-5-92, and
Connie Martin states that Brown assaulted Kelly after who, at the time of the Wilson disappearance, was a
the abduction on this date and that he was in his police reserve police officer assigned to assist James Brown.
uniform and was driving a green van. The schedule for He states that there was never a time when Brown was
15-92 shows Brown to be off and this brings up the unaccounted for during the week6 after the cast began.
question why he would wear his police uniform on his There are reports that Brown was seen in the nrral area
near the Kerr home after the case began. Wilson states
day off.
that he and Brown went to many rural areas around
Gilmer and searched out-of-the-way places for the
10. STATEMENT OF DEBRA DESSIFY
.

remains of Kelly Wilson.
On 6-6-94 Chief Deputy Murray Jordan of the
16. POLYGRAPH RESULTS FOR JAMES
Upshur Co. Sheriffs Office twk a statement from
Debra Dessify, who at the time of the Wilson disappear- BROWN
ante was the roommate and girlfriend of James Brown.
David Moore, the attorney for James Brown, has
Dessify states that on the night Kelly disappeared she
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sent to the OAG a copy of a polygraph administered to PR-24 Defensive Police Baton by ICalcasieu Parish
James Brown on 3-28-94 by private examiner R.D. S.O.; 1 l/28/88 Homicide Investigation by Jefferson
Lewis of Lindale, Texas. The examination indicates County S.O.; 3/12/90 Child Abuse Training by the
that Brown was telling the truth in his denial of the Texas Dept. of Public Safety; 3/25/91 Advanced Ritucharge6 leveled against him.
alistic Crime Investigation by the Texas Dept. of Public
Safety; 3/2/92 Investigation of Assault and Death by
17. RESULTS OF HANDWRITING ANALYSIS Texas Dept. of Public Safety; 5/l l/92 Investigation of
ON WENDELL KERR’S WORK DOCUMENTS
Criminal Gang6 by Texas Dept. of Public Safety.
Br: oks Fleig has niven training seminars on
Connie Martin has said that Wendell Kerr was Satanism and Occult Crime to the following:
present during the time she says Kelly Wilson was Calcasieu Parish Police Academy, Lake Charles, LA
assaulted and murdered, which was from l-5-92 to l- Marshall Police Academy, Marshall, Texas
14-92. Kerr states that he was driving a commercial
Regional Training Conference for Texas Constable6
carrier for USA Trucking during this time. The Deand Justices of the Peace, at Bryan, Texas
partment of Public Safety forensic lab has positively Ninth Annual Conference of the American Association of
identified Kerr’s signature on trucking records, log
Suicidology Louisiana Chapter at Alexandria, LA
sheets and bills of lading he signed in the northeast part North East Texas Community Colege at Mt. Pleasant,
of the country during this time. This evidence is
Texas
corroborated by Jerry Seiter of USA Trucking who is Texas Department of Public Safety at Austin, TX
the personnel manager and he stated to me in a tele- Quarterly Regional Communication Officers Training
phone conversation that the record6 were true and
Seminar, Sulphur, LA
correct and that Wendell Kerr was in fact in the places The 18th Annual East Texas Fire Prevention Conferhis log book6 said he was. These questioned document6
ence in Tyler, TX
were compared to signatures I took from Wendell Kerr Annual Training Seminar, Brinstone Security Service,
in the presence of his lawyer.
Sulphur, LA
Annual E.M.T. Training Seminar, Lake Charles, LA
18. AGENDA SHEETS PREPARED BY THE Kilgore College, D.H.S. Workers Seminar, Kilgore, TX
LYFORD TEAM FOR FEBRUARY 1994
It is also extremely noteworthy that the Attorney
This entry detail6 the agenda for the Lyford team General’6 office brought in child psychologist BNCe
for the week of 2-14-94 and for Sunday, 2-27-94. In the Perry to work with the children in this case. Bruce
weekly
several items of interest were located. Perry was also called in the work with the children of
For the date of 2-13-94 there is an entry under the name WACO after the holocaust.
of “Brooks”
4 which talks about offering
There is a book which retired FBI agent Ted
Brown a polygraph and if he passes, considering the Gunderson recommend6 very highly, titled, The
dropping of charges. Under item 23 the thought of
giving Martin a polygraph is addressed on the issue of
by Maury Terry [Doubleday, NY,
Brown being “there”. Then on item 40, the entry states NY]. In this bwk, Chapter 1, titled
that a psychological interview is needed for Martin detail6 a gruesome 1974 satanic ritual murder which
because “her memory for times, date6 and place6 is 60 twk place in the Stanford Memorial Church.
bad.” It appears that these entries indicate that the Perry, while later cleared, for a period of time was the
Lyford team was unsure of the indictment on Brown.
number one suspect in this ritual murder. The victim?
The agenda item for Sunday 2-7-94 indicates that His wife.
Brook6 Fleig was going to pick up the Sheriffs dispatch log, which was missing.
TIMELINE
19. PROFESSIONAL
PEACE OFFICER EMPLOYMENT HISTORY FOR BROOKS FLEIG AND
STEVE BAGGS
This entry 6hOW6that Steve Baggs was de-commissioned by the DPS and later commissioned as a special
ranger. The TCLEOSE files show no activity for Fleig
but the Louisana peace officer agency show6 Fleig to be
a chaplain in Sulpher, La. and only shows one training
course
as a hostage
negotiator.
Fleig was
“grandfathered” in the Louisiana system in 1986. [End
quoting.]
I find this last statement by the Attorney General’s
office very interesting, as CONTACT, with relatively
little effort, was able to obtain documentation concerning Mr. Fleig’s background and professional training.
Baggs, for example, was in law enforcement for 29
years! Slight oversight, AG. If the Attorney General’6
office is so thorough about a background check of one
of the lead investigators in this case, how thorough are
other aspects of their investigation?
Fleig’s background training includes: Fourth Armored Division Military Intelligence in Europe between 1957-60. Graduate from Sam Houston University in 1956. l/20/87 Reserve Police Officers Academy
given by the Sulphur Police Dept.; 3/2/87 Police Officer Survival Seminar by the Trafftc Institute Tactics
Ft. Worth City Police Dept.; 3/13/87 Hostage negotiation by the FBI; 4/4/87 Occult Investigationby Lafayette
Parish S.O.; 7/10/87 Forensic Anthropology
by
Calcasieu Parish S.O.; 9/27/88 Ritualistic Crime Investigation by B.A.D.D. Richmond, Virginia; 10/22/88

Martin did not appear before the Grand Jury.
6/24/94-Shane
Phelps files application for attachment for Fleig, Lyford and Baggs.
6/29/94-Baggs,
Fleig, Lyford, Goar and Minshew
go to Gilmer to testify before Grand Jury. (Legal
subpoena6 had been issued.) Upon arrival Fleig, Baggs,
Lyford and Minshew are informed by Shane Phelps that
they are the target of a Grand Jury investigation,
[The
J Fleig is being investigated for 1) impersonating a police office; 2) illegally carrying a weapon; 3)
tampering with a witness; 4) abuse of authority; and 5)
illegal release of information.
is made to Shane Phelps to allow each
member of team to testify in matters not related to
individual charges. The request is denied. Baggs,
Fleig and Minshew take the fifth.
Shane Phelps releases only partial information to
news media making it appear as though the Lyford team
had something to hide.
a
a
[End quoting.]
In an article from the July 2 edition of
.
[quoting:]
Scott Lyford, former special prosecutor whose controversial indictment6 of eight Gilmer residents in the
disappearance of Kelly Wilson were dismissed March
14 for lack of evidence, angrily blasted the Texas
Attorney General’6 office Wednesday as he arrived in
Gilmer to testify to the Grand Jury investigating his
investigation.
He said the Attorney General’6 offrce had not shown
“courtesy” to him and his team in the way they were
asked to appear to testify.
Lyford said the 6ummonSt6 of him and his two
investigators, Brook6 Fleig and Steve
to testify
before the Grand Jury June 24 was “the most insane
thing I’ve ever been involved in,” [End quoting.]
On July 6, an article appearing in
News with the headline:

In the July 20 edition of
is a
story which reads, [quoting:]
An internal administrative review of the way Child
Returning to the Timeline, [quoting:]
6/13/94-Shane
Phelps issues illegal Grand Jury Protective Services (CPS) case workers handled childsubpoenas for Fleig, Baggs and Lyford. (Lyford asks molestation cases involving several Gilmer children
Grand Jury Foreman if Grand Jury or Shane Phelps has resulted in major policy and personnel changes for
wants to talk to Lyford Team? Grand Jury Foreman the Texas Department of Protective and Regulatory
indicate6 it is Shane Phelps. Illegal subpoenas are Services (DPRS), the state agency which includes CPS.
ignored.) (Date of Grand Jury meeting to be June 24, [End quoting. ]
1994.)
TIMELME
6/l
runs article entitled
InvestigaReturning to the Timeline, [quoting:]
tion Cites Delusion of Social Workers. (Obviously an
7/5/94-Sgt.
Brown tiles lawsuit against Lyford
attempt to discredit investigation.)
612 l/94-State Representative Bob Glaze, was over- team.
T/13/94-upshur
County Commissioners
heard at K.W. Restaurant in Gilmer telling Commissioner Gaddis Lindsey, “Shane Pheips promised me revoke6 Lyford’s appointment as ~peCia1 PrOSeCUtOr.
7/22/94-Connie
Martin released on bond and
that Brown would
and this mess cleaned
up.” Gaddis Lindsey stated he wanted the community to Louisiana,
7/30/94-Upshur
County Commissioners Court
to be cleared of any satanic involvement.
refuses to help in defense of Fleig and Baggs.
a
g/5/94-Allen
Pusey and Victoria
of
interview Connie Martin in Louisiana.
6/23/94-Shane
Phelps interviews Connie Martin
in the Upshur County Jail for the first and only time. (Fleig is unaware that Martin is pressured into changing her testimony.)
No one from the A.G.‘s office talked to or interviewed
g/6/94-Sheila
Burns gives information to
Connie in regards to her testimony other than this one
stating she was Connie Martin’6 Cellmate in
time.
Upshur County Jail. Ms. Burns states that Connie
Under pressure Martin recanted the Wilson-Brown
testimony and was to be taken to the Grand Jury the Martin told her she never knew Kelly Wilson and was
afraid of Lyford team. (Connie Martin denies having
next day.
Martin called Fleig; she did not tell him she had made these statements. However, her denial was not
changed story. Fleig advised Martin to “just tell the published in
g/19/94-Remi Barron (Tyler, TX. affiliate of NBC)
truth.”
Martin then informed her attorney that her testimony and Walt Beuteau (Shreveport, La. affiliate of NBC)
interview Connie Martin in Louisiana. (Fleig is unbefore the Grand Jury would be the same as before.
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were relelsed on personal recognizance bonds, an
In the Winter 1994-95 newsletter of
Upshur County Jail spokesman said.
comes the following, (quoting:]
Danny Kerr, Sr., 42, was released on Oct. 3 1, and
8/20/94-Fleig
finds out and confronts eonnie
On November 16, 1994, the Gilmer Police DepartMartin about having lied to
Morning News his sister-in-law Wanda Kerr, 30, was released Nov. 2
and television stations about the Lyford team and her on PR bonds set by 115th District Judge F.L. “Tiny” ment confirmed that at least five boxes of police records
bonds require pertaining to the Kelly Wilson case were stolen from
testimony. Her only reply was, “At least they won’t kill Garrison. Personal recognizance
.
ihe property room of the police department’s offices.
me now.”
no posting of money or property. [End quoting.] Television stations in Tyler and Shreveport
run interviews with Connie Martin, reporting her
1
testimony in Wilson Case to be false. (Both
stations later aired Connie Martin’s recant of her
recant.)
8/21/94-Justice
for Kelly Wilson rally in
Cases similar in many
Gilmer, Texas.
the widely-publicized
Upahur
8/22/94-Connie
Martin voluntarily admithnty child
Kelly
ted to Fleig she had lied to
and TV stations.
Wils* investigation have been
She stated it was done out of fear and she wished
front-page news recently in Britto inform
and TV stations that her stateain.
and’
ments were not truthful. All Pusey of
Ten people,
from
TV stations were informed, and audio-tapes of
Gilmer,
are
awaiting
trial
on
mulher admission to Fleig were forwarded to them.
Liple
counts
ofchild
sex
abuse
which
[End quoting.]
allegedly took place in Upshur
In the August 22 edition of
County. They were arrested in May
News appeared an article titled
md June of lw3.
stated
conclusions, and will give g&lA search *warrant executed in a
yew Government inquiry which
~~llowpoliceandsocialworkIn the August 24 edition of
*arch of the property
Eugene
examined 84 cases of alleged abuse
em Should deal wilh future
appeared an article titled
md Genevl Kerr, two
tions.”
investigated by police and Mldol
mused,contained stories from cbilworkers
in
the
late
80s
has
farnd
lren of those arrested claiming to
a
Returning to the Timeline, [quoting:]
lave been forced to participate in
followed, and. as suspicions about
relaled story. describiig belief that
runs article stating Connie
iat;micri~ulsandhumvrsscrifices,
the social workers’ beliefs grew,
Martin recants her testimony in Wilson Case.
ncluding the murdet:of babies.
lmagilhe
government set up an inquiry.
Says she was pressured by investigators.
(Prior
The Gilmer story took on an
‘Today’s
report,
written
by
Jean
nation.”
to release of this article Connie Martin called
!ven nure hizure tone and attracted
La Fountaine. emeritus professor
Allen Pusey and informed him she had lied to
That story said lhat “The myrhilotional
attention when a special
of social anUuopology at the Lonhim thinking that it would protect her from the
calbeastknownassatanicsexabuse
?rosecutor brought into the case by
don School of Eoonomics, finally
Kerrs and Brown.)
WIISborn in America, where it has
Xld
blew apart the tiory that cau.sedso
Article was run despite her objections.
all the hallmarks
a
he Uptiur County Graud Jury and
article attempting to furmuch suffering.”
fed by films. television and bo&,
mnvinced them to indict Seven of
ther discredit investigation, as well as investigalk ariicle slated lbal the chilnurtured by fantasy, maintained by
he accu6ed child molesters and
tors.
dren who haU been taken fmm para
accusalions and bol10/l/94-At
a vocal convention
Chief
i;lmer PoliceQt. James Brown in
ents
influenced into making
stered by the credulity of psychoMcAllister claims to have tape recordings subhe disappearanceof Kelly Wilson.
alleged disclosures by adults . . . It
and the public.
stantiating threats against Sgt. Brown by Lyford
Miss Wilson <a&bed the night
found that interviews with alleged
“All
this
is &ipite the fact that
team.
ofJan. 5. l?Z32.‘Docnments related
child victims were often ‘poorly
10/18/94-Justice
for Kelly Committee apthere Is not one substantiated case
D the special prosecutor’s investiconducted’ while their disclosures
pears on
a nationally known synof
organized satanic sex abuse or
:ation indicated that they had been
‘unreliable and misleading.“’
dicated television talk-show.
murder
in America.
Did that Miss Wilson, plus an unslory quoted
10/3 l/94-Danny
Kerr, Sr. released on P.R.
leterrnined .number of others, inDr. La Fountalne’s reywwtas stating
“Llle all such scares, the fear of
bonds totaling $40,000. (Ward Tisdale, spokesthat “too frequent interviewing,
satanism feeds a itself. . _. ‘if you
cluding infants. hadbcen murdered
man for Attorney General’s office, stated the
leading questions; contamination,
lookattheallegednumberofdealhs
release had been over his office’s objections.)
in satanic rituals.
pressa~re
and inducements may have
. . ..thereshouldbebodieslnallour
llle Wilson-relateclcharges were
resulted from the anxiety of interbackyards,’ Lorraine Stanek. a
dismissed in 11Stb District
viewers to have found out what
counsellor for trauma survivors,
Gilmer March 14 01 the request of
1 l/2/94-Wanda
Kerr released on P.R. bond.
happened.”
observes.
lhe Texas Atlomey General’s of[End quoting.]
th31 no evidence of the practice
tice:,which cited a lack of evidence.
“No amount of balanced aualyIn the November 16 edition of
exists
-despite the havoc and anThe June 2 ~~n&~n~(England)
sis or reports such as that of Profe.s[quoting:]
guish cau.sed to scores of families
3
by
allegations of Satanism.
sor Jean La Fountaine can stg the
issue of
COPIES
OF WILSON
FILE
“The
controversial
claims
led
to
obsession.
America, and now lhe
carried
stories
aboul
an
investigaMISSING
IN BURGLARY
,
scmres of children being taken away
rest of the world, wants 10 believe
tion into social workers there who
from lheir families during dawn
in this many-headed monSle& It is.
had children removed fmm parA Gilmer city official has confirmed a story
raids
in the Orkneys and R-e
p&ips the way society
iti
ents. The social workers claimed
in the Nov. 9 edition of
that
by social workers.
darkest fears and
a
lhat the parenls were members of
“But not a single prosecution
Ihat refuses to die.”
sataniccultspracticing blackmagic.
at the Gilmer Police Station. [Now,
?htt Evening Stu~dtrrd dso reThe two rcporQ 3re estimated to
line stated, “Satan Abuse Is All a
p0rtHl that im investigation by Scothave cost lhe government of BritMyth,” with a subheading that exhltl Y3rd (considered one of UK
ain as much as 20 million punds
pliued, “Official report expses
tinest police agencies in Ule world)
(about $30 million).
social workers’ Delusion thal
“is etpected to come to Ihe same
wrecked
families.”
[End quoting.]
Tcxlu June 141994
In the November 23 edition of
[quoting:]
Two of 10 people charged with participating
in a child-molestation
ring in Upshur County

aware that Martin is giving same story as she gave
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These records are described as copies. The originals
are said to be deposited with the office of the Texas
Attorney General.
However,

In an article appearing
edition of

[End quoting.]
in the December 3, 1994
[quoting:]

still do not have visitation rights with her g-year-old
son from a prior marriage, Raymond Smith. [End
quoting.]
In the December 17 edition of
comes [quoting:]
LORETTA
3 OF

KERR
MAY
VISIT
HER CHILDREN

A suspect in widely-publicized Upshur County child
molestation cases was granted supervised visitation
with three of her children, Gilmer attorney David
Griffith said.
115th District Judge F.L. “Tiny” Garrison granted
Stephen Baggs, one of the special investigators on visitation to Loretta Annette Kerr, 3 1, during a closed
Scott Lyford’s special prosecutorial team, has lashed hearing last week, Griffith said. [End quoting. ]
out in a press release at the Texas Attorney General’s
office and others who doubted the Lyford investigation
TIMELINE
into the Kelly Wilson disappearance.
’
The 3-page, single-spaced statement by Baggs conReturning to the Timeline, [quoting:]
tained many accusations about cover-ups, “rotten
12/24/94-Gene,
Geneva and Wendell Kerr reapples” in positions of power, and much innuendo and leased sometime prior to this date.
other suppositions, but Baggs provided no evidence fo.r
On Dec. 22, 1994, Wendell Kerr was required to
his claims,
turn himself in to the Upshur County Jail to be released
In his statement, faxed for release through the again on Dec. 3 1, 1994. (The reason for his re-arrest
“Justice for Kelly Wilson Committee,” Baggs said that and subsequent release is not known.) [End quoting/
“my concerns and questions regarding the investigaend Timeline.]
tion by representatives of the Attorney General into the
involvement of Gilmer Police Sgt. James Y. Brown in
KELLY
WILSON
the disappearance of Kelly Wilson, and the mishanFACTS
dling of the children in the related sexual abuse cases
will probably upset some people.
In another document obtained by
titled,
“...firmly entrenched within the criminal justice 33
[quoting:]
system are those whose judgment has been clouded by
1. It is a fact that Kelly Wilson & missing.
political correctness, crippled by laziness and who
2. It is a fact that James Brown did not think it
have become mastered by an exaggerated sense of self- necessary to finger print or impound Kelly’s car, alimportance. The actions taken by the Attorney General though this was offered by the Sheriffs office.
under the ‘leadership’ of Shane Phelps, which is itself
3. It is a fact Michael Bibby admitted to, and was
a contradiction in terms, are at the least questionable.
convicted of slashing Kelly’s tire.
“[A] stench surrounds those public servants who
4. It is a fact that Wendell Kerr and Lucas Geer
are involved in duplicity, deception or lying and in (Wanda’s brother) pled guilty to child molestation
other forms of craftiness which are in total contradiccharges.
tion to the principles of right and wrong in most
5. It is a fact that Wendell Kerr lived with Michael
people.”
Bibby.
Baggs said there are those “in positions of author6. It is a fact that James Brown worked with
ity and public trust who habitually lie, deliberately
Wendell Kerr.
7. It is a fact that the Winnsboro newspaper
deceive, who cannot be counted on, and who mock the
reported that James Brown had applied to the Winnsboro
law.
“In the aftermath of the ‘review’ into the disap- Police Department.
It reported Brown had not been
pearance of Kelly Wilson, the ‘break-in” and burglary hired, citing one reason alleged fraternization
with
of the Gilmer Police Department, the release of con- high school girls.
fessed child molesters back into the community and the
8. It is a fact that James Brown would not partici‘misplacing’ of evidence in the Kilgore ‘Kentucky pate in a search on Cherokee Trace, less than a mile
Fried Chicken Murders’, the citizens of Texas should from the Kerr Residence, since it was “outside his
be concerned with whose interests are really being jurisdiction,” but did participate in searches in East
protected and ‘in what direction we are going!’
Mountain, Kelsey Creek, etc.
“Since representatives of the Texas Attorney Gen9. It is a fact that Connie Martin passed a polyeral in concert with some members of local law enforce- graph test which implicated her and the Kerrs in the
ment persist in traveling along some well-trodden paths kidnapping, rape, and murder of Kelly Wilson.
10. It is a fact that the Attorney General’s Offrce
littered with a combination of failures, intentional
bungling or incompetence, who knows how much worse has not talked to Michael Bibby and only talked to
things will get? That question answers itself-what
Connie Martin on June 23, the day before the Grand
remained to be tampered with was the viability of the Jury met.
sexual abuse cases involving numerous children.”
11. It is a fact that Wan& Kerr passed a polygraph
Baggs claimed that members of the Prosecutor
test implicating herself and the Kerrs in the ritualistic
Assistance Division, which Phelps heads, have been murder of at least 10 children. This polygraph and was
waiting until after the recent elections to dismiss the videotaped by Ernie Hulsey, who is considered to be one
remaining sexual abuse cases against members of the of the top polygraph experts in the nation.
Kerr clan and their associates. [End quoting.]
13. It is a fact that Lucas Geer did not recant his
In the December 10 edition of
is story until after being visited by James Brown.
a story which says, [quoting:]
14. It is a fact that Satanic masks and implements
Two parents accused in widely publicized Upshur of torture were found. These had been described by the’
County child molestation cases have been granted su- children as well as some of the adults.
pervised visitation with one of their children after not
15. It is a fact that a cadaver dog was taken to the
seeing him for more than a year.
Kerr residence and it sniffed out three locations.
Don Holeman and his girlfriend, Tammy Jo Smith,
16. It is a fact that Danny Kerr was off from work
were granted supervised visitation with their 3 l/2- the day Kelly disappeared.
year-old son, Luther Holeman, during a hearing before
17. It is a fact that Don Holeman,was accused of
Judge F.L. “Tiny” Garrison Thursday afternoon. They child molestation while employed at Gladewater I.S.D.
BAGGS
LASHES
THOSE
‘WHO
DOUBTED’
LYFORD’S
FINDINGS
IN WILSON
CASE

1%. It is a fact that Connie Martin reported she was
raped in the Upshur County Jail.
19. It is a fact that Scott Lyford had made arrangements with Connie Martin’s consent to give her a
polygraph exam concerning James Brown’s alleged
involvement in Kelly Wilson’s death. Why has the
A.G. not followed up on this?
20. It is a fact that three adult Kerr siblings gave
sworn statements alleging physical and sexual abuse by
their parents and other family members.
2 1. It is a fact that several people gave statements
placing James Brown not only on Cherokee Trace, but
at the various Kerr residences on numerous occasions.
22. Itisafactthathumanbloodwasfoundonamattress
cover. Why has the AG. not analyzed this yet?
23. It is a fact that the A.G. effectively prevented
Scott Lyford and his team from giving vital information
to the Grand Jury on June 29,1994, by telling them they
were targets of an investigation.
24. It is a fact that Lyford and his investigators
were NEVER debriefed by the A.G. concerning these
cases.
25. It is a fact that in March, Lyford was ready to
prosecute the child abuse cases.
26. It is a fact that CPS caseworkers and Scott
Lyford asked the A.G. Offtce many times for help on
these cases.
27. It is a fact that the A.G. did not intervene until
requested by State Rep. Bob Glaze.
28. It is a fact that Bob Glaze is on the Appropriations Committee which allocates funds to the A.G.
Office.
29. It is a fact that Shane Phelps may not know the
difference between a summons and a subpoena to appear before a grand jury.
30. It is a fact that the Grand Jury (Harvey Rayson,
foreman) indicted 5 members of the Kerr family, James
Brown, Don Holeman, and Tammy Smith for the kidnap, rape, and murder of Kelly Wilson.
3 1. It is a fact that this Grand Jury did NOT
participate with Shane Phelps when he got a state judge
to dismiss these charges.
32. It is a fact that this Grand Jury did NOT “No
Bill” these eight people, in spite of stories in the press
which would lead one to believe otherwise.
33. It is a fact that this Grand Jury did NOT
participate in, or concur with, the speech given by
Shane Phelps on June 29,1994, in which Phelps exonerated these eight people.
34. One last fact. The presiding juror of the
Upshur County Grand Jury, whose term continues until
the end of December 1994, is none other than Ms.
Jeannie Glaze. [End quoting.]
IN

CONCLUSION.

Why is it that
case workers in this case, who
have given so much care, attention and time for the
protection of these children, arefiragged through the
mud by a vicious media?
Why are investigators with impeccable reputations
and skill made out to be irresponsible bunglers7
Why are the victimizers held up as the victims and
the true victims in this case, the children, all but
ignored?
Why is the irresponsibility
of the Texas State
Attorney General’s Offtce allowed to continue with
impunity?
Why have the reputations of these fine investigators and case workers not been cleared7
Why? Because the obvious, blatant cover-up and
corruption in this case runs very, very deep.
No, this story is not complete. But now you have
many more pieces to-the puzzle. AND you also now
have evidence that the State of Texas and local law
enforcement
officials seem to have conveniently
allowed to “disappear”. Too bad it’s not going to stay
that way!
This story is
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“This journal which comes in ‘fantasy’ format is,
in fact, TRUTH
“It was decided that we would first bring forth an
‘acceptable’ story line that would bear a particular
message to the ones awaiting instructions and the
knowledge that the time oftinal instructions and ‘countdown’ is at hand..,*
-HATONN
This journal is about the adventures of three people
and their encounters with Native Americans of the
Sipapu and their Space Brothers.
It describes their
amazing experiences after showing up at the Nevada
nuclear bomb test site for a protest.
You will also find revelations large and small, from
the ancient past and the future.
“. This was THE first work by “dharma”, thought
to be a Fantasy but now appreciated as the beginning of
an en-Light-ening
Reality Journey. With help from
Little Crow of the Lakota, Dharma’s public mission of
translation for Higher Teachers begins here. as a sensitive love story of the Purification Times, which brings
together a mystical “ancient” group from the “past”, a
Pleiadian space expedition from the “future”, and some
awakening volunteers from Earth’s “present”.
Sipapu Odyssey is in the early stages ofbeing made
into a motion picture utilizing the Pleiadian advanced
technologv of Futuronics.

i

i
~
~
1

“Who is Ashtar? I suppose great volumes of ‘stuff’
have been written about Ashtar, the entity. I will
endeavor to identify myself so that flourishes are not
added by cherished ones. I have been called a ‘Christian Commander from Venus’, a ‘Supreme Director in
charge of all of the spiritual Program’ for your planet.
“I am honored, but I believe it would be more
suitable to state that I am a dominant commander from
the Etheric realms. Here, I always confront trouble, for
your words do
not actually
define my position. I shall
attempt
at
simple explanation.
“I
have
been around
for a very, very
long time. Under the sponsorship (I suppose is a good
enough word)
of
Lord
Michael
and
the Great Central sun government
this, your galaxy. I suppose
I rank overall
second in command.
I am
not
a
discarnate energy (spirit); I
am an etheric
._
being. I have
never
taken
human embod
ment upon planet Earth. Many have inferred such; it is
not true. I have been far too involved with affairs of the
Universe to prattle around in human format on Earth.
I serve at a very high involvement as a member of the
councils scattered throughout this Universal Sector,
serving in an advisory capacity at strategic levels of
intergalactic affairs. I share responsibility with Esu
Immanuel (Jesus) Sananda for the airborne divisions of
the Brotherhood of Light.”
-ASHTAR
Some important topics covered are: EARTH = BOTTOM OF LADDER. Space people and Spirit peopleContact since late 1940s-How dark brothers workReincarnation
begins-The
Martian influenceNuclear war could damage fabric of space-CHRIST’S
TEACHINGS SHOWED THE WAY. Signs: Time is
here. No dead martyrs.

“You and I know that millions have
died for freedom. And we appreciate
beyond all human understanding the efforts and lives they gave so we could
enjoy a certain measure of freedom. We
will carry on now to regain those freedoms stealthily stolen from us by those
who were supposed to watch out for our
interests. Instead they have looked after
their own selfish interests ahead of the
~ common man. Way ahead. Let us now
take up the pen, which is mightier than
the sword, in the singular struggle to
regain our constitutional rights.
“Let this be your clarion call if you
have not heard one yet. This is it. Take
effective action now in your own sphere
of infulence and keep at it. The battle of
words and wits has only begun. With
God the Creation backing those who
struggle for freedom there is only one
outcome: Victory! Take action now.
“Your inner self will urge you what
to do. Do it as long as it follows God’s
rules. Of course, you all (readers) are
doing the best you can. This is meant for
-A Friend
the fence sitters.”
Some of the important topics ineluded are: St. Germain and our 4th of
July (Independence Day)-Where
dom.gone?-Pan
Am flight 103 and its links to
the CIA, the Syrian-Lebanon hostages and the
Clinton connection, etc.-Details
of the Monarch
Mind-Control Pronramming-Bo
Gritz connection--’ God will save this nation and ConstifuZion.” Oh?? God HELPS THOSE WHO HELP
THEMSELVES.-You
don’t like my religion??-Continuation
of
from Ronn Jackson-Militias
& ADL-O.J. connection-Linda
Thompson on armed militia and
insurrection-U.N.
Committee and sodomyGlue bombs. eve Dopriers-Map of U.N. bases in
u*s*
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The times we live in do not afford us the opportunity to keep life simple enough that health can be
taken for granted by just ingesting food and water.
The game rules have been changed by bureaucrats
(directed by crooks higher up the ladder) who dietate questionable farming practices which, when
added to the already choking pollutions of’ our
atmosphere and water, ends up depleting the soil,
the food supply, plus the air & water we breath of,
many of the essential nutrients that would otherwise,’
allow our bodies to function optimally.
Without these “food’‘-based essential nutrients
our immune systems and body physiologies are
sitting ducks for any attack-from
chemical and
biological “warfare” practices, to increased nuclear
radiation pollution, as well as from other highenergy photon bombardment as this planet prepares
itself for
upcoming changes.
It is up to every individual to take personal
responsibility for their health and prioritize the
needs their bodies may have at this time as well as
pay special attention to the needs of their children.
I hope to describe here some good products available to
so that your search for a basic, complete
arsenal against disease can come to an end.
New Gaia has presented many products to the
public that you can pick or choose for individual
needs. But there is a core of products, which should
be taken regularly, that is felt to be essential to
health and well being. These products
are:

Each of these provides a service to the body
that is a necessary assistant to the other.
will
discuss each one individually to provide you with
the information you need to understand why these
items are necessary.
The physiology of the body is basically governed by the actions and programming found within
the cell. The cells
the tissues make up the organs such as the heart or
liver which, in turn, make up the organ systems that
work in harmony with each other to keep the entire
body functioning.
If the cell structure has been
altered or is malfunctioning (for whatever reason),
every organ system is affected. To what degree they
are affected depends on the offending substance
that has caused the cell’s breakdown or the length of
time that cell has been subjected to abuse.
is a product that is said to help

correct the faulty programming that has occurred at
the cell level by correcting into perfection the cell’s
DNA/RNA blueprint. Viruses, unlike bacteria, have
the ability to fuse with the DNA strand within the
cell, creating a mutation to that cell. By perfecting
the DNA/RNA blueprint, the cell may be returned
to a level of vitality which allows it to fight off an
incoming virus and maintain the homeostasis within
the cell and, in turn, within the organ systems.
This is essential for the immune organ system,
because without healthy cells that can fight off
offenders like free radicals, viruses, and cumulative
levels of radiation, the immune system is overtaxed
to the point of exhaustion- eventually leading to
dis-ease.
Another benefit from consuming
is its ability and nature .to thrive on
the invisible, higher photon frequencies which are
bombarding
is able to speed
up the frequency levels of the cells to more nearly
match the energies pouring in and assaulting the
body. This, in turn, can offer a two-fold benefit:
One benefit is the ability of the cell to withstand and
actually adapt to these otherwise damaging energies;
other benefit is to help protect ourselves
from mind manipulation through pulse beams that
are irradiating mankind relentlessly. Originally the
dose was 10 drops, 3 times per day, under the
tongue.
However, with the growing number of
“manufactured” epidemics and other stepped-up

plans for our demise by the Elite, perhaps more is
better. One ounce or more per day may produce
faster and more effective results.
was introduced to benefit the mitochondria system that lies within the cell. The
mitochondria is the energy prodwer of the cell and
is essential to convert the food we eat into usable
cell fuel and to produce enzymes that are absolutely
necessary for survival of the body system.
is also said to feed on vessel plaques
adhering to blood vessel linings. Most all of us, by
the age of twenty, have plaques developing on the
arterial walls due to the American diet that is filled
with saturated fats, high protein, white flour products, and limited consumption of fresh fruits and
vegetables. This product provides added fuel to any
compromised system to assist in strengthening the
immune system, as well as cleaning out blood vessels and enhancing the pliability of
vessel walls
Both
and
throughout the body.
work in harmony to strengthen and eliminate mutations of all cells by working together
within the cell structure itself.
Another product that you will find essential in
This is a fully
your daily regime is
integrated electrolyte liquid that is brought forth
from the
The combination of tea
and juice, vitamins, minerals, Gingko Biloba,
Echinacea,
oxygenators, Aloe Vera and

1
2 Bottles
5

1 Bottle Gaiandriana( 1 Quart)
2 Bottles GaiaLyte (2 Liters each)
COST:

(for
subscribers
$115 (for non-subscribers)

$90.00

Las
onlv)

For credit card orders, call:
1 (800) NEW-GAIA (639-4242)
(See New Gaia order form at back
of uaDer for more information.)
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are a powerful combination that helps
boost energy levels as well as provides electrolyte
balance within the body to help enhance the performance of
within the cells. Electrolytes are substances which dissociate into ions in
solution and thus become capable of conducting
electricity. The balance of these electrolytes in the
body will aid in the protection from the various
high-frequency energies that we are now subjected
to as well as enhance the effectiveness of all the
other products you are consuming for your health.
Another beverage that should be taken in a dose
of approximately 8 ounces per day is the “Tea
Breeze”
Enough can not be said
about this fermented drink from the mushroom fungus found long ago by a prominent Japanese woman
in a town called Kargasok, Russia. What she found
amongst these villagers astounded her. The women
were virtually without wrinkles or other signs of
aging and the overall population was comprised of
unusually healthy people. She was told that these
people drank 8 ounces of Kombucha Tea daily.
She brought the mushroom fungus back to Japan
and, today, over a million Japanese people drink the
fermented tea daily. With the high content of
special proteins and enzymes, this tea is said to
reduce cholesterol, restore hair growth, strengthen
eyesight, help insomnia, aid in weight reduction,
help with allergies, bronchitis, asthma and a myriad
of other debilitating conditions including the prevention of certain cancers.
While these are claims from people who have
used or researched the product, it would simply be
prudent to regard
as a must to add
to your daily health regime. Many people make
their own tea with the mushroom that is available
through New Gaia Products, but for those of us with
limited time, the ready-made tea in the 1-liter and 2liter bottles is both delicious and convenient. Try
mixing the tea with
and your favorite
juice, or just drink it straight.
There is a
that has been
developed which offers similar properties to unpasteurized apple cider vinegar, which has been used
for centuries to care for all types of ailments. This
product packs a punch when fighting off the common cold and is great as a digestive aid. Many are
using this product in their salad dressings or other
recipes to enhance the nutrition that their families
receive. While
is not recommended for canning or preserving, it certainly is
recommended for general consumption.
is the membrane that is found in
the mushroom fungus of the
bathed
in a nurturing amniotic-like fluid of
to aid the body in repair of connective tissue. This
product was designed to replace the need for Shark
Cartilage supplement, which has been well researched and documented in recent years and which
is said to program the
to never develop cancer
tumors. By mixing one teaspoon in to any of the
above mentioned drinks, you add one more weapon
to your arsenal in the quest to build the immune
system to its optimum healthy state.
14&y program called
has been
developed that assists in the elimination ofthe nasty
parasites found within the body. Very few people
realize the kinds and types of diseases that these
parasites can contribute to, such as Cancer, AIDS,
Hepatitis. Hodgkin’s Disease, Diabetes, iust to name

a few. There have been reports that people have
beeu -tile to turn their conditions around by utilizing a program such as the
to
eliminate the myriads of parasites, such as flukes,
keeping house in their internal organs.
The beauty of this program is that 14 days every
3 months is all that is required to insure a body that
is free of most parasites. The
line
includes tinctures that can be mixed in any one of
the above beverages or in juice. There is also an
intestinal cleanse that comes in the kit to ensure
proper elimination and cleansing during the two
weeks. These steps to health are important if one
is to realize optimum health within the cellular
structure and organ tissues of the body.
Chlorella is a single-celled, fresh-water algae,
which is a nutritionally balanced whole food that is
high in
(60%) and contains more
than 20 essential vitamins and minerals, 19 of the
22 essential and non-essential amino acids, enzymes, plus
growth factor. The combination of these factors results in a product that has
been found to be excellent in the healing of wounds,
injuries and ulcers, immune strengthening, age retardation, protection against radiation, normalizing
digestion and bowel function, and protection against
toxic pollutants, to name but a few of the benefits.
is a rich source of chlorophyll, which
is extremely effective in controlling body odor both
internally and externally. The suggested daily consumption is 3 grams per day, but dosages should be
to
individual needs.
times the
alkaline reserves in the body are so depleted that
in larger doses, is warranted.
Moreover,
of its superb food value,
ChIorella is an important addition to anyone’s
emergency food storage stash.
As part of an ongoing nutritious diet, the grain
of
(Triticum Spelta) should be added to every
diet in replacement of the standard wheat grain.
Spelt is
to wheat in that it contains more
protein, crude fiber, and fats than wheat. It also
contains special carbohydrates (Mucopolysaccharides) which help stimulate the all-important immune system.
Many people who are allergic to wheat find
to be easily digestible. What is most exciting
is the delicious nutty flavor that
offers to any
baking
Another advantage of
is the
amount of vitamin B-17 found in the grain
(also
as Laetrile) which has a reputation for
retarding cancerous cell growth and aiding in the
healing of other serious illnesses.
also has an
exceptionally thick husk around the center grain,
which protects it from all kinds of pollutants and
insects far better than happens with other grains.
The Spelt grain can be ground up into flour and
used in any recipe where flour is required. New
Gaia offers the whole
grain bread mixes, or
the grain itself to be ground into flour, or the flour
already milled for your convenience. This
addition to your family’s diet can provide a wealth
of extra nutrition for your loved ones as well as a
great taste experience.
The last product
wish to discuss is a newer
product of which you may not be fully aware. Many
of
have heard ofthe latest craze using a product
called “Pycnogenols”. Pycnogenol comes from the
bark of the pine tree and is said to have remarkable
anti-oxidant uronerties that are aidinn’in the relief

of a number of chronic conditions.
The
product offered by New Gaia has been found to be
superior to Pycnogenol. The research that has been
conducted on the elements found in Pine Bark were
primarily conducted on Grape Seed Extract because
this, too, had the components that offered the superior anti-oxidant protection.
What was discovered is that the Grape Seed
Extract was even superior to the Pine Bark in that
it contains a higher level and higher potency of
OPCs (Oligomeric proanthocyanidins) which are
the active ingredient for free-radical scavenging.
These OPCs found in the Grape Seed Extract are
known for their instant bioavailability to seek out
nasty free radicals and produce rapid counter-effect
results. While no claims are here being made for the
healing qualities of any product, the OPCs found in
Grape Seed Extract have been identified with: Antiaging protection, improved vision, decrease in
wrinkles, resistance to mental deterioration, reduced risk of heart disease, reduced risk of stroke,
enhanced immune system, faster healing, subdued
PMS, and reduced inflammation of arthritis.
The other substances found in
are EsterC and Aloe Vera.
is found to get into the
blood stream faster and in larger amounts than
other forms of vitamin C and wastes only a fraction
of what other vitamin C products lose through
It is also found to penetrate white
elimination.
blood cells more efficiently, which is necessary for
their metabolism. There is also a reduction, if not
an elimination, of the side effects from the acidity of
regular Vitamin C because Ester C has a neutral
pH. Each capsule also contains 150 mgs. of Aloe
Vera which is the equivalent of one-and-one-half
ounces of natural Aloe Vera juice. Excerpted from
an article by John C. Pittman, M.D., we read:
“Acemannan, a mucopolysaccharide, is a long-chain
sugar which is found as an active ingredient in Cold
Processed Whole Leaf Aloe. It interjects itself into
all cell membranes. This causes an increase in the
fluidity and permeability of the membrane, allowing toxins to flow out of the cell more easily and
nutrients to enter the cell. The net result may
improve cellular metabolism throughout the body,
resulting in a boost of energy production.”
These three powerful ingredients are found in
one product called
It is a potent product
that should be utilized by anyone suffering from a
chronic condition or for those wishing to maximize
the functioning of their immune system on a day-today basis.
All the above products discussed:
Vinegar,
can be the keys to a.healthier and
more vibrant life by reinvigorating the immune
system, increasing the metabolic activity of the
cells, providing more complete nourishment to allow the organ systems to function in harmony with
one another, and to increase our bodies’ overall
frequency levels to withstand the onslaught ofva&
ous high-frequency energies that are throw our
way. These products work synergistically together
to maximize the effects of each Product.
Of course, right thinking, right exercise, and
right eating are absolutely necessary to add to any
health regime, but the benefits and gifts found
within these various products are priceless to our
well being in this high-stress world.
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35%

a

(3%)

2-oz.bottle:$10.00

1(800)NEW-GAIA(639-4242)
1 (805) 822-9070

FAX

ALASKA & HAWAII

PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING

RATES

J!K!IL
*+ For UPS 2nd day to Rural Alaska. please call for rates.
* For Priority

Mail to any locations.

Foreign orders,
for specific

8 oz.

LIQUID

BREAD

MACHINES,

DISCOUNTS

Non-subscribers

AVAILABLE

FOR CONTACT

SUBSCRIBERS

ONLY.

STARTING

PACKAGES,

Ibs. Qp $1 .ZS/lb.

*ADDITIONAL

our office in writing

cases

ORDERS, PROGRAM
TENANCE

please call for rates.

rates as rates vary greatly.

** When ordering
FOR ALL

please contact

BREAD

MIXES,

FLOUR

PACKAGESAND

MAIN-

CALL FOR SHIPPING

COSTS.

Page 60

..
ARE
CALLED

SERIES

27. PHOENIX

OPERATOR-OWNER

.
PLEASE

INQUIRE:

THE
*28. OPERATION
*29. END OF THE MASQUERADE
39. THE TRILLION
THE

DOLLAR

73. RELATIVE CONNECTIONS
VOL.
74. MYSTERIES OF RADIANCE
UN.
FOLDED VOL. II

LIE
III
SORTING

EACH,
- see right.)

WEBS

7. THE RAINBOW

RUSSIAN

l-800-800-5565
l-806-822-9666
(Mastercard,VISA,
Discover)

VOL. I
81.

TO ECONOMIC

THE PIECES VOL. IV

THE HOLOCAUST
VOL. II
41. THE DESTRUCTION
OF A
E!LANES ZDNEM
IS RACISM
43. TANGLED

4. SPIRAL

PAPER,

7 1. COALESCENCE

ROULETTE

DISASTER

MASTERS

+‘l 1. CRY OF THE PHOENIX
*12. CRUCIFIXION
OF THE PHOENIX
* 13. SKELETONS IN THE CLOSET
14. RRPP--RAPE,
RAVAGE, PILLAGE
AND PLUNDER OF THE PHOENIX
*l 5. RAPE OF THE CONSTITUTION
16. YOU CAN SLAY THE DRAGON

5 1. TANGLED WEBS V0L.W
52. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII
53. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IX
THE FUNNEL’S NECK
MARCHING TO ZION
56. SEX AND THE LOTTERY
DIVINE PLAN VOL.11
58. FROM THE FRYING PAN INTO
THE PIT OF FIRE

LEGION
FOCUS OF DEMONS
TAKING OFF THE BLINDFOLD
91. FOOTSTEPS
INTO TRUTH
89.
90.

UPS-$3.75 1st title, $1 .OO ea add1
Bookrate-$2.50
Priority-13.40

93.

WITH THE
CRIMINAL

CROOKS
POLITBUROS

AND

Bookrate-12.50
Riorlty-$3.40

1 st title, $1 .OO ea add’1
1 st title, $1 .OO ea add’1
1 st title, $1 .OO ea add’1
1 st title, $1 .OO

UPS 2nd day-$9.00

18. BLOOD AND ASHES
19. FIRESTORM IN BABYLON

60. AS THE BLOSSOM OPENS
61. PUPPY-DOG
TALES
62. CHAPARRAL SERENDIPITY

21. CREATION, TEE SACRED UNIVERSE
*23. BURNT OFFERINGS
*24. SHROUDS OF THE SEVENTH
66. ULTIMATE
PSYCHOPOLITICS
67. THE BEAST AT WORK
69.
70.

TATTERED
NO THORNLESS

97.

HEAVE

‘EM

OUT (Phase

Three)

99.

USURPERS OF FREEDOM IN

100. BUTTERFLIES,
CONTROL-THE
RAZOR’S EDGE
10 1. THE BREATHING DEAD

ROSES

Post

Subscription orders may be placed by mail to the above address or by
phone to l-800-800-5565.
Subscription rates are: $36 for 13 issues
(US); $35 (Canada/Mexico); $40 (Foreign); or 26 issues for $60 (US);
$70 (Canada/Mexico); $80 (Foreign); or 52 issues for $110 (US); $120
(Canada/Mexico); $130 (Foreign).

Reproduction of this newspaper for private,
non-profit use is vencouraeed,
as long
as the content and integrity
unchanged. For commercial
tion is strictly
forbidden
permission is granted in writing by
INC.
-

!

Cuantitv SubscriDtions: $95.00 for 10 copies of 13 issues (US); $125
for 25 copies of 13 issues(
$160 for 50 copies of 13 issues (US); $275
for 100 copies of 13 issues (US); $190 for 10 copies of 26 issues (US);
or $1,100 for 100 copies of 52 issues (US). UPS postpaid Continental
U.S. For Alaska, HI, Canada, Mexico and Foreign, call or write for
shipping charges.
Single copies of back issues of
or
each.
prices are as follows: 1st copy $3.00, each additional $0.45. Shipping
included, postpaid in the Continental U.S. A. Alaska, Hawaii, Canada & Foreign
orders please call or write for quo&s on ad&ional shipping charges.

1 st title, $1

add’1
add’1

Surface-13.00

1 st title. $1.50

Airbook-$4.50

1st title, $2.00 ea add’1

Surface-$3.00
1 st title. Il.50
ea add’1
Alrbook-$8.00
per title estimate

